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PREFACE 

This is the final report in a series which has been generated by 

work under contract N00014-67-A0181-0048.    As such, it summarizes findings 

from a study of the implications of possible values changes in society for 

Navy manpower and management practices.    The work reported 1n the pages 

which follow reflects the efforts of a large number of persons, many of 

whom authored one or more of the technical  reports in the series.    Their 

labors are gratefully acknowledged. 

Parts of this final document appeared in an earlier pre-final 

technical report, Military Manpower and Modern Values (Bowers and Bachman, 

1974)- The material concerning national issues perceptions and preferences, 

summarized in that earlier document, is not treated in the present report, 

on the grounds that work since January, 1974, has been concerned almost 

exclusively with problems and issues in the organizational area. 



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The Navy, unlike the Army, has historically relied entirely upon 

volunteers.    But during the past few decades the draft provided a powerful 

"incentive" for some to enlist in the Navy.    Now, under all-volunteer 

conditions, the Navy and the other branches of the armed forces must compete 

in the civilian manpower market.    The Navy must attract sufficient numbers 

of enlistees and reenlistees  in order to function effectively, and it must 

now, more than ever, manage its manpower effectively—not simply because 

that manpower is more expensive and harder to recruit, but also because the 

effective and constructive utilization of manpower is in itself a key 

ingredient for its recruiting and retention. 

Approximately two and one-half years ago, we undertook to explore the 

potential  impact upon these facets of Navy effectiveness of changes  in 

values, views, and preferences that may be occurring in American society 

at large.    Much had at that point been written, and observational evidence 

reinforced the view, that affluence, education, and world events had 

combined to alter rather significantly the desires and preferences of 

Americans—particularly the young.    If true, such changes would have important 

implications for the postures and practices of the Navy as an organization. 

Accordingly, survey data were collected from two samples of persons: 

(1) a representative national  cross-section of the civilian population, and 

(2) a sample of Navymen stratified so as  to be representative of major Navy 

entities  (ships and shore stations).    Questionnaires, identical except for 

certain personal background measures, were administered to persons in both 

samples during late 1972 and early 1973.    The resulting data concerning 

values, perceptions and preferences in national and personal work settings 
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have formed the basis for 28 technical  reports submitted from the inception 

of the project through December 31,  1973. 

This present report is intended as an integrative summary of the 

principal  findings concerning Navy work settings.    In brief, the findings 

discussed in the body of this report are: 

Work Values and Preferences 

(1) There is little evidence of an organizational  "generation 

gap" concerning preferred characteristics of the job. 

Young persons appear to attach greatest importance to the 

rather traditional  values of personal  independence and 

material success, a preference which they share with all 

other civilian, and nearly all Navy, age groups. 

(2) There is similarly little evidence of a gap concerning 

preferred leadership style.    Preferences in this area 

appear to track actual experience. 

(3) There is a difference among age groups concerning adherence 

to, or acceptance of, autocratic beliefs.    This  rises rather 

sharply with age, despite the fact that both experience with, 

and preference for, non-autocratic behaviors from others also 

rises with age.    The gap in adherence to autocratic beliefs 

is largest for young versus older enlisted men.    Despite their 

similarities in other areas, it is nearly as large for older 

officers versus older enlisted men, the former looking very 

much  like younger officers  (and relatively non-autocratic in 

their beliefs). 

(4) Educational  level  is  related to at least some aspects of what 

persons want from a job.    Greater education is associated with 
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reduced concern for economic issues, with less concern for 

serving one's country, and with enhanced concern about having 

challenging work.    Among Navymen, it is also associated with 

greater concern for personal  independence. 

(5) Adherence to autocratic beliefs also declines rather sharply 

with education, in this  instance paralleling preferred and 

actual  leadership practices. 

(6) Region of the country in which one grew up appears to make 

little or no difference in work values and preferences. 

However, some difference occurs according to type of 

community in which one grew up (rural-urban).    Those from 

rural areas are most inclined to accept autocratic beliefs, 

while those from suburban areas are least likely  to do so. 

(7) A rather clear pattern of differences between the sexes in 

organizational  preferences emerges for the civilian sample. 

Women, in civilian life generally, attach somewhat greater 

importance than do men to jobs which are cleaner, more 

clearly directed, less bureaucratic, more "settled," and 

more secure. 

On the other hand, men and women do not differ in the 

importance which they attach to pay, steadiness of work, 

and availability of free time.    They do not differ in their 

posture concerning adherence to autocratic beliefs, nor in 

the importance which they attach to human factors in 

organizational  life.    Little difference occurs in the behavior 

which they desire from their peers, and no difference in the 

importance which they attach to serving their country. 
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(8) Racial differences in values and preferences concerning the 

work setting appear to be comparatively minor.    For the 

civilian segment, only a few such differences appear, most 

of them explainable in terms of the effect of discriminatory 

treatment upon persons'  aspirations, that is, the tracking 

of one's hopes to his experiences. 

Among Navymen, differences occur more frequently, but 

follow no discernible pattern, with one exception:    on the 

critical  issues of interpersonal  treatment and challenging 

work, the Navy would appear to have rather successfully 

removed the effects of discriminatory treatment of minorities 

at the behavioral  level. 

(9) Taken together, the findings concerning race relations 

practices present a convincing, if perplexing picture. 

Minorities, and Blacks particularly, do feel discriminated 

against in the Navy.    On many tangible criteria, the effects 

are real enough.    For example, Blacks have slower advancement 

rates and receive expensive technical  training less frequently 

than do Whites, even after controlling for the effects of age 

and education.    However, relationships to behavioral treatment 

are more peculiar.    Blacks report experiencing, for example, 

a better organizational climate than do Whites, report more 

felt discrimination, and, at the same time, evidence a 

negative relationship between the two (i.e., the better the 

climate, the less  felt discrimination!)    Among the difficult, 

thorny, and even unacceptable conclusions  that this suggests 



is the possibility that--because of the accumulated historical 

content in which it occurs—equal  treatment will not be 

perceived to be non-discriminatory. 

Organizational Practices 

(10) On the standard array of organizational practices measures 

included in the survey, the Navy as a whole falls approximately 

at the lower border of what is termed the "normal" range 

(40 to 60 percentile points on the national  civilian norms). 

This conceals a rather crucial difference, however.    The 

shore-based units are well within that normal  range, whereas 

the fleet units are distinctly below it.    The sole exceptions 

are the submarines, which resemble the shore units in quality 

of organizational functioning. 

(11) Most of the more serious fleet problems appear to lie in 

organizational  climate conditions and leadership behaviors, 

rather than in the intrinsic properties of jobs performed. 

(12) Much of the problem pattern occurs as well  in, and perhaps 

ties critically to, a perceived undue absence of personal 

independence, in the form of bureaucracy and an unnecessary 

intrusion into Navymen's personal  lives. 

(13) Like the organizational climate and leadership problems, this 

personal  independence shortage is age-related.    Until a 

Navyman reaches 30 years of age, or is in a group whose average 

age approximates that figure, he does not experience conditions 

as favorable as those experienced by civilians of almost any 

age. 
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(14) The personal independence shortage is also rank-related. 

For enlisted men, experienced conditions steadily decline 

in positiveness from E-l to E-5, then rise to a peak at E-7. 

(15) It is also unit-level  related; conditions improve steadily 

with the rank of one's supervisor. 

(16) While it seems to be true that more autocratic practices are 

found in conjunction with sophisticated hardware in the Navy, 

other findings lead us to be suspicious of any conclusion 

that such a contingency is desirable.    Instead, what appears 

to occur is that Navy assignment practices, like their civilian 

hiring and placement counterparts, make the assumption that 

automated hardware substitutes for human competence.    Yet our 

general  array of findings would suggest the dysfunctional 

consequences of this simple assumption.    If our society does 

through its educational processes what early chapters of this 

report suggest that it does, then persons are placed in 

situations representing the poorest possible fit to their 

values. 

(17) The Navy of the immediate future will  consist—probably already 

does consist—entirely of True Volunteers.    While their 

expectations are nearly as high as those of the Choice Motivated 

persons, their initial qualifications (in terms of education) 

are not.    They have high needs for personal independence and 

participative treatment, and their decision to remain or 

leave the Navy at the end of their term is closely contingent 

upon the treatment they receive along these lines.    They view 
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the Navy as a personal  route to skill, esteem, and 

position in life and will doubtless weigh as quite negative 

practices which deal with them otherwise. 

These, then, are the principal  findings  in a number of areas. 

From these stem, directly and indirectly, a number of possible 

implications and action steps concerning the work setting that we judge 

worthy of consideration: 

(1) Recognize more systematically the critical  interrelationship 

of men and technology in the Navy. 

The Navy should undertake to study its ships and shore 

stations as socio-technical  (not just technical) 

systems, and should attempt modifications in line with 

the resulting findings, perhaps initially on an experi- 

mental basis. 

(2) Work to reduce the amount and effects of bureaucracy in 

Navy life. 

Decentralize:    return to command the overall responsi- 

bility for direction that over the years has been 

absorbed into central  control  functions. 

Flatten the organizational structure:     remove a large 

proportion of the one-on-one reporting relationships 

so frequently found in  the Navy. 

Make more constructive use of "management by objectives.' 

(3) Reduce the effects of age (and values) discrepancy among 

Navymen. 
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Improve the task leadership and technical competences 

of junior officers. 

Replace senior enlistees with junior officers in roles 

which involve supervising younger enlisted men. 

Take age discrepancy into account in the assignment 

process. 

Improve the general  leadership competences of Petty 

Officers other than Chiefs. 

(4)    Increase opportunities for independence in Navymen's 

personal  lives. 

Review Navy policies and procedures which potentially 

provide grounds for unnecessary intrusion into the 

personal  lives of Navymen and alter those which do so. 

Write and issue something akin to a "Navyman's Bill 

of Rights," which specifies the personal  life areas 

and circumstances in which subordinate commanders 

may and may not intervene. 

Add to the assignment procedures improved mechanisms 

for taking into account the personal  needs and 

interests of Navymen.    While relevant to all, this 

would appear to be most critical  for young officers, 

whose loss to the service is quite costly. 
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Chapter 1 

Prologue 

Both the nation's leaders and its young people pressed during 

recent years for an end to the method by which much of the nation's 

defense manpower has been obtained during the last thirty years, the 

military draft.    For all intents and purposes, this has now become 

fact.    In place of a military force staffed partly by conscripts and 

"draft-motivated" enlistees there has been substituted the system of 

all-volunteer attraction and recruitment upon which our society has 

relied during peacetime years throughout most of its history. 

These are not the tranquil  times of earlier years, however; 

conditions change, events occur more rapidly, and their repercussions 

travel  further today.    In this complex world, the nation    must not 

only be certain that its defense force is adequate in both numbers and 

competence, but also be assured that this force is wise, responsible, 

effective, and consonant with those democratic values which are central 

to our society. 

Under an all-volunteer system, the Navy (and other branches of the 

Armed Forces as well) must compete in the manpower market.    Like other 

types of employment, military service must provide work roles which 

are satisfying activities in their own right, which are seen as 

making a positive social contribution, and which provide adequate 

financial  rewards, fringe benefits, and the like. 



To the casual observer, as to the social scientist, it appears that 

conditions which have obtained since the start of World War II may be 

shifting.    Many of the tenets, assumptions, and customary relationships 

of the last three decades, some forming the basis for military manning 

and management practices, are undergoing great changes.    Affluence 

has rendered in many ways meaningless a number of the accustomed 

motivational strategies which were in the past effective.    Attitudes 

toward authority,  toward the value of great openness, questioning, 

and candor all appear to be changing.    Not only the military services, 

but most of the major institutions of our society would seem to be 

faced with the necessity of closely examining, and perhaps greatly 

altering, practices based upon old assumptions in these areas. 

The research which this report summarizes began with the proposition 

that changing values, expectations,  life styles, and preferences for 

the quality of organizational   life are important and perhaps overriding 

considerations in relation to the fortunes of an all-volunteer force. 

It was stated early on that this proposition stems from two sources: 

(1) accumulating data of a formal variety which suggest that 

in recent years non-economic matters have become increasingly 

central to an ever-larger number of persons; 

(2) a great number of instances, increasing in frequency, in which 

dramatic shifts are evidenced in the behavior of persons and 

organizations on dimensions related to value and quality-of-life 

issues. 



  

The roots of these societal values, preferences, and expectations 

lie in many areas, most notably the educational and child-rearing 

practices which have come into being within the last couple of decades. 

The changes which have come over American society in recent 

decades are familiar themes, perhaps no longer surprising.    All of us 

are familiar with statements concerning the number of scientists 

presently living, expressed as a proportion of those who ever lived, 

and similar statistics calculated to press home the point that change 

has accelerated.       If the statistics seem repetitious or the themes 

overworked, however, it is  to a failure of words, not a commonplaceness 

of the phenomenon, which blame ought justly be laid, for the changes 

are truly large.     In the small space of three generations  -- from 

grandparents to grandchildren, both presently living -- we have moved 

from being a nation which was two-thirds rural and in which one person 

in 16 was a high school graduate, with only one in 25 going to college 

to a nation which is three-fourths urban (and within that, largely 

suburban:    3 persons in 7 live in areas that are urban but not 

central-city), in which seven persons in every eight are high school 

graduates, and in which half go on to college. 

Number of years completed is not the only change which has come 

over education.    Amount of time spent in school within any one year has 

changed as well.     In 1900, the typical, enrolled, public school 

student experienced a school year 99 instruction days long;  in 1970 



the instructional year was approximately twice that length (179 days 

in 1968, for example). The annual per-pupil expenditure in 1900 was 

$12 nationally; in 1970 it was $917! Even allowing for depreciation 

of the dollar, the "real" amount spent per pupil today is many times 

greater than it was at the turn of the century. 

Within the educational experience, changes of a qualitative nature 

have contributed to the overall  impact.    Educational experiences at 

the elementary and secondary levels have become increasingly parti- 

cipative or involvement-oriented.    Non-graded classrooms, multi-age 

grouping, individualized instruction, programmed learning, and a wide 

variety of other innovative practices have become commonplace in 

today's schools.    In higher education, parietal  rules of the sort which 

most of us personally experienced and accepted, and which were based 

upon the in loco parentis doctrine, are almost universally a thing of 

the past.     Together with changes at both the Federal and (in    some 

instances) state levels which establish 18 years as the age of majority, 

these shifts lead young persons of high school age to expect and to 

prepare for self-governance -- that is, a determining say over most 

matters affecting their lives — at an earlier age. 

The importance of this for attitudinal change ought not be lost. 

Today's typical  18-year-old will have spent more than 2100 days in 

direct exposure to practices which encourage involvement and a questioning 

and challenging posture on his part.    His role models during this period 

will have been highly educated, well trained teachers.    He will  find 

and view himself as an incoming adult member of a society that has 

become highly educated, sophisticated, urban, and affluent. 



Although one may reasonably question the extent to which an 

affective or emotional  change in attitudes has occurred over the years, 

there appears ample ground for assuming that the informational  and 

behavioral components of attitudes have changed markedly.    Today's 

likes, dislikes and preferences may be little different from those of 

two generations ago,    but they are supported by a much sturdier 

informational sub-structure, and the behavioral  repertoire in which 

they are seen as potentially finding expression contains a much wider 

array of alternatives, few of them in the category,  "compliance." 

It may well be, in other words, that values themselves have changed 

less than have certain other things associated with those values, like 

willingness to tolerate practices at odds with them, perceived available 

alternatives, ways of behaving in response to disliked practices, and 

the like. 

Today's  18-year-old will  in all  likelihood be aware of the large 

nunfcer of alternatives available to him in conjunction with almost 

every choice he must make (a considerably larger number than were 

available to his grandfather years ago), and he will be well equipped 

to engage in the search process to locate alternatives in any unfamiliar 

situation.    In short, whether his values are different or not, 

the options open to him are far greater in number, and he is better 

equipped to attain them, than were his grandparents.    In the face of 

this,  it seems unreasonable to assume that a relatively short period 

of boot and technical  training can have any appreciable impact upon 

basic attitudes and preferences. 

The world of work toward which he heads is similarly different from 

that which existed at the turn of the century.    In 1900, 29 per cent 



of the nation's prime-mover horsepower was provided by draft animals; 

in 1970 a comparable figure was  .00007 per cent!    Although this statistic 

seems simple, perhaps even humorous, a bit of reflection suggests 

that it indicates the amount of technological advance which has 

occurred in recent decades.    Similarly, whereas ten per cent of the 

work force in that earlier day were engaged in professional, technical 

managerial, and official  occupations (accountants, architects, chemists, 

businessmen,    clergy, academicians, dentists, physicians, lawyers, 

judges, elected officials, public administrators, pharmacists, 

scientists, engineers, etc.), 25 percent of the work force are engaged 

in such occupations  today. 

Much, therefore, hinges upon the acceptability and "up-to-date" 

character of Navy practices, since it seems likely that little by way of 

socialization  (attitude change of Navymen in directions more compatible 

with customary service practices) can be expected.    Unfortunately,  the 

degree of such correspondence seems lower than what might be desired. 

Whereas alternatives have undergone vast change and expansion since the 

early years of this century, managerial practices have changed relatively 

little.    Managerially, a greater resemblance exists between the supervisory 

practices of today and those of a half-century ago than exists between 

alternatives available to subordinates now and at that earlier time. 

Stated otherwise, to the extent that the nation possesses a 

"cream" of tomorrow's  "crop," it is  likely to be found among those 

whose ability and training ultimately aim them toward that 25 per cent 

work force slice which makes up the country's technical, professional, 

and managerial  personnel.    Although the wisdom or desirability may be 

questioned, it is likely that these opinion leaders will be drawn in 



disproportionate numbers  (if not largely)  from among those who have 

been advantaged during their developing years by the best of what 

society has to offer.    Exposed while they were growing up to a wide 

array of stimuli, good schools, and the like, this best-nurtured, best 

prepared slice of American society clearly will assume responsibility 

for its policies and operations in the years ahead.    Yet, it is 

this stratum -- the young, better-educated segment of the population -- 

which is most at odds with prevailing Navy practices.    A strange 

counterpoint is the fact that the Navy would appear to have in 

recent years drawn a large proportion of its recruits (under pressure 

of the draft) from precisely this segment. 

Among civilians, this young, better-educated segment of 

the population is more rejecting of autocratic practices,  less 

impressed with opportunity to serve one's country or make the world 

a better place as drawing cards in job selection, more demanding of 

challenging jobs, and more insistent upon adequate human-resource 

leadership practices. 

In the Navy as among civilians, those persons who grew up in suburban 

areas are least authoritarian and, at the same time, least interested 

in having a job in which they may serve their country.    The difference 

present in the civilian sample -- that those who grew up in the suburbs 

prefer more challenging jobs — does not hold true among Navymen: 

all community-of-origin categories among Navymen closely resemble the 

suburban-civilian. 
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Both preferences and practices show substantial  age-related 

effects among Navymen, a phenomenon scarcely observable among 

civilians.    Rather than alternative explanations (e.g., social 

desirability response bias, socialization, etc.)  "selection-out" 

appears as a major factor, with most of the difficulty occurring among 

young Navymen.    Although rank has some effect independent of age, 

both officers and enlisted men show rather similar effects, with 

negative views tied principally to an unfavorable organizational 

climate.    This climate is viewed, by the young especially, as overly 

bureaucratic, arbitrary, and excessively intrusive into one's personal 

life.    Human resources, thei r well-being and motivation, are viewed to be 

treated as subordinate in importance to impersonal  rules and hardware. 

Preferences  for, and experience of, more adequate human resource 

organizational practices rise with age and rank in the Navy, not 

because of socialization and change, but primarily because those who 

experience these conditions remain ("select-in"), whereas those who 

do not experience them leave ("select-out").    While the comparison 

thus favors the Navy in the older age brackets, it should be noted 

that this counts for little if most leave the Navy because of the 

unfavorable comparison in the younger age brackets. 

What of the future?   What may be said of the child who was three 

to five years of age in 1971 -- the potential recruit during the 1980- 

1985 period?    The chances are three out of four that he will have come 

from an urban-suburban background.    The chances are one out of three 

or one out of four that his parents will have professional or technical 

occupations (and presumably somewhat higher than that that he will 



himself aspire to such an occupation).    The chances, furthermore, are 

three out of four that the head of his family will have at least a high 

school diploma, and about even that he will himself intend to go on 

to college.    Eleven  times more money will have been spent educating 

him; his teachers will  likely have had   work beyond a bachelor's 

degree, and will have employed a variety of new, different, and more 

participative teaching methods during the 12-year period of his 

exposure to them.    He will have spent one-sixth more time each year in 

school  than his parents, twice as much each year as his early 20th- 

century grandparents.    He will have been exposed to hours of instant 

communication from television, traveled more, seen more, and tried 

more activities -- athletic, social, and intellectual -- than his 

parents did at a comparable age.    The chances are quite high that he 

will never have known any economic situation except comparative 

affluence, and almost certain that he will not have known real want. 

He will be, at least at the Federal level, no more than a few months 

away from a majority -- able to vote, enter into contracts, leave home, 

drink, and organize his life as he pleases. 

Exceptions to any and all of these characteristics will, of course, 

occur, but this probably represents the "average" or typical 18-year-old 

of 1982.    As such, he appears to be almost a prototype of today's most 

dissatisfied Navyman.    Unless something changes practices or situations, 

he will  in all  likelihood never enter the Navy -- nor any other branch 

of the armed forces.    Should he enter, he will  in all  likelihood leave. 

In either event, he will carry a posture of indifference or resentment 

with him to his civilian life and career.    And from the most prototypical 

of all will come the 25 percent who will in the years    ahead comprise 

the judges, physicians, engineers, scientists, legislators, administrators 
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and businessmen whose influence outweighs their numbers and who formulate 

the nation's policies and administer its affairs in their most 

critical apsects. 

The research summarized in the pages which follow, therefore, 

provides a reasonably satisfactory answer to the general  issue raised 

at the outset.    It is not that young persons today possess values and 

preferences that are strikingly different from those of generations 

immediately preceding.    On the contrary, they generally value and 

hold important the same things cherished by their parents and grandparents. 

There are, of course, some differences:    young persons today are 

more averse to autocratic direction than their elders, for example, 

and somewhat less motivated by patriotic concerns.    For the most part, 

however, young persons today attach greatest importance to those same 

conditions that their predecessors have valued:    independence, economic 

success, and friendly relationships with others.    The differences lie 

less in values than in the number and richness of available 

alternatives, in the amount of training received in locating and acting 

upon those alternatives, and in their greater reluctance to react 

compliantly. 



Chapter 2 

Values and Preferences in the Work Setting 

One purpose of the overall study, of which the present chapter treats 

but a part, was: to collect data on value and expectation issues, and 

on the organizational practices to which they are presumably related, from 

both a civilian national cross-section and from a representative sample 

of Navymen from both the officer and enlisted ranks. From these data one 

might then determine (a) whether differences do, in fact, exist across 

demographic groups, as well as their direction, magnitude, and scope; 

(b) their likely impact upon that constellation of influences affecting 

enlistment and the extent to which material incentives affect that impact; 

and (c) the organizational management implications for the Navy of such 

differences as are seen to exist. In this present chapter, we examine 

the first of these questions, the likely existence of values differences. 

The logical place to begin is a search for value differences of the 

kind described, emerging in the American population generally and 

potentially affecting the necessary manpower practices of the Navy. 

The responses of all persons in both the civilian and Navy samples to 

value and preference measures have therefore been stratified by six 

demographic characteristics which should provide keys to such emerging 

differences as may exist: 

Sex - Although the Navy has in the past been largely a man's world, 

women have recently come to greater prominence within it and 

could, with ratification of the equal rights amendment, 

occupy much larger roles than has previously been true. 

11 
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Age - Much has been made in recent years of the extent to which 

values and preferences have changed for today's youth from 

what existed for earlier generations. Although the 

vociferious disagreement of at least some youth with prevalent 

political norms and values has been highly visible, the 

question remains open as to the degree to which this 

divergence extends to organizational preferences and values. 

Education - Education is a profound socializer of the young. 

Greater amounts and higher quality of it provide exposure to 

ideas and methods wider in array, if not higher in quality, 

than is otherwise true. With education presumably come 

greater expectations about role, status, reward, and treat- 

ment. 

Community of Origin - The decades since the turn of the century 

have witnessed the mass migration of our population, first 

from the farm to the city, and later from the city to its 

suburbs. As the population shifts, so does the manpower 

pool from which the Navy must draw its recruits. Yet another 

question concerns the extent to which those who have spent 

their early years in different types of communities (rural, 

small town, suburban, urban) differ in what they value and 

prefer organizationally. 

Race - Blacks and other racial minorities have increasingly pressed 

for their rightful place in our society. As the range and 

variety of positions and roles which they occupy increase, 

some question may be raised about the extent to which their 

organizational values and preferences differ from those of 

the more customary Whites. 
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Region of Origin - Somewhat different life styles and degrees of 

affluence exist in various regions of the country.    Although 

of somewhat less importance, perhaps, than the other demo- 

graphic characteristics, the region in which one grew up 

contains at least some potential  importance in auguring the 

Navy's future. 

Age-Related Preferences 

Three subsets of work-life related values and preferences concern us 

in the present study:    (a) preferred characteristics of the job (as, for 

example, whether the work is challenging, whether it is clean, etc.); 

(b) preferences regarding the behavior of one's supervisor and peers  (his 

leadership style and their styles 1n dealing with one another); and 

(c) adherence to a set of beliefs which are more or less democratic (as 

opposed to autocratic). 

Our findings would suggest that constancy, rather than difference, 

is the rule with regard to the first of these, preferred job character- 

istics.    When the 14 job preference measures were rank-ordered for 

Navymen and compared to a similar rank-ordering for employed civilian 

men, the two sets of rankings correlated quite highly (.90).    Even 

among age groupings of civilians, the relative rankings were very much 

the same (average correlation = .90). 

As the data in Table   l     indicate, both Navymen and civilians 

attach the greatest importance to personal  independence (controlling one's 

personal  life and avoiding entangling bureaucracy) and to economic 

success  (good pay and fringe benefits).    The job characteristics which 

least concern them are cleanliness, prestige, free time, absence of a "boss," 

and, perhaps surprisingly, an opportunity to serve one's country. 



Table 1 

Most and Least Important Features of a Preferred Job 

Overall 
Rank Ci vi 1 i ans Navymen 

Most 
Imp.  1 Opportunity to Control 

Personal Life 
Opportunity to Control 

Personal Life 

2 Good Pay Good Pay 

3 Friendly People Avoiding Bureaucracy 

4 Good Fringe Benefits Good Fringe Benefits 

5 Avoiding Bureaucracy 
Mean = 3.58* 

Challenging Work 
Mean = 3.57 

10 Opportunity to Serve 
My Country 

Opportunity to Serve 
My Country 

11 No One to Boss Me Lots of Free Time 

12 Clean Job No One to Boss Me 

13 Lots of Free Time Prestigious Job 

LeastU 
Imp. 

Prestigious Job 
Mean = 2.52 

Clean Job 
Mean ■ 2.58 

Importance Scale: 1 = Very Unimportant 
2 = Fairly Unimportant 
3 = Fairly Important 
4 = Very Important 

14 
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Depending upon one's position and perspective, these findings may 

be viewed with pleasure or dismay.    They seem to indicate, however, that, 

despite the rhetoric of recent years, the traditional American values of 

independence and material success are alive and well  and likely to 

remain so for the immediate future. 

Our findings do, however, indicate one set of differences that is 

particularly striking.    Navymen 43 years of age and older, whether 

enlisted men or officers, present rank-ordered profiles on these preferred 

job characteristics which are unlike those of (a) young enlisted men, 

(b) young officers (who closely resemble young enlisted men), or 

civilians their own age.    These dissimilarities occur largely because of 

the importance attached to opportunity to control  one's personal   life 

(which older Navymen do not value as highly as do others) and service to 

one's country and challenging work (which older Navymen value more highly 

than do others). 

In the area of leadership preferences a rise-with-age appeared in 

the Navy data which does not appear, or appears only slightly, among 

civilians.    These rises in leadership preferences with age appear to 

reflect the masking effects of rank and self-selection.    Figure 1, which 

shows one of the measures  (Supervisory Support)  in relation to background 

variables  (Rank, Re-enlistment Intention, and Age), is  illustrative of a 

general pattern of findings: 

(1) Controlling for other variables has  little effect on 
differences by Rank. 

(2) Controlling for other variables has little effect on 
self-selection (measured in this instance by 
Reenlistment Intention). 

(3) Controlling for other variables removes the effect of Age. 

(4) Effects are stronger for Actual  than for Preferred leadership. 



.re 1 

Preferred and Actual Supervisory Support, by Rank, Reenlistment Intent, and Age 
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Although any discussion of cause-and-effect relationships is somewhat 

speculative for findings derived, as are these, from data collected at a 

single point in time, the most parsimonious explanation for these results 

would begin with the behavior actually experienced and move from that to 

preferences.    In descriptive terms, Navymen in any age category report 

to supervisors whose behavior encompasses a fairly broad range, from 

quite good to very poor.    The average behavior experienced rises in posi- 

tiveness with age, partly because of rank (higher rank persons are 

supervised by persons of even higher rank who are, on the average, them- 

selves better supervisors) and partly because of self-selection 

(specialties, career choices, and assignment practices result in some 

situational  constancy across the period of service, and those who 

experience comparatively poor situations leave the service).    That such 

effects are more apparent for actual  than for preferred leadership 

characteristics adds weight to the argument that persons quite naturally 

are influenced in the setting of their aspirations by their actual 

experiences. 

The third major area--autocratic versus democratic beliefs—will  be 

treated only briefly at this point.    In general, there would appear to 

be a trend toward more autocratic beliefs with age; however, this seems 

to be intertwined with the effects of educational  level.    For this reason, 

further treatment of this  topic will  be deferred to a subsequent section 

of the chapter. 

Preferences Related to Educational  Level 

The findings in relation to education display both consistencies 

(among job characteristic preferences) and differences  (for leadership 

preferences) when Navymen and employed civilian men are compared. 
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For both Navymen and civilians, greater education is associated with 

reduced concern about economic issues, less importance attached to service 

to one's country and enhanced concern about having challenging work. (See Fig. 2) 

Among Navymen, greater education is also associated with more importance 

being attached to personal independence. Stated thus generally, a number 

of interesting, though minor, differences are perhaps concealed: 

(1) In the economic area concern about fringe benefits declines 
with education for enlisted men, for officers, and for 
civilians. However, whereas the importance of p_ay_ declines 
with education for enlisted Navymen, the importance of steady 
work (without layoffs) declines for employed civilians. 
Neither measure declines for officers. 

(2) Much of the steeper rise with education of preference for 
challenging work among civilians is attributable to the 
lower end of the education scale (those with a high school 
education or less), a feature present only slightly in the 
enlisted Navymen curve, and not present at all for officers. 

Turning to leadership style preferences, nearly all of the statisti- 

cally significant difference among educational categories of Navymen, 

apparent when the combined sample was considered, disappears when enlisted 

men and officers are considered separately. It thus appears to reflect 

the combined effects of (a) difference between these two categories of 

personnel and (b) the different distributions of these two groups across 

educational categories. (See Figure 3) 

Among civilians, however, a definite rise in preferred leadership 

with education occurs in a form considerably steeper than that for 

enlisted Navymen. For civilians, as for Navymen, the data rather clearly 

suggest that leadership preferences are set in some relationship to 

actual experiences. Although levels of actual and preferred leadership 

differ, the two curves are in each case similar in shape. 



Figure 2 

Importance of Challenging Work by Educational Level, for 
Enlisted Navymen, Employed Civilian Men, and Officers 
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Figure   3 

Mean Preferred and Actual Leadership of Enlisted Navymen and Employed Civilian Men 
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Age, Education and Autocratic versus Democratic Beliefs 

An objective discussion of the issue indicated in this side-heading 

is difficult, largely because carefully chosen words or terms seem rapidly 

to disappear into a sea of unfortunate connotations.    Thus, in organiza- 

tional  life, "autocratic" rapidly becomes "authoritarian" and brings to 

mind sadistic regimes from the history books.     In an administrative 

context, "democratic" similarly transitions to "one man, one vote," and 

from there to notions of disorder and absence of direction. 

Despite this semantic difficulty,  there is  a dimension of behavior 

or practice, coordinate with a set of beliefs similarly arranged.    Toward 

one direction these behaviors and beliefs become increasingly reliant 

upon formal authority, more insistent upon artificial  distinctions of 

status and position, more distrustful of the motives and capabilities of 

others.    Toward the opposite direction behaviors and their allied beliefs 

become less status conscious, more trustful, and more concerned about 

persuasive competence, from whatever source. 

Although many terms might be applied to these directionally opposite 

styles, perhaps  "domineering" and "cooperative" are most descriptive. 

In the present study,  the general finding is that belief in autocratic 

(domineering) supervisory practices  (a)  rises with age, and (b) declines 

with education.    Figure 4 illustrates this quite clearly, along with 

certain qualifications: 

(1) The curve by age for Navy officers  looks  remarkably similar to 
a comparable curve for civilians, rising until age 42; for the 
highest age category, however, the two curves reflect distinctly 
different values.    Older Navy officers are among the least 
autocratic of groups. 



Figure 4 

Adherence to Autocratic Management Beliefs 
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(2) In this fact, older Navy officers seem to resemble young Navy 
officers, who are distinctly less autocratic than their 
civilian counterparts. 

(3) Controlling the enlisted age curve for the effects of rank, 
self-selection, and education has  little effect.    Perhaps 
the greatest gap among plotted points is that between the 
youngest enlisted men (mostly first-termers) and the older 
enlisted men who for the most part supervise them. 

(4) Controlling the enlisted education curve for the effects of 
age, rank, and self-selection has similarly little effect. 
In general, the decline with increasing education remains. 

Preferences Related to Region and Community of Origin 

In general, region of the country and type of community in which one 

grew up appear to bear little relationship to one's preferences concerning 

the work setting.    No differences, for civilians or Navymen, occur among 

leadership style preferences.    Among preferred job characteristics, 

perhaps the most important difference is that displayed graphically in 

Figure 5, which shows the importance attached to an opportunity to serve 

one's country.    In combined form and ignoring the small category of 

Navymen who grew up in no identifiable region of the country, one might 

expect a combined scale to range from suburban New England (lowest) to 

the rural  South (highest).     For all  groups, however, mean responses 

center about the category "Fairly Important;" no group sees this as 

clearly lacking in importance. 

Preferences Related to Sex 

Among civilians, men and women do not differ in the importance which 

they attach to pay, steadiness of work, and availability of free time. 

They do not differ in autocratic versus democratic beliefs, nor in the 

importance which they attach to human factors in organizational   life. 



Figure 5 

Importance Attached to an Opportunity to Serve One's Country, 
by Region and Community of Origin 
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Little difference occurs in the behavior which they desire from their peers, 

and no difference in the importance which they attach to serving their 

country.    On two issues--the importance attached to challenging work and 

to having a prestigious job--an initial difference is removed when the 

comparison is restricted to employed women and men. 

A number of differences remain, however.    Women have a somewhat 

greater preference for a clean job, for working with friendly people, 

for a job that does not involve extensive transfers from one location to 

another, and for a situation in which the supervisor provides somewhat 

more task guidance. 

None of these differences attain statistical significance between 

Navymen and women, nor in most instances are they even suggested by the 

data. 

Preferences Related to Race 

For civilians, similarity among racial groups in preferences, rather 

than difference, is more often found. 

No real difference is apparent, for example, in importance attached 

to serving one's country, to making the world a better place, nor to pay, 

fringe benefits, and steady employment.    Opportunity to control one's 

personal  life, to stay in one place or move about, as well as the desire 

for supportive behavior from supervisor and co-workers, are preferred 

to essentially the same degree by both Blacks and Whites. 

At least five of the value differences which do attain statistical 

significance among racial categories seem capable of being explained in 

terms of adaptation to conditions actually experienced on these same 

dimensions. 
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Figures 6 and 7, which present data for Navymen and for employed 

civilians, show by the similarity in shape of the actual and preferred 

curves the closeness with which preference replicates (at a higher level) 

experience. 

Figure 8 presents similar data for two other issues for which 

racial differences tccur in both the Navy and civilian samples.  In these 

instances, the importance curves do not appear to replicate actual 

experience. Perhaps nothing more need be made of them than the rather 

obvious point that, regardless of current experience, non-whites are 

much more concerned than whites that they not end up with dirty, low- 

status jobs. 

Racial differences which appear, even at the outset, in the civilian 

sample in relation to leadership preferences largely disappear in the 

Navy sample. This occurs because Black Navymen express preferences 

quite close to those expressed by Whites, whether civilian or Navy. 

Racial differences remain on certain job preference measures: Whites 

attach more importance than do Blacks to having challenging jobs, 

whereas Blacks are more concerned than Whites about having "clean," 

prestigious jobs. 

Conclusions: What the Data Tell Us About Values and Preferences 

The chapter began with the proposition that differential, or changing, 

experiences in American life may have created conditions in which values 

and preferences regarding the work setting have been substantially 

altered.    An integration of what has been covered, posed in question and 

answer form, would contain the following: 



Figure 6 
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Figure 7 

Actual and Preferred Job Challenge by Race 
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Figure 8 

Experiences and Preferences Concerning Two Job Characteristics, by Race 
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(1)  Is there an organizational  "generation gap;" that is, do young 

persons today value and prefer something different from what 

those more senior prefer? 

For preferred characteristics of the job, the answer 

must decidedly be "no."    Young persons appear to attach 

greatest importance to the rather traditional values of 

personal  independence and material success, a preference 

which they share with all other civilian, and nearly all 

Navy, age groups.    In this connection, it is worth noting 

that serving one's country ranks in importance down among 

a number of seemingly socially unflattering character- 

istics, such as not having to get one's hands dirty, or 

having a great deal of free time.    Different from all 

other groups, Navy and civilian, are Navymen 43 years of 

age and older (enlisted as well  as officers), for whom 

service to one's country is more important, personal 

independence less important. 

The response must also be "no" concerning preferred 

leadership styles  (desired behavior from supervisor and 

peers).    Preferences in this area appear to track actual 

experience (at a somewhat higher level), an actual 

experience which is partly situational and fortuitous, 

partly a function of rank. 

The answer is  "yes," however, in terms of adherence 

to, or acceptance of autocratic beliefs.    This  rises 

rather sharply with age, despite the fact that both 
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experience with, and preference for, non-autocratic 

behaviors from others rises with age.    The gap in 

adherence to autocratic beliefs is largest for young 

versus older enlisted men.    Despite their similarities 

in other areas, it 1s nearly as large for older officers 

versus older enlisted men, the former looking very much 

like younger officers. 

(2) Is educational  level  related to preferences and expectations? 

The answer must be "yes," in relation to some aspects 

of what people want from a job.    Greater education is 

associated with reduced concern for economic issues, with 

less concern for serving one's country, and with enhanced 

concern about having challenging work.    Among Navymen, 

it is also associated with the attachment of greater 

importance to personal  independence. 

The answer is also "yes" in terms of adherence to 

autocratic beliefs. This declines rather sharply with 

education, in this instance parallelling preferred and 

actual  leadership practices. 

The answer seems to be "no"  in relation to preferred 

leadership practices.    As with comparisons by age, rises 

with educational  level appear largely to reflect the 

"tracking" of actual experience. 

(3) Does the region of the country and type of community (rural- 

urban) in which one grew up affect one's values and preferences 

regarding the work setting? 
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Region of the country seems to make little or no 

difference.    The only difference of noticeable size is 

the somewhat greater importance attached to serving one's 

country felt by those who grew up in the South. 

This same issue distinguishes among community-of- 

origin categories.    Those who grew up in rural areas 

attach greatest importance to serving one's country, 

whereas those who grew up in the suburbs attach least 

importance to it. 

Some difference among community categories is also 

found in relation to adherence to autocratic beliefs. 

Those from rural areas are most inclined to accept such 

beliefs, while those from suburban areas are least likely 

to do so. 

(4) Do women differ from men in their values and preferences 

concerning characteristics of the work setting? 

A rather clear pattern of differences between the 

sexes in organizational preferences emerges for the civilian 

sample. Women, in civilian life generally, attach somewhat 

greater importance than do men to jobs which are cleaner, 

more clearly directed, less bureaucratic, more "settled," 

and more secure. 

On the other hand, men and women do not differ in the 

importance which they attach to pay, steadiness of work, 

and availability of free time. They do not differ in their 

posture concerning adherence to autocratic beliefs, nor in 
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the importance which they attach to human factors 1n 

organizational life. Little difference occurs in the 

behavior which they desire from their peers, and no 

difference in the importance which they attach to serving 

their country. 

(5) Are there racial differences in values and preferences concern- 

ing the work setting? 

The answer appears to be that such differences are 

comparatively minor. For the civilian segment, only a few 

such differences appear, most of them explainable in terms 

of the effect of discriminatory treatment upon persons' 

aspirations, that is, the tracking of one's hopes to his 

experiences. 

Among Navymen, differences occur more frequently, 

but follow no discernible pattern, with one exception: 

on the critical issues of interpersonal treatment and 

challenging work, the Navy would appear to have rather 

successfully removed the effects of discriminatory treat- 

ment of minorities at the behavioral level. 



Chapter 3 

The Navy as a Functioning Organization 

The Survey of Organizations questionnaire, from which much of the organ- 

zationally relevant material  in the present study is derived, is routinely 

used by the Institute's Organizational  Development Research Program for 

purposes of diagnosing the current state of functioning of those organiza- 

tions with which it undertakes development field experiments (Taylor & 

Bowers,  1972).    The wealth of information already available from industrial 

settings concerning the constructs measured by the instrument, reliabili- 

ties, validity, and norms were among the original  reasons for relying upon 

it in this present effort.    Accordingly, it seems appropriate to provide a 

diagnostic summary of the Navy as a whole and of certain of its component 

units, as similar in form as possible to what would be provided for any 

organization in the civilian world attempting in similar form to assess 

its present and future positions. 

The purpose of any survey-based organizational diagnosis is to attempt, 

by sifting and analyzing tabulated data, to arrive at an    understanding of 

the manner in which the various  functional  parts of the organization fit 

together, work, and contribute to its strengths and problems.    The process 

is analogous to the taking and examining of a series of photographs of 

the same object, location, or activity, from somewhat different perspectives 

and at somewhat different points in time.    By considering the differences 

which emerge, insights are obtained about the course of movement of the 

organization as a social system through the events that determine its present 

and future success.    The purpose is no different in the present instance. 

In simple form, it may be stated as a series of questions: 

34 
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(1) When examined on that constellation of characteristics which 

previous research has shown to be associated with effectiveness, 

how does the Navy compare with norms appropriate to those 

civilian organizations with which it must compete for manpower 

and talent in the years immediately ahead? 

(2) In what ways do its component parts (ships versus shore stations, 

various ship types) differ from one another and from the overall 

picture which summary data provide? 

(3) What assumptions concerning the reasons for observed strengths 

and problem areas may be deduced from the data thus analyzed. 

The Survey of Organizations questionnaire has as its focus several 

social-psychological  factors critical  to effective organizational  func- 

tioning.     In order to better understand the diagnostic materials which 

follow, it seems useful at this point to describe these factors and the 

manner by which they affect organizational  functioning. 

Figure 9 shows an organization as our research has indicated it to be. 

There are many things that an organization like the Navy is not:    it is 

not simply an array of positions, not just an assortment of tasks, not 

just the physical assets—ships, buildings, and equipment.    It includes 

all of these things, of course, but an organization is very basically a 

structure made up of work groups, indicated in Figure 9 by triangles. 

The triangles are shown as overlapping because, at every level  about the 

very bottom, and below the very top, most persons are members of at least 

two groups simultaneously; they are subordinates in the group above and 

superiors in the group below.    This dual membership serves  the purpose of 

linkage, of knitting the organization together. 
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Within each group several kinds of things occur.    First, there is 

Managerial  Leadership—behavior on the part of the supervisor which serves 

organizationally constructive ends.    Second, and partly as a result of what 

the supervisor does, there is what we term Peer Leadership—behavior by one 

subordinate toward another which multiples  (for good or for ill) what the 

supervisor does.    Third, there are group processes, those emergent proper- 

ties which characterize the group as a group, whether it works together well 

or poorly.     Finally, there is output from the group, in the form of individual 

outcomes  (e.g., satisfaction, health) and organizational outcomes  (e.g., 

efficiency, effectiveness). 

Each of these factors has been the focus of scientific investigations 

and can thus be described in greater detail.    Figure 10 provides a simple 

diagram indicating that managerial  leadership as described herein refers 

to the behavior of a superior toward subordinates within a work group. 

Research has indicated that these behaviors can be described in terms of 

four categories. 

Support - behavior toward his subordinates which lets them know 

that they are worthwhile persons doing useful work. 

Interaction Facilitation -  team building, behavior which encourages 

subordinates  to develop close, cooperative working 

relationships with one another. 

Goal Emphasis - behavior which stimulates a contagious enthusiasm 

for doing a good job (not pressure). 

Work Facilitation - behavior which removes roadblocks to doing a 

good job. 
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In a similar vein, peer leadership behavior (illustrated in Figure 11) 

can be described by these categories: 

Support - behavior by subordinates toward one another which enhances 

their mutual feeling of being worthwhile persons doing 

useful work. 

Interaction Facilitation - behavior by subordinates toward one another 

which encourages the development of close, cooperative 

working relationships. 

Goal Emphasis - behavior by subordinates toward one another which 

stimulates a mutually contagious enthusiasm for doing a 

good job. 

Work Facilitation - behavior which is mutually helpful; helping each 

other remove roadblocks to doing a good job. 

These managerial  and peer leadership behaviors occur within the context 

of a group which, in turn, is part of a larger organization.    Each group 

exists in an environment made up of conditions created by other groups, 

particularly those above it in the organization.    This is illustrated in 

Figure 12.    The focal  group links through its supervisor, to the group 

above.    The higher group produces an "output" which takes the form of 

behavior, procedures, decisions, objectives, and the like which impinge 

upon the focal group in the form of a set of conditions, for better or 

worse, within which it must exist.    These effects are indicated by the 

smaller arrows.    The larger arrows indicate that the focal group's 

environment is also the product of groups other than that immediately 

above—perhaps from the very top of the organization.    This environment or 

set of conditions is called organizational  climate.    Our research reveals 

that it consists of the following elements: 
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Figure 11 
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Human Resources Primacy - whether the climate is one which, by its 

postures and practices, says that people--their talents, 

skills, and motivation—are considered to be one of the 

organization's most important assets. 

Decision-making Practices - how decisions are made in the organiza- 

tion:    whether they're made effectively, at the right levels, 

and based upon all of the available information. 

Communication Flow - whether information flows effectively upward, 

downward, and laterally in the organization. 

Motivational Conditions - whether conditions and relationships in 

the environment are generally encouraging or discouraging of 

effective work. 

Technological Readiness - whether the equipment and resources are 

up to date, efficient, and well maintained. 

Lower-Level  Influence - the influence which lowest-level supervisors 

and non-supervisory personnel  feel  they have on what goes on. 

As a result of these conditions--climate, managerial leadership and 

peer leadership--the organization functions in various ways.    As Figure 13 

illustrates, individual  and organizational outcomes result from these 

conditions.    If conditions are positive, the groups function well — they 

coordinate their efforts, they are flexible, adaptable, etc.--members 

are satisfied with various aspects of their work lives, and are productive. 

Negative conditions result in groups which function poorly, contain dis- 

satisfied members and have poor outputs.    The performance of the total 

organization may be thought of in terms of a summary or composite of the 

functioning of all groups. 
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All of these social-psychological  factors are measured by the Survey 

of Organizations questionnaire.    The diagnostic summary which follows is 

based upon data gathered with an expanded version of this instrument in 

late 1972 and early 1973 from Navy personnel  from 20 ships and 18 shore 

stations.    The questionnaire and data gathering methods are described in 

the general methods report of the series (Michaelsen, 1973). 

The Navy: Ship and Shore 

Figure 14 presents 1n graphic form for the total Navy sample and for 

its ship and shore components those measures which constitute the critical 

indices of the Survey of Organizations.    As the figure indicates, the 

measures are presented in the form of profiles of percentile scores 

calculated against the total Survey of Organizations normative array. 

In form they show at what percentile point on this national  array of 

respondents  the mean Navy respondent score falls.* 

Judging what constitutes being "normal," better than average, or 

relatively low is at best an arbitrary, subjective process.    In the 

present instance we shall establish at the outset the convention of 

considering that space between the 40 and 60 percentile marks as the 

boundaries of the normal or "typical" range, with those measures below 

that range considered potential problem areas, those above it indications 

of organizational  vitality and strength. 

The S.0.0.  national array, rather than the civilian cross-section from the 
present study are used for charting and percentile purposes because of the 
much larger number of cases contained in the former (more than 20,000). 
Analyses indicate that the civilian cross-section sub-sample of industrial 
employees (considered to be the best comparison base in the present 
instance from that overall cross-section)  is not appreciably different 
from the S.0.0.  national array.    The mean index value of the two civilian 
comparison bases is different by only  .07 of one scale point, and the 
profile of indices intercorrelated (rank-order coefficient)  .93. 
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Figure 14 

Percentile Profile for Ship, Shore, and Total Navy 
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As the charted data indicate, on the standard indices of the S.0.0. 

the Navy in toto falls within the normal range on all but the following 

measures: 

- All measures of organizational climate, but especially 

Motivational Conditions (for which the Navy respondent 

is lower than nearly three-fourths of the civilian 

industrial  respondents); Lower Level  Influence (for 

which he is lower than approximately two-thirds of the 

civilian respondents); and Human Resources Primacy 

(lower than two-thirds of the civilian respondents). 

- Managerial Goal Emphasis. 

- Satisfaction. 

Further scrutiny of the items making up these indices indicate that 

the lowest item scores occur on Satisfaction with the Organization (20th 

percentile), Conditions Encourage Hard Work (23rd percentile), and 

Satisfaction with the Job (25th percentile).    Taken together, they suggest 

that the conditions of organizational  climate which impinge directly or 

indirectly upon the performance of one's Navy job are seen in a dis- 

tinctly negative light. 

Additional  items, not contained in the Survey of Organizations 

standard item list, but included within the present questionnaire for 

other purposes, provide additional  insights concerning what it is  that 

Navy respondents do and do not mean when they describe "conditions" as 

discouraging and jobs as less  than satisfying.    The data suggest that there 

is no appreciable difference between Navymen and civilians in industrial 

organizations on the following: 
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- Whether there is or is not someone to boss them in their work. 

- Whether their job provides a chance to learn new skills. 

- How hard they're required to work. 

- How clean their jobs are. 

- Whether their job provides a chance to get ahead. 

- How much responsibility they must assume. 

- How much free time the job permits. 

- Whether their job is one in which they can help make the 
world a better place. 

To this must be added that array of characteristics upon which Navy- 

men describe their jobs as distinctly    different from those of civilians. 

- As one might expect, more civilians feel negatively about their 

prospects for steady employment than do Navymen. 

- More Navymen feel  that, although their jobs require that they 

learn new skills, those jobs do not permit them to use the skills 

and abilities which they have and gain, and do not view their 

jobs as particularly prestigious. 

- Although more Navymen than civilians describe their fringe benefits 

in favorable terms, many more Navymen than civilians    view their 

pay in negative terms. 

- Although more Navymen feel  that their jobs offer them a chance to 

serve their country, an even larger proportion feel  that it 

doesn't allow them to stay in one place (even though, by and 

large, they are no more attracted to moving about than is the 

typical  civilian), and provides them an insufficient opportunity 

to control   their personal   lives. 
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- Navymen, in far greater proportions  than civilians, feel enmeshed 

in a large bureaucracy, one in which they are endlessly referred 

from person to person when they need help, must go through a great 

deal  of "red    tape" to get things done, and are hemmed in by 

longstanding rules and regulations which no one seems able to 

explain. 

The picture changes somewhat as one moves from a consideration of the 

total Navy sample to a comparison of two of its major functional subunits, 

the fleet and the shore establishment.     Figure 14, which contained total 

Navy sample data,  also presents line-graph profiles of the data from ship 

and shore-based respondents.    Using the 40 and 60 percentile points once 

more as  demarcating a roughly "normal"  range, distinct differences appear: 

- While the shore establishment is, on all measures except Lower 

Level   Influence, within the normal  range, the fleet is, with two 

exceptions, below the 40th percentile on all measures. 

- The differences between ship and shore are most pronounced on 

Motivational conditions  (an organizational climate measure), 

with ship respondents reporting levels worse than three-fourths 

of the national  industrial  array, whereas shore respondents fall 

near the median. 

- On certain other measures ships fall at low percentile points 

also, with somewhat smaller differences from shore only because 

the latter are themselves somewhat low: 

- All other measures of organizational  climate. 

- The general satisfaction index. 

Once more, an examination of the job preference and description 

characteristics is revealing.    As one might expect from the material 
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already examined, a higher proportion of shipboard than shore-based 

Navymen see themselves as: 

- "Bossed" in their work. 

- Lacking a chance to learn new skills or use 
those they have. 

- Asked to assume a great deal of responsibility. 

- Having relatively dirty, non-prestigious jobs. 

- Having less  free time, and less chance to 
control  their personal  lives. 

- More hamstrung by bureaucracy. 

- Having less chance to serve their country, or 
to help make the world a better place. 

- (Not surprisingly) having less chance to stay 
in one place. 

- More poorly paid and having less adequate 
fringe benefits. 

Analysis by Ship Type 

The rather substantial, and negative, deviation of the shipboard 

sub-sample from both the shore-based subsample and the national 

industrial  array suggests that further breaks, by ship type, ought be 

examined.    Accordingly, Figure 15 presents a line-graph display of 

profiles on the standard Survey of Organizations indices for six types 

of shipboard respondents:    Submarines, Service & Support Vessels, 

Amphibious Vessels, Carriers, Cruisers & Destroyers, and Air Groups. 

As these data indicate, submarine units are clearly highest (very much 

like shore units, and approximately at the median of the national 

array), whereas service and support vessels are lowest (closer to the 

25th percentile).    The differences are most pronounced upon Communica- 

tion Flow and Motivational Conditions  (both measures of organizational 

climate), all peer leadership variables other than peer Support, and 

Group Process. 
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Figure 15 

Percentile Profile for Ship Unit Types 
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Considering paired actual and preferred job characteristics for the 

six ship unit types, when ship versus shore discrepancy percentages on 

the actual  items are rank-order (Rho) correlated with similar discrepancy 

percentages for the highest (submarines) versus  lowest (service/support 

vessels), a negative coefficient results!    (P ■  .42, p * .05).    What this 

suggests is that what is associated, in the job characteristics realm, 

with the higher scores of submarines  is not the same as that associated 

with the differences between shipboard and shore Navymen.    Indeed, on 

many of those previously cited important job characteristics, submariners 

are no different from those aboard service and support vessels.    What is 

associated, as the ship-type profile stated, are a number of organiza- 

tional practice characteristics, particularly organizational climate, 

peer leadership, and group processes. 

The Effects of Age and Unit Level 

In the preceding chapter, evidence was presented which indicated that, 

for Navymen, (unlike civilians) preferences in the work setting rose or 

improved with age.    At that point it was also noted in passing that these 

age effects seemed even more pronounced for experienced practices than 

for preferences and that rank appeared to have effects independent of 

those associated with age.    More careful  scrutiny reveals  that this  is, 

indeed, the case and suggests that the level of one's unit in the organi- 

zational hierarchy, rather than one's own rank, appears to be the more 

urgent consideration. 

Figure 16 presents in graphic form overall  statistics  for variables 

in three domains:    within-group behaviors and processes, satisfaction, and 

organizational  climate, the latter broken by both age and individual rank. 
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These data indicate that there is, for organizational climate and within 

group behaviors and processes, a rise in quality of experience with age 

that (a) is steeper for enlisted Navymen than for officers, and (b) 

scarcely exists for civilians.    Satisfaction displays similarly steep 

rises with age for all  three groups, however. 

The earlier finding, that personal  rank relates significantly to 

experienced practices independently of such considerations as age,  is 

confirmed in the data presented in the figure.    The interpretation offered 

as potentially plausible—that part of the rise with age reflects a steady 

rise in positiveness with rank--1s not confirmed, however.    The present 

chart illustrates that the effect of rank, both raw and adjusted to 

remove the effects of education and self-selection as well as age, is 

curvilinear, first declining and then rising. 

Another report in the series represented in this summary volume 

looked at some of these same effects from an organizational, rather than 

an individual, viewpoint.    The distinction perhaps deserves  clarification. 

One may visualize a social  situation in which common practice is  to treat 

the views of older persons with deference, but to disregard or depreciate 

the views of the young.     In such an instance, age would be respected 

wherever it is found.    Similarly, an individual's rank might determine 

the treatment he receives, more or less regardless of the social setting. 

In both cases, the effects would be individual  in nature, since they 

originate as a response to characteristics of the individual himself. 

Distinctly different from this, however, is a situation in which age 

or rank are associated with organizational  differences.     In the latter 

instance, an individual  might be himself young or lower in rank, yet a 

member of a group which is. on the average, older and headed by a person 
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whose rank indicates that the unit which he heads  is well  up in the 

structure.    The treatment which the young person receives in this  latter 

situation might well be different from that received by a person of the 

same age in a younger,  lower status group. 

Figure 17 presents data similar to those presented in relation to 

individual age and rank.    In the present instance, however, average age 

of the group and supervisor's rank provide the basis for an analysis of 

group means upon clustered variables.    Here we see that experienced 

practices for whole groups rise in positiveness with average age of group 

members in much the same fashion as was true for individuals.    Little 

change in these curves occurs when one adjusts for the effect of unit 

level  (defined in terms of the supervisor's rank).    Unlike individual 

rank, group level  does seem to be associated with a relatively linear 

rise in the quality of experienced organizational practices, a rise 

which is only moderately reduced by controlling for average age. 

These findings would appear to justify the conclusion that a Navy- 

man's experience is at least in part a function of (a) his own age, 

(b) the average age or seniority of the persons in the group to which he 

belongs, and (c) his group's level or status in the organization. 

Combining these characteristics, one may surmise that an older person, 

in a group whose average age is similarly older, and supervised by a 

person of higher rank, will experience by far the best organizational 

conditions.    At the opposite extreme, the most unfavorable conditions 

will be experienced by young Navymen in lower echelon groups, whose 

members are, like themselves, young. 
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Age and the Ship-Shore Differences 

We return now to a previously cited finding, that shore-based units 

appear to be organizationally better than fleet units.    The obvious 

question is whether age differences between ship and shore Navymen may 

explain these observed practices differences. 

Table 2 presents percentage distributions of age for shore, ship, 

and submarine respondents.*   The data provide some reasonable ground for 

confirming an age hypothesis:    the percentage of persons in our shipboard 

subsample 24 years of age and younger is twice as large as the percentage 

in the shore-based subsample!    Furthermore, the percentage of submariners 

in this same category falls between the ship and shore percentages, but 

closer to shore than to ship. 

These statistics suggest that, if the measures for Navy ship and 

shore units were controlled to remove the effects of age, the observed 

differences would largely disappear.    This was, in fact, done, using the 

Multiple Classification Analysis program (Andrews, Morgan & Sonquist, 1967). 

The results (not presented) show that the ship-shore difference is 

reduced approximately by half by controlling for age differences in the 

two subpopulations.    On the majority of variables, ship-shore differences 

remain, but of much lower magnitude. 

Personal  Independence:    Bureaucracy and One's Personal Life 

One issue stands out with such clarion importance that its relation 

to age has been isolated in this section for separate treatment. 

Although exact data on age distribution have not been received, 
informal telephone inquiries confirm at least the general 
representativeness of our shore and ship age percentages. 
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Table 2 

Age Percentage for Shore, Ship 
and Submarine Navy Respondents 

Unit 
24 years 

and younger 25-32 33-42 
43 years 

and older 

Shore 34 31 27 7 

Ship 68 17 ,3 1 

Submarine 47 35 17 2 
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Stated most generally, it is personal  freedom and independence, the ability 

to live the personal aspects of one's life reasonably free from external 

and bureaucratic constraints.    Two measures were used in this study to tap 

the experience and importance of these characteristics:    (a) a three-item 

index of the extent to which one is able to avoid endless referrals, red 

tape, and unexplainable rules (a high score therefore represents high inde- 

pendence), and (b) a single-item measure of opportunity to control one's 

personal  life. 

Both the actual  experience and importance of these characteristics 

are presented in Figures 18 and 19 for all Navymen, Navy Officers, and 

employed civilian men.    The findings are clear and compelling:    although 

Navymen and civilians attach approximately the same levels of importance 

to these qualities, only civilians experience what could be termed an 

acceptable or satisfactory degree of them.    Young Navymen, furthermore, 

whether officer or enlisted report an importance-experience gap of very 

large proportions. 

Somewhat similar effects occur with respect to educational  level. 

Actual experience and importance ratings for the Avoiding Bureaucracy 

index are presented in Figure 20 for enlisted Navymen, officers, and 

employed civilian men.    Several  facts are apparent from these data. 

First, the actual experience curve, like the importance curves, for 

civilians are flat and comparatively high, indicating that little differ- 

ence in bureaucratic encounters is associated with educational  level. 

Second, the Navy actual experience curves, for officers as well as enlisted 

men, are negatively sloped.    In other words, despite more nearly common 

levels of aversion to bureaucracy, better educated Navymen report more 

frequent endless referrals, more occurrence of red tape, and a greater 
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Figure 20 

Bureaucratic Encounters: 
Importance and Experience of Avoiding Bureaucracy, by Educational  Level 
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incidence of rules or regulations which no one seems able to explain than 

is reported by less well educated persons.    Perhaps the former are more 

sensitive to such issues, or perhaps more complex assignments bring them 

more often into contact (and conflict) with the bureaucracy.    The fact 

remains that they feel more hamstrung in their work than do the less well 

educated. 

Finally, the other "independence" measure—opportunity to control 

one's personal  life--displays for officers a similar, rather strange, 

pattern (See Figure 21).    The importance attached to being able to control 

one's personal  life rises only slightly with education, a finding in no 

way surprising.    Yet where most societies or social orders provide their 

technical-educational elites with more, not less, personal  freedom, the 

reverse appears to be true among Navy officers.    That the situation is 

decidedly different from aspirations and experience by comparable groups 

in the civilian world is indicated by curves presented for employed 

civilian men. 

A Diagnostic Overview 

We turn now to two questions of some material significance to the 

Navy as a viable organization: 

(1) Is  the pattern which difference in Navy conditions and practices 
assumes one which is consistent with the set of principles upon 
which the Survey of Organizations is based? 

(2) What form do these differences in conditions and practices 
within the Navy take? 

The first of these questions may be stated much more simply in the 

following form:    does the model of organizational management upon which our 

measures are based hold for    the Navy?    That general model  takes the form 
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diagrammed in the top segment of Figure 22 and is based upon the writings of 

Likert (1961,  1967), expanded and tested by Likert and Bowers (1969, 1973), 

Bowers and Franklin (1973).    "As the model suggests, organizational  climate 

is the primary independent variable.    Climate, along with individual 

differences--i .e., knowledge, skills values—are major determinants of 

managerial  leadership behaviors which, together with organizational 

climate, shape peer leadership behaviors.    These variables, in turn, 

determine group process.    The final variables in this chain are individual 

outcomes--i.e., satisfaction, health—and organizational outcomes" i.e., 

efficiency, performance, etc.  (Franklin, p.  19). 

Although this general model  is itself the product of research 

evidence, it has recently been subjected to a major test of the strengths 

and patterns of its major causal  linkages employing a civilian data set 

from the national array of the Survey of Organizations.    (Franklin, 1973). 

The analysis procedures were basically those of multiple regression 

employing a path analysis strategy.    (Land, 1969).    The results of this 

test are shown in the second segment of Figure 22.    They indicate that 

the model was, indeed, verified. 

A similar analysis was conducted with Navy data to determine, as has 

been indicated, the goodness of fit of these principles to Navy organi- 

zational  life.    The results of that test are presented in the third 

segment of the same Figure 22.    They indicate an overall applicability, 

with certain specific differences.    Specifically, the pattern emerging 

from the Navy data suggests an equal  influence of both organizational 

climate and managerial  leadership upon peer leadership, with the latter 

the major factor affecting group process. 
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Although Organizational Climate alone has less direct effect over 

Group Process, it does have a greater effect upon Peer Leadership, which 

in turn affects Group Process directly. These data indicate that, even 

more than in civilian organizations, Peer Leadership behaviors appear to 

be of utmost importance to organizational functioning within the Navy. 

Feeling reasonably confident from these studies that the general 

body of principles and measures upon which we have drawn are appropriate 

to an analysis of Navy functioning, we may profitably consider conditions 

and changes in those conditions across hierarchical levels of the Navy. 

The data are presented in percentile score form in Table 3. As a foot- 

note indicates, each level has been compared to Survey of Organizations 

civilian norms appropriate to that level. Thus, groups headed by 

Captains and Rear Admirals are compared to top management norms, those 

headed by Lt. Commanders, Commanders, and Warrant Officers to upper 

middle management norms, those headed by Lieutenants, Ensigns, and 

Chief Petty Officers to lower middle management norms, and those headed 

by Petty Officers to non-supervisory blue collar norms. 

The data indicate that a problem exists with Human Resources 

Primacy, a measure of organizational climate, at all levels. This measure, 

which indicates the extent to which human concerns are felt to be 

reflected in policies, practices, and conditions of the organization, 

falls consistently in the 20-40 percentile range, even at top levels. 

There is also a Motivational Conditions problem, which appears as such in 

the table only from the Warrant Officer level downward. The three items 

which comprise this index display somewhat different patterns, however. 

One item "To what extent are there things about working here (people, 

policies, or conditions) that encourage you to work hard?" falls in the 
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Table 3 

Mean Percentile* Scores for Groups at Various Hierarchial  Levels 

Percentile Scores for Level s: Groups Headed by 

Measures 
Capt's & 
R/Adms 

Lt Comm's 
& Comm's 

Warrant 
Officers 

Ens's 
Ä Lt's 

Chief 
P.O.'S 

Petty 
Officers 

Organizational 
Climate 

Human Res's 
Primacy 20 37 35 28 28 35 

Motivational 
Conditions 42 43 30 24 

Decision-Mk 
Practices 53 47 51 45 40 42 

Comnunlcation 
Flow 43 47 47 51 52 51 

Lower-Level 
Influence 47 38 38 45 43 

Managerial 
Leadership 

Support 65 53 37 50 49 45 

Goal Emphasis 43 47 38 39 42 42 

Work Facil. 63 56 56 39 49 48 

Interaction 
Facil. 50 48 47 46 49 50 

Peer 
Leadership 

Support 68 62 43 45 43 47 

Goal Emphasis 81 61 45 47 45 37 

Work Facil. 70 63 57 54 56 38 

Interaction 
Facil. 65 57 56 52 53 43 

Group 
Processes 78 62 57 53 53 42 

Satisfaction 37 33 33 56 

Each level  is compared to norms appropriate to that level. 
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22-36 percentile range for all  levels.    The index as a whole remains at 

the "non-problem" level for the two uppermost levels because the other two 

items (kinds of motives to which appeal  is made, and the motivational 

effects of disagreements)  remain firmly within the normal  range.    The 

index becomes a problem when, in the middle management levels, these 

items also change. 

Coincidental with the change in motivational  climate is an understand- 

able change in task-related supervisory behavior.    Warrant Officers are 

seen as facilitating the work, but not emphasizing goals, whereas 

Lieutenants and Ensigns are seen as doing neither exceedingly well. 

The reasons for this condition certainly include the climate conditions 

already cited, but may also reflect what is indicated in a question about 

the supervisor's technical competence.    (See Table 4) 

Outcomes of Practices and Conditions 

Finally, our attention appropriately turns to a consideration of the 

results of the practices and conditions just discussed.    As  the previously 

cited model suggests, satisfaction is one such outcome.    Table 3 included, 

together with measures of organizational  functioning, percentile 

satisfaction scores for groups at each of the hierarchical  levels.    These 

data indicate that satisfaction parallels  the problems observed in the 

human and motivational aspects of organizational  climate. 

Further evidence is presented in Table 5, which shows the separate 

percentile scores for satisfaction items.    These data indicate that every 

level  clearly is comparatively dissatisfied with the unit as such 

(Ship or Shore station) and with their jobs.    Every level  except the very 

top (and perhaps those groups supervised by Chief Petty Officers) are 
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Table 4 

Perceived Technical Competence of Supervisors 
at Various Hierarchical Levels 

(Percentile Scores*) 

Supervisor's Rank Percentile Score 

Rear Admirals & Captains 53 

Commanders & Lt. Commanders 48 

Warrant Officers 41 

Ensigns & Lieutenants 28 

Chief Petty Officers 48 

Petty Officers 43 

* 
Each level is compared to norms appropriate to that level. 



Table 5 

Percentile* Scores for Satisfaction Items 

Percentile Scores for Satisfaction tfith 

Level 
(Groups Headed by) 

Unit 
(Ship or Shore Station) Job 

Work 
Group 

Progress 
To Date 

Future 
Proaress Supv. Pay 

R/Adm's & Captains IS 19 61 27 38 48 42 

Lt.  Comm's & Conn's 21 34 39 46 39 38 50 

Warrant Officers 28 35 ts 47 49 32 44 

Ens's 4 Lieutenants 17 27 32 47 42 32 39 

Chief Petty Officers 19 29 40 48 43 41 39 

Petty Officers 19 23 24 41 37 36 41 

Each level  is compared to norms appropriate to that level. 
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clearly dissatisfied with both their supervisors and their peers.    However, 

for the most part only the very top is clearly dissatisfied with personal 

progress, and only the lower middle levels are dissatisfied with pay. 

The questionnaire used in the present study contained an item which 

asked Navymen to indicate their reenlistment intention.    In an effort to 

study the effect upon retention of the conditions and practices described 

in this chapter, a three-step analysis was undertaken: 

(1) Validate the Reenlistment Intention item against actual 

retention rate for first-tenners aboard ships in the 

sample.     (The result is a directionally-appropriate 

correlation of .76.) 

(2) Conduct an elaborate, cross-validated multiple regression 

analysis to identify the best predictors of Reenlistment 

Intention. 

(3) Rate each person according to situational favorability, 

defined in terms of those best predictors, and then 

calculate percentages intending to reenlist. 

In an effort to take account of both group and individual  level  affects 

in combination, first-term enlisted men were assigned coded scores based 

upon median splits for the five appropriate predictor measures.    For 

those two measures whose effects were visable at the group level 

(Opportunity to Control Personal Life and Friendly People)  individual 

first-term Navymen were assigned scores of zero if the groups to which they 

belong have mean scores which fell at, or below, the median of the distri- 

bution of group scores on the measures.    They were assigned a score of 1 

if their group reflected a mean that fell above the median of group scores 
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on the variable.    Thus, at the group level, individuals could accumulate 

scores ranging from 0 to 2.    A similar procedure was followed for the 

three individual  level measures.    Individuals were arrayed in order of 

score; the median score was identified; and individuals at or below the 

median on any of the three variables were assigned a score of zero. 

Those above the median were assigned a score of 1.    For variables identi- 

fied as best predictors at the individual  level, therefore, an individual 

member of the sample could accumulate a score ranging from 0 to 3. 

Combining scores for the group and individual   level predictors produced 

an array of scores from 0 to 5; for data processing convenience, a 

constant of 1 was added to each such score, producing categories from 1 

through 6, which represent lowest to highest situational  favorability on 

the five measures combined.    There was then obtained a frequency and 

percentage spread for these six categories of Navymen on the reenlistment 

intention measure. 

A graphic comparison of the six situational  favorability categories 

on percentage intending to reenlist is presented as Figure 23.    The results 

are dramatic indeed.    Combining response categories  1  and 2 on the 

reenlistment intention measure (those who say that their intention is  to 

reenlist and make the Navy a career, plus those who say they intend to 

reenlist and possibly make the Navy a career) we find that for category 6, 

the most situationally favorable, over 54 per cent say that they intend to 

reenlist.    Adding those from response category 3--persons who intend to 

reenlist but not make the Navy a career—produces results which are even 

more surprising.    In the least favorable category no more than two per cent 

state an intention to reenlist, whereas 98 per cent in this  low category 

state their intention to return to civilian life.    The importance of 
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Figure 23 

PER CENT INTENDING TO REENLIST BY SITUATIONS. FAVORABILITY CATEGORY 
(First-Term Enlisted Men Only) 
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situational favorability, assessed in these terms, is perhaps reinforced 

by the rather steady progression of percentages intending to reenlist as 

one moves from least to most situationally favorable categories, rising 

to a high of 66 per cent in the most favorable category. 

During the course of the study, criterion data on retention rate and 

certain health measures were made available for the ships represented in 

the sample. The results of correlating the conditions and practices 

measures from the survey with ship-wide performance statistics of the kind 

indicated are presented in Table 6. These findings tend to confirm what 

has been suggested by the analyses presented in this section of the 

chapter, that the conditions described diagnostically in these pages bear 

significant relationships to valued outcomes of the Navy. 

Conclusions: What the Data Say About the Navy as a Functioning Organization 

1. The measures of organizational practices included in the survey 

represent, not a shotgun array of issues, but a well-researched 

set of management principles. Appropriately structured, they 

form a picture or model of how an organization functions effec- 

tively. The data show that this model is reasonably valid for 

the Navy, as for civilian organizations, since: 

(a) the various measures relate to each other as they 

should; and 

(b) the measures relate well to organizational criteria, 

especially retention rate. 

2. Although the Navy as a whole falls approximately at the lower 

border of what is termed the "normal" range (40 to 60 percentile 

points on the national civilian norms), this conceals a rather 



TABLE 6 

RELATIONSHIP OF SURVEY INDICES 
TO MEDICAL CRITERIA FOR SELECTED SHIPS 

Medical Crlterion/Period 

S1ck Bay Visits Lab Tests Pharmacy Units Dispensed 

Survey  Index Fiscal 1972 
First Quarter 
Fiscal 1973 

First Quarter 
Fiscal 1972       Fiscal 1973 Fiscal 1972 

First Quarter 
Fiscal 1973 

Human Resources Primacy -.10 -.02 -.18                   -.19 -.14 -.14 

Comounlcation Flow -.29 -.26 -.08                    -.40 -.23 -.16 

Motivational Conditions -.37 -.30 -.13                    -.21 -.26 -.22 

Decision Making Practices -.14 -.24 -.08                    -.22 -.10 -.12 

Lower Level Influence -.27 -.54* -.14                    -.59* -.38 -.39 

Satisfaction -.31 -.26 .01                     -.25 -.07 .02 

Group Process -.27 -.17 -.10                    -.42 -.46* -.37 

Supervisory Support -.03 .10 .15                    -.03 .04 .04 

Supervisory Goal Emphasis .01 -.04 .32                       .16 .04 -.06 

Supervisory Worte Facilitation -.20 -.09 .36                       .07 -.03 -.07 

Supervisory Interaction Facilitation -.24 .10 .16                       .08 .05 .08 

Peer Support -.15 .10 -.16                    -.35 -.29 -.08 

Peer Goal Emphasis -.36 -.33 -.07                    -.49* -.35 -.38 

Peer Work Facilitation -.44 -.32 -.05                    -.52* -.53* -.45* 

Peer Interaction Facilitation -.38 -.23 -.08                    -.42 -.51* -.4«* 

Supervisory Needs .25 .20 -.08                    -.07 -.11 -.18 

*p is 1MS than .05 
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crucial difference.    The shore-based units are well within that 

normal  range, whereas the fleet units are distinctly below it. 

The sole exceptions are the submarines, which resemble the shore 

units in quality or organizational  functioning. 

3.    Most of the more serious fleet problems appear to lie in organ- 

izational climate conditions and leadership behaviors, rather 

than in the intrinsic properties of jobs performed.    Thus, 

(a) Human Resources Primacy--a measure of organiztional 

climate which indicates the extent to which human 

concerns are felt to be reflected in policies, practices, 

and conditions of the organization—falls consistently 

in the 20-40 percentile range, even at top levels. 

(b) Motivational  Conditions — an organizational  climate 

measure indicative of the extent to which policies, 

practices, and conditions encourage the doing of an 

effective job--fall  in the 20-40 percentile range for 

all  levels except those representing more senior 

officers. 

(c) Task-related supervision is similarly a problem at all 

levels except those representing more senior officers. 

(d) Satisfaction is comparatively low for all echelons 

with regard to the organization itself,  the job, one's 

supervisor and one's peers.    On the other hand, only 

the very top is clearly comparatively dissatisfied 

with personal progress, and only the lower-middle levels 

are comparatively dissatisfied with pay. 
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(e) No differences occur between Navymen and civilians 

on such job-structural characteristics as: 

(1) the chance to learn new skills (although Navy- 

men do feel comparatively short-changed in 

the opportunity to use skills once learned). 

(2) how hard one must work; 

(3) the responsibility assumed; 

(4) the chance to get ahead; 

(5) the cleanness or dirtiness of the job; 

(6) the amount of free time permitted. 

4. Much of the problem pattern occurs as well  in, and perhaps ties 

critically to, a perceived undue absence of personal  independence, 

in the form of bureaucracy and an unnecessary intrusion into 

Navymen's personal  lives. 

5. Like the organizational  climate and leadership problems, this 

personal independence shortage is: 

(a) age-related--the favorability of practices experienced 

by Navymen rises with both personal  age and the average 

age of the group to which one belongs.    Until  a Navyman 

reaches 30 years of age, or is in a group whose average 

age approximates that figure, he does not experience 

conditions as favorable as those experienced by 

civilians of almost any age. 

(b) rank-re1ated--for enlisted men, experienced conditions 

steadily decline from E-l  to E-5, then rise to a peak 

at E-7. 

(c) unit-level  related—experienced conditions  improve 

steadily with the rank of one's supervisor. 



Chapter 4 

Social  Issues and Navy Life 

As individuals, Navymen live and work in social settings, each exper- 

iencing a configuration of influences unique to his particular place and 

time, yet in important ways similar to the configurations experienced by 

others.    Imagine, if you will, such an individual, assigned to a billet 

aboard a particular ship or shore station.    Part of what he experiences 

reflects organizational practices and processes--the behaviors of relevant 

persons aboard ship and their emergent effects, coming from a variety of 

locations and levels, but all experienced in the course of the face-to-face 

contacts which occur inside the work group.    Yet another part is institu- 

tional, reflecting the policies, statements, and implemented procedures of 

the Navy itself or of its major commands as they implement Navywide policy. 

A third part is societal and reflects the tides and currents of American 

society more generally.    Each of these three sources—organizational, 

institutional  and societal—contributes its portion to the world experienced 

by our hypothetical Navyman. 

It is to the last-named of these—societal  issues and their impact upon 

Navy life--that this present chapter turns.    In so doing it seems useful  to 

acknowledge at the outset that no clear line of demarcation may be drawn 

between organizational, institutional, and societal effects.    Not only are 

they experienced and felt by persons who are, after all, unitary entities, 

but their effects are in truth intertwined.    Race relations, for example, 

appears as a crucial consideration in face-to-face interaction in the basic 

work group.    Efforts at tolerance and understanding may or may not go on, 

and racist remarks or treatment of persons by persons may or may not occur. 

78 
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At the institutional  level, policies may have racist effects  (intended or 

not), or they may move toward ameliorating the differences of the past. 

But it is at the societal  level  that the race problem has its origins. 

It is in American society, its history, and its accumulated experience that 

racial  discrimination and conflict have their roots. 

Similar routes could be traced for any of a number of problems in 

contemporary American life.    Several have loomed large in the set of 

studies which this report summarizes, however.    The military draft and the 

complex web of motivations which it has induced, for example, represent 

a societal  issue which formed one of the basic reasons for undertaking the 

study in the first place.    Technological sophistication is another such 

issue.    Since the Navy is a high-technology organization, existing in a 

circumstance in which hardware sophistication has inordinate importance, 

that too has been a pertinent topic for exploration.    Together with race 

relations, these areas comprise a crucial portion of the motivational 

force-field experienced by the individual Navyman.    At issue, of course, is 

whether, in the course of the working of these forces, the Individual 

Navyman experiences the necessary consonance of his needs with those of 

the Navy.    Accordingly, we will  look first at draft motivation, examine 

secondly certain correlates of technology, then turn to race relations, 

and finally to goal  integration, the match of individual with organizational 

"needs," experienced by Navymen. 

Draft Motivation 

In an early report in the series, there were presented certain basic 

statistics concerning three conceivable categories of draft motivation 

(Drexler, 1973). 
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True Volunteers - Those individuals who enlisted under no felt threat 

of conscription.    (This was measured in the present study by 

a "No" response to question 017: 

"Would you have been drafted had you not enlisted?") 

Choice Motivated - Those individuals who, under threat of being 

drafted, chose the Navy in preference to service in other 

branches.    (This was measured by a "Yes" response to question 

D17, plus an "Extremely Important," "Important," or "Somewhat 

Important" response on question D29: 

"How important (was this)  in your decision to join the 

Navy:    wanted to fulfill my military obligation at a time 

and in the service of my choice rather than being drafted.") 

Draft Avoidant - Those individuals who would have been drafted but 

for whom it was not important to be in the service of their 

choice rather than being drafted.    (This was measured by a "Yes" 

response to question Dl_7, plus a "Not very important" or "of no 

importance" response on question D29. 

For Navymen included in the study's sample (obtained in late 1972 and 

early 1973), these three categories occur with the following frequency: 

True Volunteers 34 per cent, Choice Motivated 44 per cent, and Draft 

Avoidant 21  per cent.    Several  findings reinforce our faith in the 

validity of these measures.    One of these is the relationship between the 

categories on selective service lottery number, presented in Table 7 

(Drexler, 1973). 
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Table 7 

PERCENTAGES OF RESPONDENTS IN VARIOUS 
DRAFT MOTIVATION AND LOTTERY NUMBER CATEGORIES 

Lottery Nunfcer 
Draft 
Avoidant 

Choice 
Motivated 

True 
Volunteers 

1-50 51.9 39.5 8.5 

51-100 14.8 30.2 6.6 

101-150 13.0 14.8 6.6 

151-200 9.3 11.7 9.4 

201-365 11.1 3.7 68.8 
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Still another is the result for the youngest age groups: 49 per cent 

of the respondents under 22 years of age were true volunteers, and a 

further slicing of the sample showed that of respondents under 19, 76 per 

cent were true volunteers. 

With these facts in mind, we may examine the results of comparisons 

among these three groups. There are a number of Issues that appear to be 

unrelated to draft motivation: 

• Race (among U.S. nationals) 

• Type of community in which the Navyman grew up (Rural-Urban) 

• The leadership style which he prefers to experience from his 
supervisor and peers 

• Belief in more autocratic or more democratic management values 

• Preferred level of job challenge 

On all of these, and for the most part on region of the U.S. in which 

he grew up, there are no statistically significant differences. True 

Volunteer, Choice Motivated, and Draft Avoldant Navymen look very much alike. 

However, on a number of other measures differences do emerge. Taken 

together, they permit us to sketch each of the three groups in the following 

way: 

True Volunteer 

In general the least well educated of the three, he attaches 

the greatest importance to the upgrading possibilities of 

Navy service (in the form of certain "classical" reasons 

for enlistment, such as job and educational opportunity, 

security, travel, and adventure). He values personal 

independence almost as much as does the Choice Motivated. 
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He has experienced the fastest promotion rate of the three, 

but is only intermediate in positiveness about his service 

experience to date. 

Choice Motivated 

Best educated of the three, he attaches least importance to 

the classical reasons for having enlisted.    He attaches 

greatest importance to personal independence.    He has 

experienced a promotion rate close to that of the True 

Volunteer, but is least positive about his service experience 

to date. 

Draft Avoidant 

Intermediate in education, he also attaches intermediate 

Importance to classical  reasons for having enlisted.    Of the 

three types, he attaches least importance to personal 

independence, has experienced the slowest promotion rate and 

yet is the most positive concerning his service experience 

to date. 

Thus three quite different portraits are painted.    The True Volunteer 

would appear to enter with some educational disadvantage, but with a view 

of his service in the Navy as a route to a better life situation.    Still, 

his expectations are sufficiently high, and he is sufficiently independent- 

minded, that Navy practices leave him only moderately positive about his 

experience to date.    Among first-term enlisted men, however, he is the 

most likely to reenlist,  a likelihood whose size depends upon how well he 

is treated organizationally. 
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The Choice Motivated Navyman seems by temperament, view, and 

orientation to be quite different.    He is, after all, in the Navy 

largely because he preferred it to another branch, not because he was 

enthusiastic about military service.    He is well educated, has been 

promoted relatively rapidly, but is not particularly impressed with 

his military service.    The overall probability that he will  reenlist 

is lower than for True Volunteers, but it increases with favorable, 

more participative treatment. 

The Draft Avoidant Navyman is in many ways the most anomalous of 

the three.    Although his experience has been less positive, his reaction 

to it is the most favorable of the three.    Clearly, this is in part 

because his expectations were lowest.    Apparently,  for reasons  that are 

not totally clear, a number of such persons enlisted in the Navy during 

the period between the close of the Korean War and start of the Vietnam 

War and have remained.    Perhaps somewhat lacking in initiative, they 

seem likely to reenlist from inertia, if nothing else. 

Among first-term enlisted men, however, the satisfaction of 

minimal expectations seems for these Draft Avoidants to be associated 

with little likelihood of reenlistment.    They have clocked in their 

time; it was not as bad as they expected; it also does not coincide 

with their lifetime plans and perhaps not with their ideological 

posture.    They will  largely leave.     In fact, when these persons are 

further subsetted by presence or absence of critical skills, the 
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reenlistment percentage varies only from    5     to 11 per cent, whereas 

for Choice Motivated and True Volunteers, similarly subsetted, it 

varies from 11 per cent to 40 per cent. 

In summary, what may be said concerning the motivational conse- 

quences and coordinate effects of the end of the draft?    For the Navy, 

nearly two-thirds of its enlisted manpower at the time of the data 

collection were other than True Volunteers.    Some were in the Navy for 

what may be termed purely "reactive" reasons--they were threatened 

with being drafted and presumably saw the Navy as a comparatively 

"safe" place.    Others were somewhat better educated and more "proactive" 

in their stance:    also threatened with conscription, they elected to 

enlist in the Navy in order to complete the military service requirement 

at the time of their choice, as well as in their preferred service. 

Neither type seems likely to enter the Navy in any numbers in the 

foreseeable future.    In the case of Draft Avoidants, this is perhaps 

fortunate for the Navy, since neither of this category's two subcom- 

ponents seems highly desirable.    As our sample and findings reflect, 

the Navy at the time of this data collection contained some number of 

enlisted men who had entered as Draft Avoidants during the comparatively 

tranquil years between the Korean and Vietnam wars.    To have been unable 

to generate a plausible reason for avoiding military service in an era 

when excuses were relatively easy to come by suggests at the least a 

lack of imagination, if not a lack of initiative.    That, once in, they 

have simply stayed, in unusual proportions, seems to confirm the 

suggestion. 
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The other segment consists of first-term Draft Avoidants of the 

Vietnam era.    Their motives seem more potentially hostile than apathetic, 

and it seems likely that they are ideologically rather antagonistic to 

military service.    Having joined the Navy in the belief that it would help 

save their skins, they will  leave at the first available opportunity. 

The other category—Choice Motivated--represent a more serious loss 

for the Navy.    They appear to have been better educated and more able. 

Unlike the Draft Avoidant, they appear to have been willing to weigh their 

experiences and treatment in arriving at a conclusion of whether to stay 

or go at the end of their enlistment.    However, their expectations were 

high, and the experience less so, with the result that those who were in 

the Navy will  likely leave.    Since the draft was a major factor in their 

enlistment in the first place, it seems unlikely that substantial numbers 

of them will enlist in the future. 

The Navy of the immediate future will consist—probably already does 

consist—entirely of True Volunteers.    While their expectations are nearly 

as high as those of the Choice Motivated persons,  their initial qualifica- 

tions  (in terms of education) are not.    They have high needs  for personal 

independence and participative treatment, and their decision to remain or 

leave the Navy at the end of their term is closely contingent upon the 

treatment they receive along these lines.    They view the Navy as a personal 

route to skill, esteem, and position in life and will  doubtless weigh as 

quite negative practices which deal with them otherwise. 
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Technological Sophistication and Management Styles 

A persistent and widely discussed theme in recent years has been the 

connection, if any, between technological sophistication (automation) 

and organizational management practices.    So-called "Detroit" automation 

has produced the assembly line and with it the charge in recent years that 

technological sophistication is de-humanizing.    The charge, of course,  is 

not new.    In the early years of the nineteenth century, the Luddites 

expressed their reaction to industrialization in the English textile 

industry by destroying the hated machines.    In similar fashion the term 

"sabotage," in fact, originated in the French railway strike of 1910, in 

which workers cut the wooden "shoes" (sabots) which held rails to sleepers. 

On the other hand, it seems undeniable that more advanced technology 

has been the required forerunner of material progress.    Only by the use of 

sophisticated equipment has mankind been able to do more—produce more and 

better goods and services—for the same investment of effort.    As a result, 

technological progress has continued unabated, objections, demonstrations, 

and disruptions notwithstanding. 

With all of this, however, there has arisen a much-debated question 

concerning appropriate management styles.    Stated more simply, it takes 

the form, "Is there a connection between technology and the kinds of 

management practices that are conducive to effectiveness?"    Two answers 

have been formulated on a priori bases:    One answer holds that the effect 

of advanced technology has been to reduce the human skill  requirement, 

thus making operators more nearly interchangeable hands.    Since the human 

skill  requirement is simple and more readily satisfied and the hardware 



more complex, it follows that the management system must be more directive, 

more autocratic (to keep relatively unskilled persons doing what engineered, 

sophisticated hardware requires them to do). 

The opposite has also been postulated.    Because hardware is more 

complicated, keeping it running productively requires the pooling of a 

wider array of experiences, behaviors, and skills.    This pooling is unlikely 

to occur unless the persons who possess them feel some involvement in, 

and commitment to, the operation and experience a situation which permits 

them to do so.    Therefore, it is argued, coping with advanced technology 

requires a more, not a less, participative management stance. 

The empirical evidence has not been without its contradictions, 

ambiguities, and outright voids.    On the one hand,  there is the evidence 

amassed by large organizational management research efforts, such as that 

integrated and reported by Likert (1961, 1967).    In general, technology 

has not been an explicit variable in such studies; rather, the evidence 

that participative practices are best rests upon the fact that they have 

been found to be more or less universally appropriate, in situations which 

encompass a wide array of technologically different hardware configurations. 

Those studies in which technology has been an explicit variable have 

generally suffered from potential   flaws that make their conclusions 

questionable.    In some such studies, no effort has been undertaken to 

relate practices  to effectiveness (performance).    Instead, effectiveness 

has been assumed to be implicit in the fact that organizations continue 

to exist, and the differences examined tend to be those of management 

styles among different technologies.    In other studies, effectiveness 

has been examined, but the subjective judgments of the organization's 

own managers about what does and does not constitute "effectiveness" have 

been taken at face value. 
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However, it is a fairly well known proposition that autocratic 

managements adopt short-run gain strategies.    It is also reasonably well 

recognized that such strategies can be extremely costly in the longer run 

(Likert & Seashore    1973, Likert & Bowers, 1969,    1973). Finally, 

hardware-Intense operations are less person-dependent in the short run and 

can endure more autocratic abuses before they suffer damage.    Thus any 

finding that "autocratic behavior goes along with effectiveness" in mass- 

production operations is immediately suspect as a rather sizeable self- 

fulfilling prophecy. 

Some recent evidence is less suspect, however.    Taylor, in a series 

of studies, found a direct, positive relationship between sophistication 

of technology and participativeness of management practices, that is, the 

more sophisticated the technology, the more participative were the 

management practices employed (1971).    In this instance, technology was 

defined as  "the principles and techniques used to bring about change 

toward desired ends in the raw materials processed by a job or work group." 

Its degree of sophistication was measured by means of three aspects: 

(a) the constancy or predictability of raw materials, (b) the extent to 

which the equipment employed was automatically operated and controlled 

versus manually operated and controlled, and (c) the amount and speed of 

feedback evaluating output.    Obviously this approach and its measures 

focused upon the degree of automation of the hardware used in the creation 

of the product or service. 

In the present study, it was felt early on that, in an era of 

increasingly sophisticated weapons systems, the issue of the necessary 

companionate management practices ought to be examined.    Accordingly, 

measures were built into the questionnaire instrument, and the issue examined. 
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In brief, Taylor's findings  failed to replicate in a Navy setting. 

If anything, the reverse was true—a tendency for more participative 

practices to be found in less technologically sophisticated settings 

(Drexler, 1973). 

While it seems to be true that more autocratic practices go with 

sophisticated hardware in the Navy, and it may_ be true that such a contin- 

gency is optimal, other findings lead us to be quite suspicious. 

Particularly, the relationship between educational level and technological 

sophistication for both Navymen and civilians, causes some such uneasiness 

(See Table 8) • 

What this seems to indicate is that Navy assignment practices, like 

their civilian hiring and placement counterparts, have placed better 

educated persons in less technologically sophisticated jobs and more poorly 

educated persons in more technologically sophisticated jobs.    In part, 

this may be thought to reflect a supervisory-non-supervisory distinction 

(a contaminant not present in the study by Taylor, who restricted his 

sample to non-supervisory persons). 

Evidence, however, indicates that this distinction does not explain 

the relationships to educational  level, at least among Navymen.    Instead, 

it would appear that, as concerns technology measured in these terms, Navy 

managers make much the same assumption as their civilian counterparts-- 

that automated hardware substitutes for human competence. 

Yet, if our society does through its educational processes what 

earlier chapters of this report suggest that it does, and if, as Taylor 

suggests, there ^s_ an inherent, positive connection between sophisticated 

technology and participative practices, then the present findings represent 
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Table 8 

Technological Sophistication of the Job 
and Educational Level of Respondent, 

for Navymen and Civilians* 

Column Percentages 

Educational 
Category 

Low Tech Soph High Tech Soph 

Navy Civilian Navy Civilian 

High School 
Graduate and Below 

Some College 
and Above 

40 

60 

35 

65 

66 

34 

85 

15 

Adapted from Drexler, 1973 
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a dysfunctional  consequence of this mistaken assumption.    In terms of 

the values toward which they have been socialized by their educational 

experience, persons are placed in situations representing the poorest 

possible fit! 

Perhaps this happens because more hardware-oriented managers over- 

look the interface between social and technical systems.    Figure 24 

illustrates the problem. 

Figure 24 

Man and Machine Connections 

Machine 
A 

-Machine 
B 

Operator- 
C 

Operator 
D 

Designers of technical systems typically restrict their attention 

to the relationship of one technical  component (i.e., Machine A) to 

another (e.g., Machine B).    In so doing, they recognize the existence 

of operators, but leave the specification of their requisite character- 

istics to human factors persons who typically focus upon abilities, 

aptitudes, and task  (that is, man-machine)  issues. 

The man-man (i.e., social system) problems are usually overlooked in 

this process.    The highly likely outcome that more complicated hardware 

may require simpler task behaviors, but far more complex human inter- 

actions, seems to be largely ignored. 
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In an independent study, not funded by nor part of the present 

investigation, but drawing in part upon this same data set, Beam pushed 

the question in a somewhat different direction (1975).    Briefly, he 

devised an independent measure of technological sophistication (based 

upon judgments of the amounts of two characteristics involved in Navy 

ratings—physical activity and information processing).    In combination, 

these two attributes yielded an internally consistent interval scale of 

technology. 

Beam then used the present study's survey data to examine the degree 

to which an appropriate management style was a technology-contingent issue. 

He found that, at least in the Navy, appropriate management is not contingent. 

Instead, a style consistent with participative practices seems to be 

almost universally preferred and rather consistently related to measures 

of satisfaction and perceived effectiveness. 

Thus, in certain ways the whole Issue of contingency in the relation 

between hardware and human resource management would appear to require 

considerable reformulation.    Perhaps it is not so much an issue of 

whether different styles produce maximum effectiveness under different 

technologies, but rather whether different technologies permit managements 

to "get away" with more autocratic practices for a longer time frame 

before incurring disaster. 

At least for the Navy,  the conclusion would appear to be fairly clear. 

Autocratic behavior—a management style which prefers directiveness to 

adequate conservation of human resources—will drive large numbers of the 

most valuable persons out of the service.    Even while they remain, the 

accumulated evidence (referenced in earlier chapters) suggests that their 
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performance will be poorer.    In any event, there appears to be little 

evidence to persuade an open-minded reader that sophisticated technology 

presses toward other than participative practices. 

Motivational Correlates of Race Relations 

Few issues are more important than race relations to the question of 

the Navy's fortunes in an all-volunteer condition, and certainly few have 

drawn greater concern.    Dramatic incidents of racial  conflict have drawn 

the attention of persons around the nation.    Programs of racial awareness 

training have been mounted, as have efforts to treat the effects at 

institutional  levels. 

At base, however, the issue is one of the existence of discrimination, 

and the question takes the form, "Do Navymen experience and receive treat- 

ment that is differentially favorable by race?"    Officials sensitive to 

criticism on this hot social  issue and perhaps overly preoccupied with 

structural conditions may be quick to conclude that discrimination does not 

exist because it cannot (i.e., because it has been eliminated from policies, 

assignment strategies, and the like). 

Yet, outlawing a practice does not remove it, and behaviors, together 

with the conditions which emerge from them, have a way of persisting 

despite such edicts, and structural  changes.    For this reason the 

question remains, for the Navy as for any other organization in American 

life, a cogent one. 

In the present research a number of questions were built into the 

basic instrument which permitted the examination of racial  effects, felt 

discrimination, and the like.    Specifically, the following questions 
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seemed, in combination with the general array of measures of preferences 

and practices, to be central  to an examination of race relations issues: 

Q. A 111    To what extent do you feel  in any way discriminated 

against in your job because of your race or 

national origin? 

Q. A 115   What race is your immediate supervisor? 

Q. A 116   What race are the majority of the members of your 

work group? 

Q. A 117   What other race (if any)  is most heavily represented 

in your work group? 

Q. C 8       To what extent do you think there is any discrimination 

against black people who are in the armed   services? 

Two major reports in the series dealt with questions of this type. 

The first, by Parker, dealt with work group composition as a potential 

moderator of the relationship between practices and felt discrimination 

(1974). 

The second, by Pecorella, examined the extent to which institutional 

factors  (versus local, face-to-face ones) seem to account for real and 

felt discrimination (1975). 

Perhaps an appropriate place to begin is the perception of discrim- 

ination that is felt to exist.    Table 9   adopted from Pecorella's report, 

addresses this question. 

First, it would appear that Blacks and Others feel a somewhat greater 

degree of racial discrimination than do Whites.    On the five-point scale 

employed for this question (A 111), Blacks and Others report feeling dis- 

crimination "to some extent," whereas Whites report very little such feeling. 



Table   9 

Perceptions of Discrimination by Race 

Whites Blacks Others 

Question Mean     S.D. Mean      S.D. Mean     S.D. F-ratio 

A 111    Discrimination Against Self 

C 8       Discrimination Against Blacks 

1.34        .84 

2.17      1.11 

2.62      1.27 

3.68      1.06 

2.31      1.38 

2.72      1.27 

182.86* 

127.51* 

p<.01 
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Second, when all  three groups are asked whether Blacks, specifically, 

are discriminated against, all agree that they are.    (In this connection, 

it is interesting to note that Blacks perhaps over-report levels of 

discrimination, Whites under-report them, but Others report a level quite 

close to the level that Blacks report about themselves.)    The fact that 

Whites tend to concur in the judgment of differential  levels of discrimina- 

tion reinforces our reasons for believing it to be true. 

Having established that different levels of discrimination are felt by 

Blacks and Whites, with Blacks clearly feeling the greater amount, our 

attention quite naturally turns to the form or source of such discrimination. 

Several sets of conditions seem likely candidates:    leadership practices 

experienced in the face-to-face work group, organizational climate conditions 

which stem from higher-level policies and practices, opportunities that are 

provided, and material benefits that are distributed. 

Each of the two studies examined two or more of these sets of possible 

causes, yet come to somewhat different conclusions.    Consider the following: 

• Parker included all  Navy respondents, compared racial  groupings, 

and found almost no differences  in leadership practices or 

organizational climate conditions. 

• Pecorella limited the comparisons to enlisted personnel 

(i.e., excluded officers) and found that, although leadership 

practices remain similar for racial groups, organizational 

climate measures present patterns    of (1f anything) reverse 

discrimination      (See Table   10). 

• Pecorella similarly examined perceived opportunities by race and 

found that Blacks felt they had greater opportunities than did 

Whites. 



Table   10 

DIFFERENCES IN ORGANIZATIONAL PRACTICES BY RACE 

Whites (W) 

Mean     S.D. 

Blacks(B) 

Mean     S.D. 

Others 

Mean 

(0) 

S.D. F-ratio 
Significant! 
Comparisons 

Human Resources Primacy 2.74 .87 2.72 .96 2.94 .84 3.92** Wvs.O**; Bvs.O* 

Communication Flow 2.88 .80 2.77 .92 2.77 .80 2.51 

Motivational Conditions 2.74 .93 2.90 1.08 3.03 .87 8.34** Wvs.B*; Wvs.O** 

Decision-Making Practices 2.47 .81 2.62 .87 2.79 .83 12.47** Wvs.B*; Wvs.O** 

Lower-Level Influence 2.00 .80 2.14 1.06 2.48 1.02 24.80** Wvs.B*; Wvs.O**; Bvs.O** 

Supervisory Leadership 
Factor 

3.33 .96 3.48 .99 3.28 .91 1.86 None 

Peer Leadership Factor 3.11 .83 3.21 .93 3.15 .79 1.02 None 

Group Process 3.45 .78 3.45 .85 3.40 .73 .28 None 

Average N=1710 Average N=140 Average N=162 *=p<.05 
**=p<.01 

'Significance levels for contrasts were obtained using the Scheffee standard for post-hoc comparisons. 
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The significant pairwise comparisons indicate that 
Whites see fewer opportunities for advancement 
available to military personnel, feel they would 
receive fairer treatment as civilians than as Navy 
men, and see a lower likelihood that unjust treat- 
ment by a superior will be set right than do 
members of the other two racial groups,  (p. 26) 

• Pecorella found, on the other hand, "objective" data to 

indicate that minority groups are, in fact, discriminated 

against: 

- 14.2% of the Whites were regular officers, while 

only 1.4% of the Blacks and LOT of the Others had 

achieved this status. 

- 26.9% of the Whites had E1-E3 ratings, versus 

47.5% of the Blacks and 38.3% of the Others. 

- 36% of the Whites had advanced slowly through the 

ranks, versus 59% of the Blacks and 64% of the Others. 

- 34% of the Whites had been given expensive technical 

training versus  13% of the Blacks and 17% of the Others. 

- These differences remained significant, even after 

controlling for Age and Education. 

• Pecorella found that organizational  climate and perceived 

opportunities were negatively related to felt racial 

discrimination for both Blacks and Whites. 

• Parker found that racial  composition of the work group 

(one's own race and majority/minority position within the 

group, plus the race of one's supervisor) was a critical 

moderator variable of the relationship between experienced 

practices and felt racial  discrimination. 
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• Pecorella found that felt personal discrimination seems to be 

closely tied to one's immediate work environment (particularly 

to advancement opportunities and friendly relations with 

one's peers). 

Taken together, these findings present a convincing,  if perplexing, 

picture.    Minorities, and Blacks particularly, do feel discriminated 

against in the Navy.    Although the average Black perceives  that Blacks in 

general experience more discrimination than he himself does  (an illogical 

situation), the effects are real enough.    On many tangible criteria, 

Blacks attain lower return rates than do Whites, even after age and 

education are controlled. 

There is therefore a heavy "local" effect in felt racial  discrimination 

against oneself in the Navy.    Much of the perception that one is dis- 

criminated against stems  from job characteristics  (for example, from the 

very real perception that Blacks are not promoted as rapidly) and from 

relationships with one's co-workers.    Perhaps the meaning of Parker's 

findings concerning group composition is clearer in this context.    When 

one's position is that of being in the majority race in the group, 

and/or when one's supervisor is of the same race as oneself, racial slurs 

decrease in frequency, and one's apprehension declines as personal security 

increases. 

At a more institutional  level, the different levels of conditions and 

discrimination, but similar relationships between these two sets of 

variables, may produce a situation similar to that depicted hypothetically 

in Figure     25. 
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Figure 25 

Organizational Climate and 
Felt Racial Discrimination 

(Hypothetical) 

Good 

Organizational 
Climate 

Poor 

Blacks 

Whites 

Little Lot 

Felt Racial  Discrimination 
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The difference in absolute levels, together with a similar slope of 

relationship may simply indicate greater sensitivity to this issue and its 

consequences on the part of Blacks than of Whites.    It need not mean that 

either is necessarily "misreading" the situation, but that, to attain the 

same level of non-discriminatory experience, institutional conditions must 

be somewhat different. 

The perplexing part is the obvious possibility that race relations in 

organizations  like the Navy is an adaptive and relative process, that behaviors, 

practices, and conditions must be altered to fit their recipients.    Note that, 

in Figure 25, reaching an identical  level of felt discrimination would require 

quite different levels of organizational  climate excellence for the two races. 

Stated most baldly,  it suggests the difficult, thorny,  and even unlivable con- 

clusion that equal treatment is, because of the accumulated historical context 

in which it occurs, not non-discriminatory!    Rather, for equal  perceptions of 

non-discrimination to occur, certain racial groups may have to be treated 

better than others.    On the other hand, the perception of non-discrimination 

may be chosen as an inadequate criterion, too subject to historical  "lag." 

Goal  Integration and Socialization Processes 

In the end, the critical  issue is the extent to which motivation is felt 

by the typical Navyman in a situation which permits him to make a positive 

contribution.    In a report several years ago, Barrett conceptualized this as 

a problem of goal  integration (1970).    The following lengthy quote describes 

what is involved: 

We define an organizational objective as any state of affairs 
(including both static and dynamic states) which contributes 
to the creation of an organization's primary outputs or to 
the fulfillment of its purposes or functions.    An individual 
goal is any state of affairs (dynamic or statis) which 
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contributes to the fulfillment of an individual's needs, 
motives or desires.    Organization members spontaneously 
commit themselves to the pursuit of individual goals. 
They do not necessarily commit themselves spontaneously 
to the pursuit of organizational objectives.    An important 
problem for organization theorists and administrators, 
therefore, is to conceive mechanisms through which goals 
and objectives can be integrated, so that the same actions 
on the part of an organization member can lead to the 
attainment of both his personal goals and the organiza- 
tion's objectives.    Organizations or sub-units whose 
members find it easy to attain both personal goals and 
organizational objectives through the activities they 
engage in as members of the organization may be said to 
have a high degree of goal integration. 

Figure 26 presents these concepts schematically. 

Going further, Barrett conceptualized three mechanisms which organi- 

zations commonly use to attain desired levels of goal  integration: 

Exchange - a conditional  reward mechanism, in which the 

organization offers the individual  incentives presumed 

to be related to his personal goals (about which they 

care little), in return for his devoting part of his time 

and energy to the achievement of their objectives  (in which 

he has presumably no interest). 

Accommodation - a mechanism by which individual goals are 

taken into account in determining organizational objectives 

or designing procedures for attaining them. 

Socialization - a mechanism by which individual  goals are 

influenced, modified, or altered to make them more congruent 

with organizational objectives. 

Since much of what constitutes basic and advanced training in a Navy 

setting assumes at least some amount of socialization, and since goal 
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Figure 26 

GOAL INTEGRATION 

Individual 
Goals 

Organbat lonal 
Objectives 

Extent of Goal Integration 
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integration has shown itself in previous research to be a useful concept, 

these measures were both included and analyzed.    The findings, to be 

summarized here, are contained in detail  in two reports by Drexler 

(1973, 1974). 

The data show a number of things.    First, it is apparent that 

civilians experience, in general, significantly greater degrees of goal 

integration than do Navymen (See Table 11). 

Second, significant differences in the level of goal  integration were 

found among demographic strata for both Navymen and civilians for age, 

education, race, and socio-economic level.    Additional differences were 

found among Navymen for critical skills  (defined in terms of training 

expense), promotion rate, region of origin, time in present work group, 

reenlistment intention, draft motivation and enlisted/officer status. 

These findings are presented in Table 12, and the more interesting ones 

depicted graphically in Figures 27 through 30.    In addition Table 13 

presents means and standard deviations for other interesting comparisons. 

Regarding comparisons across age, there appears to be little evidence 

that, among Navymen, socialization is an effective mechanism for attaining 

goal  integration.    This conclusion seems inescapable when one considers 

the components of the goal  integration index separately (See Figure 31). 

Instead, it would appear that there is an inherent tendency—for 

civilians and Navymen alike--for goal  integration to rise somewhat with 

age.    Above 30 years of age, Navy and civilian curves are very similar. 

Under 30 years of age, however, the Navy does a relatively poor job, and 

members (in this case young Navymen) experience quite low levels of 

goal integration. 
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Table 11 

Average Levels of Goal Integration 

for the Total Navy and Civilian Work Force Samples 

Navy Civilian 

X 2.236 2.921 

S.D. 1.146 1.195 

N 2458 868 

t-14.84, p < .001 
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Table 12 

TEST OF TH' RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN GOAL INTERRATION 
AND DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS FOR NAVY AND CIVILIAN SAMPLES 

NAVY CIVILIAN 

F Ratio df Sic,. Eta F Ratio df Siq. Eta 

Age 19.20 16/243 .01 .335 1.75 16/843 .05 .066 

Sex 1.45 1/2456 NS .024 0.00 1/866 NS .000 
Education of 

Respondent 2.64 4/2455 .05 .065 5.08 4/831 .01 .155 

Race 10.73 2/2439 .01 .093 7.36 2/848 .01 .131 

Socio-Economic 
Level 12.18 4/2454 .01 .140 21.72 4/831 .01 .308 

Comrruni ty where 
grew up 2.43 3/2455 NS .054 0.73 3/846 NS .051 

Region of country 
where grew up 7.11 5/2444 .01 .120 1.90 5/838 NS .106 

Time at present 
ship or station 1.84 5/2459 NS .061 1.28 5/799 NS .089 

Time in present 
work group 2.72 5/2457 .05 .074 0.57 5/793 Kc .060 

Plans after 
enlistment 102.65 4/2376 .01 .384         

Draft Motivation 18.84 2/1497 .01 .160 --- ... — ... 
Critical Skills 8.00 2/1854 .01 .090 ... ... - ... 
Promotion Rate 18.83 2/1497 .01 .157 
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Figure 28 

Relationship of Goal Integration to Education 
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Flqure 29 
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Table 13 

Goal  Integration Means and Standard Deviations 
for Various Demographic Strats 

Strata 

Demographic Low Middle High 
Measure Mean      S.D. Mean     S.D. Mean     S.D. 

Critical Skills 2.35      1.16 2.12      1.34 2.14      1.10 

Promotion Rate 2.10      1.16 2.42      1.15 2.00      1.05 

(Choice Motivated) (Draft Avoidant) (True Volunteers) 

Draft Motivation 2.12      1.15 2.31      1.13 2.26      1.11 
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Figure 31 

Relationship of 6oal Integration Items to Age 
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Many explanatory routes for these findings seem blocked.    For example, 

it might be argued that economic pressures, recruiting practices, and, 

perhaps, unfortunate advertising have led to the induction of the "wrong" 

segment of youth--a segment whose attitudes mesh poorly with the Navy's. 

While some small portion of truth may accrue to this argument, it seems 

highly unlikely that effects of the kind required could have occurred. 

Not merely some mismatch, but an induction of the most ill-suited in 

enormous numbers would be required to obtain the disparate civilian-Navy 

values which in fact result. 

Yet another reason for feeling socialization to form an unpromising 

mechanism is apparent.    Age alone predicts organizational  values and 

preferences better than does the socializing behavior of supervisor and 

peers, and age does not appear to serve as a moderator variable in the 

latter relationship. 

.   In short, the conclusion seems well nigh inescapable that the Navy 

treats its young personnel  in a relatively non-productive (and autocratic) 

manner, either because its supervisory personnel  at that level  lack 

skills in a more participative alternative, because of value constraints 

on the part of those supervisors, situational  constraints, or all three.   » 

The findings concerning the relationship of education, race, socio- 

economic level, and certain other demographic characteristics to goal 

integration present an intriguing pattern.    Education has a positive, linear 

relationship to goal  integration for civilians, a curvilinear relationship 

(poorly and well-educated Navymen have higher amounts of good integration 

than do intermediate)  for Navymen.    Whites experience the least goal inte- 

gration, Others the most, with Blacks in the middle among Navymen, whereas the 
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ordering is the reverse for civilians.    Goal  integration rises with socio- 

economic level  for civilians, declines for Navymen. 

Although evidence is presented in the present array of findings 

concerning overlap among demographic measures, it appears that greater 

degrees of goal  integration are experienced by two Navy groups: 

- very well educated Whites  in higher level positions 

- poorly educated persons from lower socio-economic 
levels and minorities 

Perhaps the former of these have "escaped from steerage," whereas the 

latter judge their experiences in the Navy as not as bad as those which 

they would obtain in civilian life. 

This view is in part confirmed by other findings: 

• Navy respondents with inexpensively trained skills had 
higher degrees of goal integration than did those in 
middle and more expensive skill categories. 

• Warrant officers had higher goal integration than did 
enlisted men. 

Combined with the finding that those with average promotion rates 

had higher degrees of goal  integration than did those with low rates 

(denied advancement) or those with high rates (exceptionally able, talented, 

and high expectations), it confirms the view that lower levels of goal 

integration are experienced in the Navy by many of those young, bright, 

able, enlisted persons whom the Navy aspires to retain. 



Chapter 5 

Forecasting Requirements and Implementation 
Outcomes for Organizational Effectiveness* 

Organizational data have two potential uses: 

at the system (whole Navy or major command) level, 
by the system's top managers, as input to 
policy-making; 

at the local level (the basic work group or unit), 
by members, supervisors, and consultants, as 
input to the organizational development process. 

Each use implies an action step or a set of such steps: policies 

are made, or organizational development intervention activities are 

selected. Yet action steps must be carefully selected on the basis of 

existing conditions and problems, compared to desired outcomes.  In 

policy-making, the selection process requires careful scrutiny of data 

carefully analyzed and interpreted at macro levels. For the local, or 

organizational development, usage, the problem becomes one of meeting 

several sets of potentially conflicting criteria: 

(1) The information must be comprehensive and detailed, 

yet 

(2) The information must be capable of being digested 
and utilized by a wide dmy of persons with 
varying degrees of expertise. 

(3) The process which, using the information, leads to 
a choice of action steps must be carefully done, 

yet 

(4) That same process must be done comparatively rapidly. 

♦  
This chapter is based upon a report by Bowers & Hausser, 1974. 
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It is this local, organizational development usage issue that the 

present chapter explores.    In form, the problem is one of testing the 

feasibility of developing an instrumented prescriptive capability for 

organizational development activities in the Navy. 

The evidence thus far reported suggests that the Navy faces a 

number of complex problems, many of them intimately connected with the 

way in which it functions as an organization.    These problems concern: 

the climate of policies, practices and conditions 
in the human resources area; 

the leadership practices which prevail among 
supervisors at nearly all  levels; 

the behavior of subordinates in both task and inter- 
personal areas; 

the processes displayed by groups, Including such 
things as their flexibility to meet new and varied 
demands; as well  as their ability to act quickly 
and effectively in carrying out required missions; 

the degree of satisfaction and its effects upon 
retention and operational capability. 

Considered, not as forest, but as a mass of separate trees, the 

problems seem insurmountable.    There are simply too many persons, 

positions, situations, and variables to make the whole sensible in a 

way that permits action.    We are therefore confronted with a need to 

reduce the data to manageable proportions, that is, to convey the 

information in its richness, but without distracting clutter. 
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Sunmarizing the conclusions from a mass of findings is a task that a 

combination of analytic and statistical skills can handle with reasonable 

promise of success.    For the larger manpower study which we have conducted, 

this has already been done and has been augmented to produce a pre-final 

report (Bowers & Bachman, 1974). 

As the immediately preceding statements imply, some of the possible 

action steps are those capable of consideration at the "whole Navy" level. 

Thus the utilization of findings in that context assumes the form of 

providing information to the Navy's policy makers.    It is systemic level 

information, provided to the system's top managers. 

As such, it is different in scope from information whose action 

implications are local  (and therefore widespread, though different from 

unit to unit).    It is, for example, one thing to establish or modify a 

policy concerning human resources management in the Navy, but quite 

another matter to provide information useful  to the development of those 

resources in any specific group.    The latter is  (together with some 

elements of the former for intermediate level commanders) much more 

the task of organizational  development.    Doing this and doing it well 

requires data of a different degree of condensation. 

The measures of organizational practices contained within the survey 

instrument used in the larger study derive from the Survey of Organizations 

questionnaire constructed by the Organizational Development Research 

Program for use as a diagnostic device in civilian sector development 

studies.    From its use, there has accumulated a body of standard data 

surrounding development efforts of the type viewed by the present study 

as potentially helpful at the local  level of the Navy. 
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Together, these two bodies of data--one from the Navy, the other 

surrounding civilian application efforts—provide in their measurement 

comparability a rather unique joint resource. Used appropriately, they 

provide a potential for examining possible action steps of an organiza- 

tional development-intervention type. Stated otherwise, we may use the 

civilian data to obtain estimates of the likely impact of similar 

intervention strategies in Navy groups of similar form and functioning. 

There is both a logical rationale and some fair amount of evidence 

to sustain the premise that intervention steps must be carefully chosen 

to match the characteristics and practices of the group whose develop- 

ment is at issue. Campbell and Dunnette (1968), for example, have 

reviewed the literature on sensitivity training and extract a number of 

potential reasons for its less than impressive success in applied 

situations. Kaplan, Tausky and Bolaria (1969) have similarly suggested 

certain reasons why job enrichment may not be the universal remedy 

sometimes suggested. Bowers, Franklin and Pecorella (1973) have provided 

a taxonomy clearly oriented around differential application of interven- 

tions, and Bowers (1973) has provided evidence of the differential 

effects in 23 organizations of employing different organizational 

treatments. 

It is to the task of establishing a connection between the charac- 

teristics of the work group and the effects of intervention activities 

undertaken with it that this present report turns. Stated very simply, 

the strategy involves: 

(1) Determining whether there are a relatively few "pure" 
types of groups present in the civilian data bank; 

(2) Determining (from the Navy survey) the extent to which 
these pure types exist in the Navy as well; and 
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(3)    Examining the effect of different development treatments 
upon the pure types thus identified. 

Statement of the Problem 

Organizational development efforts generally can be considered to 

encompass  two main phases:    diagnosis and treatment.    Each of these 

phases can involve a range of units of analysis, from individual 

organization members to the entire organizational system.    Over the past 

few decades, research has shown that the work group, that is, all  those 

persons in an organization who report to the same supervisor, is a useful 

and productive unit for analysis in both diagnosis and the prescription 

of treatments. 

These two basic elements of 0D can be seen to vary along another 

dimension, namely the degree to which each uses a  'clinical'  approach, 

one that is subjective and unique to each organization and practitioner, 

rather than an  'instrumented'  approach, one that is objective and is 

applied in standard fashion to all organizations  (Bowers, 1970).    Aside 

from issues regarding the reliability or validity of clinical  versus 

instrumented 0D, efforts involving large numbers of work groups in large 

systems could clearly benefit economically from instrumentation wherever 

it can be achieved. 

The systematic development of an instrumented prescriptive capability 

in 0D has two fundamental  requirements.    The first of these is the creation 

of a typology of work groups.    The second requirement is some knowledge of 

the effects of treatments on different types of work groups.    This report 

will describe the work done thus far to meet both these requirements. 

A typology of work groups would be needed as an aid in organizing and 

systematizing the procedures required for effective prescription.    These 

procedures basically become a decision-making process where one must choose 
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from a wide variety of available treatments or interventions.    This 

choice must be based on judgments about the status and relationships 

among many preconditions that may exist.    If it can be determined that 

those relationships are not random but have recognizable patterns that 

are common across work groups, then the analysis procedures involved in 

the treatment choice can themselves be systematized.    Any reliable 

patterns of preconditions for treatment choice could be organized into 

a typology of work groups.    As an aid to prescription, further informa- 

tion would have to be analyzed and incorporated regarding the effects 

of various treatments on different work group types. 

In summary then, a typology is needed so that, given a particular 

work group, one can match its  'type* with treatments which have been 

effective for that type. 

One approach which can be taken in developing such a typology 

would be to examine data from a wide range of work groups and group 

together or 'cluster*  as examples of a  'type'  those groups which are 

similar on dimensions that can be used to characterize work groups. 

After the typology is created, one can take any work group which is 

described in the same terms as were used to create the clusters and 

determine which  'type'  it most closely resembles.    If the dimensions 

used to develop the typology can be shown to have predictive properties, 

one could make predictions about any subsequent group thus typed. 

To meet the second requirement of an instrumented prescriptor, 

that is, knowledge of the effects of treatments, one needs to examine 

changes in work group characteristics over time given certain inter- 

ventions.    Again, to integrate such knowledge with the typology, one 

approach would be to investigate the effects of different treatments 
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on different work group types.    Then, prescription would become a process 

of identifying a particular work group's  'type'  and choosing a treatment 

which has been shown to be effective for that type. 

Sites, Samples and Data Collection 

The data used to develop the typology and ascertain treatment effects 

were drawn from two larger banks of data.    The first of these, which we 

will call  the main civilian sample, consisted of data collected from 2319 

work groups at 23 different sites.    Work activities at these sites ranged 

among sales, fabrication, continuous process, and assembly operations. 

The  industries represented included automotive, insurance, oil, and 

chemical.    At each site, data were available for work groups at each of 

the hierarchical  levels at that site.    A work group's  level  is determined 

by its supervisor's position in the organization. 

The data themselves consisted of responses to a standardized survey, 

the Survey of Organizations  (S00), which is a machine-scored paper-and- 

pencil questionnaire designed for use in studies of organizations.*    It 

includes  105 generally descriptive items  focused on various aspects of 

the work setting.    Six items ask about individual  demographic character- 

istics.    At all sites in this main civilian sample, the S00 was 

administered at least twice to a sample of work groups for that site. 

Most of the questions in the S00 are answered by response to a 

five-point extent scale.    Unless otherwise specified, response alterna- 

tives for questions using this scale are:    (1)  "to a very little extent," 

*A description of the complete instrument together with statistical 
information regarding the validity and reliability of its component 
elements is provided by Taylor and Bowers  (1972)  in the questionnaire 
manual. 
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(2) "to a little extent," (3) "to some extent," (4) "to a great extent," 

and (5) "to a very great extent." 

In most cases the individual questions are grouped into multiple- 

item indices. An individual's score on such an index is the sum of his 

response values for the items in the index divided by the number of items 

in the index. Beyond this, the analysis procedures employed in the present 

study required work group level scores, obtained by finding the sum of the 

item or index scores for all of the individuals in a work group and then 

dividing the total by the number of members in the group. Work group 

membership is determined by having individuals identify their supervisor 

through the use of a supervisor identification number. 

The analyses for this study used the 16 critical indices of the S00 

for these data. These indices fall into five major categories: 

(1) Organizational Climate, (2) Supervisory Leadership, (3) Peer Leader- 

ship, (4) Group Process, and (5) Satisfaction. Brief descriptions of 

these categories and indices are presented below: 

Organizational Climate 

Decision Making Practices -- the manner in which decisions 
are made in the system: whether they are made effectively, 
made at the right level, and based upon all of the avail- 
able information. 

Communication Flow -- the extent to which information flows 
freely in all directions (upward, downward, and laterally) 
through the organization. 

Motivational Conditions -- the extent to which conditions 
(people, policies, and procedures) in the organization 
encourage or discourage effective work. 
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Human Resources Primacy -- the extent to which the climate, 
as reflected in the organization's practices, is one which 
asserts  that people are among the organization's most 
important assets. 

Lower Level  Influence -- the extent to which non-supervisory 
personnel and first-line supervisors influence the course 
of events in their work areas. 

Technological  Readiness -- the extent to which the equipment 
and resources are up to date, efficient, and well maintained. 

Supervisory Leadership 

Supervisory Support -- the behavior of a supervisor toward 
a subordinate which serves to increase the subordinates's 
feeling of personal worth. 

Supervisory Work Facilitation -- behavior on the part of 
supervisors which removes obstacles which hinder successful 
task completion, or positively, which provides the means 
necessary for successful performance. 

Supervisory Goal  Emphasis -- behavior which generates 
enthusiasm (not pressure)  for achieving excellent performance 
levels. 

Supervisory Team Building -- behavior which encourages 
subordinates to develop mutually satisfying interpersonal 
relationships. 

Peer Leadership 

Peer Support -- behavior of subordinates, directed toward 
one another, which enhances each member's feeling of 
personal worth. 

Peer Work Facilitation -- behavior which removes roadblocks 
to doing a good job. 

Peer Goal Emphasis -- behavior on the part of subordinates 
which stimulates enthusiasm for doing a good job. 

Peer Team Building -- behavior of subordinates toward one 
another which encourages  the development of close, coopera- 
tive working relationships. 

Group Process    -- the processes and functioning of the work group 
as a group, e.g., adaptability, coordination, and the like. 
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Satisfaction    -    a measure of general satisfaction made up of items 
tapping satisfaction with pay, with the supervisor, with 
co-workers  (peers), with the organization, with 
advancement opportunities, and with the job itself. 

The second large data bank, which we will  call  the main Navy sample, 

consisted of data collected in the course of the present project from 

435 work groups at 38 different Navy sites.    As has been indicated, the 

data themselves were responses to a standardized survey constructed for 

the Navy.    A large portion of the survey drew heavily from the SOO and 

fifteen of the indices  listed above were available for the Navy sample. 

Technological  Readiness was the only index not available. 

The analyses involved in this development of a typology of work 

groups used three subsamples of these larger data banks.    Two random 

samples of work groups from the main civilian sample were chosen, 

containing 174 and 184 work groups, respectively.    A work group was 

eligible for inclusion if data for all  16 indices were available. 

The random subsample of the main Navy sample consisted of 200 work 

groups; data for all  15 indices were required. 

The analyses undertaken to examine treatment effects used ten 

subsamples of the main civilian sample.    A subsample consisted of work 

groups in the larger sample which had undergone a specific, identifiable 

treatment.    Consequently, most subsamples consisted of work groups from 

a single site where it is known that a treatment was used.    Some sub- 

samples included work groups from more than one site, but it is known 
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that the treatment at both sites took the same form.    For each treatments, 

two subsamples were chosen in order to take into account site-specific 

differences  in treatment and to test for site-specific effects of treatment. 

The treatments represented consisted of Task Process Consultation, 

Interpersonal Process Consultation, Survey Feedback, Data Handback, and 

Laboratory Training.*     Table 14 presents the number of work groups in each 

of the ten treatment-specific subsamples.    A work group was eligible for 

inclusion in the subsample if data were available for all  16 indices. 

For later analyses regarding specific treatment effects, a work group was 

included if data were available for all  16 indices on a first and second 

administration of the S00. 

Analysis Procedures 

The development of a typology of work groups requires a technique 

known as  'profile analysis,'  through which one arrives at a grouping of 

persons or, in this case, a clustering of work groups.    The term 'profile' 

comes from the practice of plotting test scores  in terms of a graph or 

profile.    In this case, a work group's profile consists of its scores on 

the S00 indices listed above. 

There are three basic kinds of information in the profile of scores 

for any work group:    level, dispersion, and shape.    Level  is defined 

by the mean score of the work group over the indices in the profile; 

dispersion relates to how widely scores in a profile diverge from 

the average; and shape of a profile concerns its  'ups and downs.' 

Even though two work groups have the same level  and dispersion, their 

The specific treatments are described in Appendix   A. 
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Table 14 

Ten Civilian Subsamples Used To Determine Treatment Effects 

Site Treatment 
Number of Work 

Groups in Sample 

1 Survey Feedback 122 

2 Interpersonal Process 
Consultation 197 

Primary 
Site* 

3 

4 

Laboratory Training 

Task Process 
Consultation 

154 

47 

5 Data Handback 61 

6 Survey Feedback 166 

Secondary 
Site* 

7 Interpersonal Process 
Consultation 104 

8 Laboratory Training 138 

9 Task Process 
Consultation 51 

10 Data Handback 100 

*A "primary" site is the site selected as the clearest example in the 
data bank of the particular treatment used. "Secondary" sites are those 
which constitute the next clearest example of the treatment, in our judg- 
ment. 
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high and low points might be quite different.    The shape is defined by 

the rank order of scores for each work group (Nunnally,  1967). 

In determining appropriate methods  for clustering profiles, one of 

the crucial considerations is  the measure of profile similarity that is 

used by a particular method to identify  'like'  profiles.    Many of the 

more familiar clustering routines which are used to scale variables 

rather than persons or groups use the correlation coefficient as the 

basic measure of similarity.    Some of these routines use an additional 

index of similarity, called a coefficient of collinearity, which 

measures  the similarity between the correlation patterns of two persons 

or groups.    For rather complicated statistical  reasons, using that index 

of similarity has consequences which make its associated clustering 

routines unsuitable for the profile analyses needed to create the 

typology which is of interest here.    Such routines are sensitive to the 

shape of a profile but are not sensitive to Its level or dispersion. 

One measure of profile similarity which does take shape,  level and 

dispersion into account is the distance measure, D.     If one considers a 

person or group as a point in a multidimensional  space in which parh 

dimension represents a variable or index, then the distance between two 

points or persons or groups can be computed using the generalized 

Pythagorean theorem.    The distances among persons or groups can then be 

examined to determine which cluster together in that multidimensional 

space. 

There is a clustering technique, called Hierarchical  Grouping, 

which uses  this distance measure as a measure of profile similarity. 

Computer software is available for this  technique in a program called 
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HGROUP (Veldman, 1967).    This program begins by considering each original 

object, in this case, work group, of those to be clustered, as a "cluster." 

These N clusters are then reduced in number by a series of step-decisions 

until  all N objects have been classified into one or the other of two 

clusters.    At each step the number of clusters  is reduced by one by 

combining some pair of clusters.    The particular pair which will be 

combined at any step is decided by examining all  the available combina- 

tions and choosing the one which minimally increases  the total within- 

clusters variance.     It is  this  latter minimizing function which utilizes 

the distance notion.    The total within-clusters variance is a measure 

of the  'closeness'  of the points in already decided-on clusters in 

multivariate space.    A substantial increase in this variance, which 

HGROUP labels an error term, indicates that the previous number of 

clusters is probably optimal  for the original set of objects or work 

groups.    The program provides an identification of those groups contained 

in each cluster so that further analyses can be conducted on within- 

cluster phenomena. 

The HGROUP program was applied to the three random samples  from the 

civilian and Navy data.    Table 15 shows the number of clusters indicated 

by HGROUP for each random sample, the error term associated with that 

number of clusters, the error term associated with the next fewer 

clusters [average previous increase in error = .20], and the number of 

pattern clusters, that is, those clusters containing at least five 

work groups. 



Table 15 

HGROUP Results  for Three Random Samples 

Sample 
Number of 

Work Groups 
Number of 

Clusters (N) 
Error at 

N Clusters 
Error at 

N+1  Clusters 
Number of 

Pattern Clusters 

Civilian #1 174 20 5.992 7.810 14 

Civilian #2 184 15 9.318 11.456 11 

Navy 200 20 11.367 13.022 14 
8 
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Using the memberships of pattern clusters, average index scores 

were obtained for each of the pattern clusters.    These index scores 

were then plotted and the resulting profile patterns analyzed for 

similarities and differences.    It is these patterns that could be said 

to represent group types.    The multiple random samples were used to 

determine if any patterns or types were replicated across samples or 

generalizable to the Navy sample. 

Determining the effects of different treatments involves a two- 

stage analysis.    Each treatment sample must be examined for the presence 

of group types like those indicated by the earlier analysis.    Next, the 

effects of the treatment must be ascertained by examining changes in 

the profiles associated with the types. 

To accomplish this, HGROUP was applied to each of the ten subsamples 

described earlier.    The same process of determining the optimal number 

of clusters and plotting the average index scores for pattern clusters 

was used as before.    These pattern profiles were then examined for 

similarity to the patterns identified in the development of the typology 

of work groups.    Table 16 contains the results of HGROUP for these ten 

subsamples. 

The effects of treatments were assessed by looking at changes in 

profile for each pattern cluster identified by HGROUP.    In order to 

obtain reliable differences, average index scores from the original 

and a second administration of the SOO were obtained for those member 

groups in each cluster for which data from all  indices from both survey 

administrations were available.    These two sets of index scores were 

plotted for each pattern cluster for each site and were referred to as 

'change score profiles.' 



Table 16 

HGROUP Results for Ten Treatment Subsamples 

Site 

Number of 
Work Groups 
In Sample 

Number of 
Clusters  (N) 

Error at 
N Clusters 

Error at 
N+l  Clusters 

Number of 
Pattern Clusters 

1 122 11 7.027 8.222 9 

2 197 17 8.197 9.072 11 

3 153 20 7.075 8.321 11 

4 47 9 3.899 5.009 6 

5 61 8 4.277 5.407 5 

6 166 22 6.215 7.353 13 

7 104 8 8.684 10.141 8 

8 138 8 7.473 8.769 7 

9 51 8 4.753 5.844 4 

10 100 7 6.813 7.879 6 

8 
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The measurement error associated with the kind of change scores 

under consideration here makes any available estimate of change score 

reliability extremely attractive. Fortunately, the use of multiple- 

item index scores allows one to use an "internal consistency reliability" 

model for making such an estimate. A reliable change score was computed 

for each index for each cluster for each site using the procedures 

outlined below. 

First, a reliability coefficient (r ) for each index change score 

for each site was computed. This required obtaining the following 

descriptive statistics for each index for each site: the correlation 

coefficient between scores on the first and second administrations, 

the standard deviations of index scores for both waves of data, and the 

alpha coefficients (a) for both waves. This latter coefficient is a 

measure of internal consistency reliability for the index and is obtained 

from the standard deviations and inter-item correlations of the items in 

the index: 

..£(, «üd! ) 
£<5k»2 " «*<J«|»j> 

where k • number of items in the index 

sk = standard deviation of an item 

rü inter-item correlation coefficient. 
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The index change score reliability coefficient was then obtained by: 

r  . Vx2 * V,y2 - 2rxysxsy 
99    s 2 ♦ s 2 - IT   S S x   y    xy x y 

where a = alpha coefficient for the index on wave 1 

a ■ alpha coefficient for the index on wave 2 

sx = standard deviation of the index on wave 1 

s = standard deviation of the index on wave 2 

r  ■ correlation coefficient between wave 1 and wave 2 index scores, xy 

After obtaining r  for each index for each site, a "true change score" 

(G) was computed for each index for each cluster for each site, with: 

G ■ rgg(Wl - W2) 

where Wl = index score on wave 1 

W2 ■ index score on wave 2. 

A 'true* wave 2 score (W2') was computed by adding G to Wl. Then W2' 

was plotted for each index, cluster and site. 

Thus, for each pattern cluster for each treatment site, the 

following scores were plotted: the wave 1 index score for all member 

groups in the HGROUP cluster, the wave 1 index score for those groups for 

which wave 2 data were available, the unadjusted wave 2 index score for 

those groups, and the 'true' wave 2 index score for those groups. 

Existence of group types and the effects of different treatments on 

those different types were then analyzed. 
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Results 

As the preceding section has  indicated, the procedures employed 

are complex and the data sets relatively large.    In brief, the results 

flow from six steps involved in the analysis: 

(1) A sample of civilian industrial work groups were drawn from 

the Survey of Organizations data bank and their index scores 

submitted to the H6R0UP program. 

(2) A second (replication) sample of civilian groups were drawn 

from the same data bank and their index scores similarly 

analyzed. 

(3) The groups present in the Navy (AVN)  file were in like fashion 

submitted to the HGROUP proqram. 

(4) Wave 1 to Wave 2 change score data for the civilian samples 

were compared for the profile types identified in the first 

step. 

(5) Groups in organizations which received distinct organizational 

development treatments  (survey feedback,  laboratory training, 

etc.) were submitted to HGROUP, profile qrouDS were 

identified, and change scores calculated. 

(6) The change scores so calculated were "regressed," to determine 

and remove chance effects. 

For clarity of presentation, the results will be presented in two 

separate sections:     (1) a profile description section, corresponding to 

the first three steps  listed above, and (2) a change score analytic 

section, corresponding to steps 4-6. 
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Emerging Profiles  for Civilian and Navy Groups 

When the three data sets  (Civilian Sample #1, Civilian Sample #2, 

AVN Sample) are considered jointly, a total of 17 distinct profiles 

emerge. Table 17  presents summary data concerning the occurrence of 

these profiles in all  three samples.    Figures 32  through 48 present 

the profiles themselves. 

Several observations may be made concerning the data in  the table: 

(1) Only seven per cent of the groups are unclassifiable by our 

criteria. 

(2) 61 per cent of the groups display profiles which appear in 

all three samples. 

(3) 75 per cent of the groups display profiles which occur in 

the Navy and at least one of the two civilian samples. 

(4) Only six per cent of the groups are in Navy-unique profiles, 

and only 12 per cent are in civilian-unique profiles. 

The list of such observations could be quite long, and it seems 

unnecessary to state them specifically at this point.    Together they 

serve to underscore what appears to be an undeniable fact:    the "pure 

types" of groups which exist are relatively few in number, and they 

exist with minor exceptions in the Navy as well  as in civilian 

organizations. 

Qualitatively,  there are certain clusters of profiles which merit 

some description: 

I-Profiles - Eight of the 17 patterns constitute what might be 

entitled "I-Profiles," that is, they are straight-line 
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Civilian First Sample 
Civilian Second Sample 

Navy Sample 
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Civilian First Sample 

Civilian Second Sample 

Havy Sample 
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Civilian First Sample 

Civilian Second Sample 
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Civilian First Sample  
Figure 37 
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Civilian First Sample 

Civilian Second Sample 

Navy Sample 
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Civilian Second Sample 

Navy Sample 
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Civilian First Sample 
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Civilian First Sample 

Navy Sanple 
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Civilian First Sample 

Civilian Second Sample 

Navy Sample 
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Civilian First Sample 

Navy Sample 
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Civilian First Sanple 

Civilian Second Sample 

Navy Sample 
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Civilian First Sample 

Civilian Second Sample 
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Civilian First Sanple  
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Navy Sanple ——— 
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profiles at various general  percentile points.    The highest 

is a straight-line profile at the 85-percentile point;  the 

lowest is a straight-line profile at the 25-percentile point. 

Slightly more than half of the groups appear to display 

profiles of this type (profiles 1-8). 

The non-I groups present a series of interesting patterns.    There 

are basically four different configurations or their reflections: 

Organizational  Climate-Divergent Profiles - Two profiles  (#13, 14) 

represent instances in which the organizational climate 

indices are markedly different from all within-group behaviors 

and processes.    One of these (#13) has as its form what 

might humorously be termed the "flower in the dump."    The 

group itself appears to function remarkably well:    within- 

group behaviors and processes fall  around the 60-percentile 

mark.    The climate within which it lives is relatively poor, 

however,  (around the 40-percentile point). 

Its mirror reflection (#14) might be called the "weed 

in the garden": organizational climate is quite good, but 

within-group behaviors and processes are relatively poor. 

Supervisory Behavior-Divergent Profiles - Four profiles  (#11, 12, 

16, 17) represent instances in which the behavior of the 

group's supervisor is different from organizational  climate 

and all other behaviors and processes.    Two of these profiles 

are mirror images at the 40-percentile point; a similar set 

of two profiles falls at the 25-percentile mark.    Within each 
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set exists one which might be termed the "knight," because 

the supervisor's behavior is high relative to all other thin- 

(#11, 17) and another which might be termed the "knave" for 

the reverse reasons (#12, 16). 

Peer Behavior-Divergent Profiles - Three profiles  (#9,  10,  15) 

represent instances  in which the behavior of subordinates 

toward one another is different from Organizational  Climate 

and Supervisory Leadership.    At the very lowest level, perhaps 

in some ways the lowest of the entire array, is a pattern (*15) 

in which Organizational  Climate, Supervisory Leadership and 

Satisfaction fall at the 25 percentile point, while Peer 

Behavior in general  falls at the 50-percentile point and Peer 

Support specifically falls at the 60-percentile mark.    Clearly, 

this represents a "self-protection" cluster where subordinates 

are interpersonally banding together for their mutual  protectioi 

from a harsh system.    This  is remarkably consistent with a view 

often expressed but until  now really not well demonstrated 

empirically—that,  under extremely harsh conditions, one will 

find a counter-dependent cohesiveness which contributes little 

or nothing to the organization. 

The remaining two  in this  cluster fall  at somewhat higher 

levels and might be called the  "collection" and the  "starved 

group."    Like the "self-protection" pattern, the "starved 

group" has better Peer Behaviors than other characteristics. 

The "collection," on the other hand, is a disarrayed, conflicti 

group of subordinates. 
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Responses to Intervention: An Analysis of Changes Over Time 

As a first step, the second-wave data for groups in the profile 

clusters identified in the two civilian samples were compared to the 

first-wave results already presented.* The general question addressed 

was whether groups with the various initial profiles responded differ- 

entially to organizational development intervention. 

The results are presented in Appendix B. Stated succinctly, 

they appear to depict rather conclusively one of measurement's 

most inconclusive phenomena: regression toward the mean. This effect 

centers around the fact that all measurements contain some amount of 

error. If, for example, repeated measurements of the same characteris- 

tics are taken from the same respondents over a period of time, and if 

no systematic events have intruded in the meantime, the obtained 

measures will differ only as a function of the errors that they contain. 

However, the further in one direction or the other on the scale that a 

respondent is on the first occasion, the less likely it is that random 

error will keep him there on the subsequent occasion. Thus, if regression 

toward the mean is influential in any instance, we would expect those 

starting low to "improve," while those who started high would "deteriorate." 

Those in the middle ground would likely show little change, on the average. 

This is precisely what seems to be the case in the present instance. 

High profiles appear to decline; low profiles appear to improve; medium- 

level profiles display little or no change. The reasons are not 

*No change analysis could be undertaken with the Navy data because those 
results were obtained from a single-occasion data collection. 
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difficult to identify. Earlier, published analyses of organizational 

change, which employed these and analogous data sets from the civilian 

bank, demonstrated that (a) intervention strategies were quite 

different in their effects—some were productive of constructive change, 

while others were quite non-productive, and that (b) those strategies 

were determined on an organization-by-organization basis (Bowers, 1973). 

An examination of the two civilian samples of groups showed that 

they were, in fact, drawn from the wide array of organizations involved; 

that is, there was no consistency of treatment within profile categories. 

With the exception of groups from those sites which received interven- 

tion strategies which the earlier research had indicated were generally 

productive (a distinct minority), most of the groups in the present 

analysis received interventions of little or no consequence (again, 

according to the earlier research). 

Thus we have here, for the most part, evidence of what happens 

when measurement waves surround ineffective, misguided, or non-existent 

organizational development efforts. Quite naturally, and not at all 

surprisingly, what happens is little if anything. The measurements 

instead reflect merely regression effects. 

Interesting and instructive as it is, this is not a fair test of 

the issue of the relationship between treatment and initial conditions, 

since the effect of group selection has been to immerse effective 

change agentry in a sea of ineffective intervention. 

As a second step, therefore, we selected whole organizational 

data sets, in organizations with known interventions, and submitted 

them separately through the procedure thus far used, that is, the 
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HGROUP program, followed by inter-wave comparisons for the emerging 

profiles. We then employed a recognized procedure for adjusting the 

change scores to remove regression effects. 

Once more the reader is spared the immediate chore of digesting 

profiles and tables of values.    These are presented in Appendix C. 

The findings are instead summarized for present purposes in Tables   18, 

19 and 20.       Table   18 contains the numbers of groups and the numbers 

of indices  (of the 16 critical  indices  from the Survey of Organizations) 

which displayed positive, negative, and zero change, for each of five 

intervention strategies, each used in a single, "primary" site. 

Table 19 contains similar data for the five "secondary" sites.    Finally, 

Table 20 presents for the combined sets a change effectiveness index, 

consisting of the ratio of the number of indices with positive changes 

to the number with zero or negative changes, together with the percentages 

of measures which changed negatively.    Together, these latter two measures' 

indicate (a)  the relative positiveness of change, and (b) the absolute 

amount of negative change. 

These data suggest that there were indeed differential  results by 

profile type of emphazing one or another of the strategies examined. 

Not all types seem amenable to these treatments, nor do the treatments 

seem equally (if differentially) effective.    Subject to a number of very 

important cautions to be mentioned shortly,  the findings appear to 

suggest the following guidelines: 

(1) Do not use any of these strategies with extremely high 

(e.g.,  1-85 type) groups. 

(2) The only instance in which simply handing back tabulated 

survey data (Data Handback) seems warranted is that of a 
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Table 20 

Effectiveness*and Amount of Change in 16 Survey of Organizations  Indices, 
for Combined Primary and Secondary Organizational Sites, by Intervention Strategy* 

Intervention Strategy 
Interpersonal Task 

Survey Process Laboratory Process Data 
Profile Feedback Consultation Training Consultation Handback 
Number +/(0&-) neg +/(0&-) neg +/(04-) neg +/(0&-) neg +/(0&-) neg 

1 . _ .07      50 _ .00     47 
2 .60       0 .00      22 - .07      16 .00        0 
3 .33       0 .07        3 .10      25 .00        0 .00      62 
4 .45       0 .00      25 .07        7 .33        6 .18       3 
5 - .78       0 - - - 
6 1.67       0 1.67        0 .78       0 .00        6 .07      12 
7 .88       3 .33       0 .07      19 - - 
8 16.00       0 16.00       0 .07       0 - - 
9 16.00        0 .60       0 - .00      25 .00      44 

10 - - - - .07      12 
11 2.20       0 - .14      12 - - 
12 .68      31 .23      16 .14      38 .45        3 .45      12 
13 .07      12 - .07      25 - - 
14 - .23        0 .07      19 .14      16 .60        6 
15 
16 
17 

i 

- 1.67        0 .45        0 - 

- 7 .07      12 
1 - 

As an arbitrary convention, effectiveness ratios involving zero in one of the two terms have been set as 
follows:    16/0 = 16.00;    0/x =  .00. 

These strategies are described in Appendix C as they were in the previously cited article (Bowers,  1973). 
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group at the 50 percentile level which is functioning poorly 

within a relatively good organizational climate. 

(3) Use some form of Process Consultation for extremely Jow 

groups  (25 percentile level). 

(4) Use Survey Feedback for intermediate range groups 

(30-70 percentile). 

(5) Do not use Laboratory Training at all, especially with 

very high groups. 

As was mentioned above, these conclusions must be considered to be 

highly tentative.    The reasons for doing so are several  in number and 

deserve brief elaboration.    First,  the numbers of cells or categories into 

which groups are placed rapidly reduces even this mass of data to rela- 

tively small numbers of cases in each instance.    Second, many groups drop 

out of this particular analysis because of the absence of second-wave data 

(largely the result of samples instead of census coverage, and of reassign- 

ments which abolished some groups).    Third, not all strategies were 

employed with all profile types, and it would likely alter the results had 

this occurred.    Fourth, the array of strategies is absolutely limited; 

others should be considered.    Fifth, those strategies which are considered 

are dependent in their outcomes upon the skills and particular practices 

of the consultants who implemented them.    Other consultants might have been 

differently effective.    Finally, many judgments have gone into the inter- 

pretation of these findings, and these judgments may in some instances 

be faulty. 

Despite these disclaimers, the data are worthy of careful, cautious 

consideration.    To our knowledge,  they represent a more systematic 

treatment of a larger array of information concerning organizational 

development's prescription problem than has heretofore been amassed. 
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Discussion and Amplification 

Several factors, of the many that remain unexplored in this report, 

pose potentially serious problems for the findings just reported. It is 

possible, for example, that the "types" identified in the analysis 

represent nothing more than characterizations of different organizations 

(i.e., that all 1-85 profile groups come from one organization, all 1-40 

profile groups from another, etc.). 

To check this possibility, we retrieved the group identifications 

and examined the clusters for composition. Table 21 presents the number 

of organizations represented in each profile cluster for each type, 

together with the highest percentage of groups in each type coming (for 

each sample) from any single organization. These data show that only 

among the non-I profiles (Nos. 9-15) is there any initial cause for 

concern. Further examination and results (not presented in the table) 

alleviate that concern, however, on the following grounds: 

- The non-1 profiles are less common than the I-profiles, 

accounting for 28 per cent of the civilian groups sampled. 

It is therefore highly likely that these profiles will be 

dominated by the larger data sets (organizations with large 

numbers of groups), and this is in fact what happens. 

- The percentages of groups in the larger data sets are almost 

identical for the I and non-I profile subsets. 

- Many of the same large data sets occur with inordinate 

frequency in several of the non-I types that are the cause of 

potential concern. 
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Table 21 

Concentration of Profile Types 
by Organization 

First Civilian 
Sample 

Second Civilian 
Sample 

Profile 
Number 

No.  Org's 
Represented 

Highest % 
Any One Org. 

No.  Org's 
Represented 

Highest % 
Any One Org. 

1 4 37 5 25 

2 7 36 6 29 

3 10 30 11 23 

4 7 33 10 22 

5 7 35 8 41 

6 6 36 - -- 
7 6 37 5 38 

8 - -- 4 33 

9 7 31 - -- 
10 3 67 - -- 
11 3 60 7 29 

12 4 43 - -- 
13 2 83 3 60 

14 4 50 5 27 

15 3 60 4 45 

16 - -- - -- 
17 - — - -- 
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We seem reasonably justified in concluding that the inter-profile 

differences do not, in any substantial degree, reflect merely differences 

among organizations. 

Yet another issue is whether the profile types represent merely 

hierarchical  differences  (e.g., that 1-85 types are top management 

groups, etc.).    To examine this, we once more retrieved group identifica- 

tions  for the two civilian samples and sorted them by the levels 

corresponding to our national  norms: 

Level 4 = Top Management Groups 

Level 3 = Middle Management Groups 

Level 2 = Groups of First-line Supervisors 

Level 1 = Blue-collar non-supervisory groups 

Level 0 = White-collar non-supervisory groups 

Table 22 presents  the percentages of groups within each profile type 

falling at each of the hierarchical  levels.    Table 23 presents similar 

data, percentagized this time by hierarchical  level.    What these data 

seem to indicate is that hierarchical  level does, indeed, make a 

difference, but not the sort of spurious difference that might have been 

expected from plotting profiles on combined-norm profile sheets  (that is, 

that groups might array themselves down the percentile scale by hierarchy 

simply because they have been compared to a common set of normative data). 

More specifically, these results suggest that: 

- High -  I profiles are most frequently found among groups made 
up of first-line supervisors. 

- "Starved" groups are most frequently found among groups made 
up of first-line and second-line supervisors. 
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Table 22 

Percentage of Groups Within Each 
Hierarchical  Level, by Profile Type 
(Both Civilian Samples Combined) 

Hierarchical  Level 

Profile 
Number 

White-Collar 
NS 

0 

Blue-Collar 
NS 

1 

First-Line 
Supv's 

2 

Middle 
Mgt 

3 

Top 
Mgt 

4 

1 19 25 38 12 6 

2 8 8 57 8 17 

3 13 17 50 13 7 

4 30 12 26 23 9 

5 8 40 18 32 2 

6 18 18 45 9 9 

7 3 35 38 24 0 

8 33 17 50 0 0 

9 56 6 12 6 19 

10 0 17 50 33 0 

11 32 16 42 10 0 

12 14 57 0 28 0 

13 0 69 25 6 0 

14 47 24 12 12 6 

15 

16 

6 69 12 12 0 

17 — -- — — — 

Total 17 26 34 17 6 
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Table 23 

Percentage of Groups Within Each 
Profile Type, by Hierarchical  Level 

Hierarchical  Level 

Profile 
Number 

White-Collar 
NS 

0 

Blue-Collar 
NS 

1 

First-Line 
Supv's 

2 

Middle 
Mgt 

3 

Top 
Mgt 

4 

1 6 4 5 4 5 

2 6 3 18 5 28 

3 12 10 24 12 19 

4 22 6 10 18 19 

5 6 18 6 23 5 

6 3 2 4 2 5 

7 2 15 12 16 0 

8 3 1 3 0 0 

9 15 1 2 14 

10 0 1 3 0 

11 10 3 7 0 

12 2 4 0 0 

13 0 12 4 0 

14 14 4 2 5 

15 

16 

2 12 2 0 

17 — — -- — — 
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- "Collections" are most frequently found among clerical- NS and 
Top Management groups. 

- "Self-protection" groups are most frequently found among blue- 
collar- NS groups. 

- "Weed in garden" groups are most frequently found among non- 
supervisory groups, especially white-collar. 

- "Flower in dump" groups are most frequently found among blue- 
coll ar-NS groups. 

- "Knights" are most often found among white-collar-NS and 
first-line supervisory groups. 

- "Knaves" are most frequently found among blue-collar-NS groups. 

Many other such tests might have been conducted, were there time 

and resources.    Profile types might conceivably differ by average age, 

educational  level, and the like.    Nevertheless, the findings are 

reassuring.    They suggest that the main results of the study go some 

measure toward supporting with evidence what was in an earlier report 

termed the Principle of Congruence: 

For constructive change to occur, there must exist an 
appropriate correspondence of the treatment (action, 
intervention) with  the internal  structural  and functional 
conditions of the entity for which change is intended. 
Since by definition these internal conditions pre-exist, 
this means that treatments must be selected, designed, 
and varied to fit the properties of the client entitv. 

(Bowers, Franklin & Pecorella. 19731 

Implications for Decisions Concerning Intervention Strategy 

Whether consultant or manager, the individual faced with making a 

choice of intervention strategies  faces a task not unlike that conceptu- 

alized by decision theorists and visually depicted in Table 24.    Consider- 

ing first the various  functional  conditions  that might exist in any 

particular client group (arbitrarily shown as three in number for 
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Table 24 

Intervention Strategy Choice 
as a Decision-Theory Problem 

States of Nature 
(Diagnosed Functional Conditions) 

N, N2 N3 

Strategies 

Sl Payoff: Payoff: 
S, N2 

Payoff: 
Sl N3 

{Intervention 
Activities) 

S2 Payoff: 
S2 N, 

Payoff: 
S2 N2 

Payoff: 
S2 N3 

S3 
Payoff: 
S3 Nl 

Payoff: 
S3 N2 

Payoff: 
S3 N3 
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illustrative purposes), the decision-maker may find himself operating 

under any one of three possible conditions: 

Certainty - he knows beyond any doubt that the condition 
is a particular one (e.g., N,); 
its probability is +1.00. 

Risk - he knows the probabilities attached to each 
of the conditions, and each lies between 
.00 and 1.00. 

Uncertainty     - he does not even know the probabilities. 

In the real world of organizational development, certainty is only 

remotely possible. Our discussion, therefore, must necessarily revolve 

around risk versus uncertainty. 

Risk--which assumes that one knows both the probabilities of 

functional  conditions'  occurring and the payoff values in the cells- 

leads to a fairly straightforward procedure.    That intervention strategy 

is selected whose expected value is greatest, where expected value equals 

the sum of the probabilities x payoffs, i.e., 

EVS      =  (Payoff N^)  (pNl) +  (Payoff N^)  (pN2) 

♦(Payoff N3S1) (pN3) 

Under uncertainty, however, the probabilities are unknown, and the 

personal style of the decision-maker becomes important.    He may be 

optimistic, and therefore select the intervention with the highest 

maximum payoff (a "maximax" approach).    On the other hand, he may be 

pessimistic and fearful  and for these reasons elect to maximize the 

smallest payoff possible (a "maximin" approach).    As a third possibility, 

he may choose to minimize regret, that is, he may want to minimize the 
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difference between the best possible payoff and the payoff actually 

received (a "minimax" approach). 

Let us illustrate both the Risk and Uncertainty alternatives with 

an hypothetical example.    Table 25  presents such a hypothetical matrix, 

with three possible functional conditions  (Njf N2, NJ and three inter- 

vention strategies (Survey Feedback, Process Consultation, and Job 

Enrichment).    Under conditions of Risk, in which the probabilities 

(given at the head of each column) would be known, the choice would be 

based upon expected value: 

EVSF    = $100,000 (.50) + $100,000 (.25) + $50,000 (.25) = $87,500 

EVpc    = 0  (.50)  + $150,000  (.25) ♦ $100,000  (.25) = $62,500 

EVJE    = 0  (.50) + $50,000  (.25)  + $200,000 (.25)  ■  $62,500 

Clearly, the first strategy (Survey Feedback) would be selected. 

Under uncertainty, however, the process would be different; it would 

depend upon the decision-maker's personal  style: 

Optimist (Maximax) -  looks for the highest possible payoff 

JE- $200,000 

PC- $150,000 

SF- $100,000 

Pessimist (Maximin) -  looks  for the strategy with the highest 
lowest payoff 

SF- $50,000 

PC-    0 

JE-    0 
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Table 25 

Hypothetical OD Decision Matrix 

Functional  Conditions 

Interventions 

N 
1 

P =  .50 

N 
2 

P =  .25 

N 
3 

P -  .25 

Survey 
Feedback 

(SF) 

Process 
Consultation 

(PC) 

Job Enrichment 
(JE) 

$100,000 

0 

0 

$100,000 

$150,000 

$ 50,000 

$ 50,000 

SI00,000 

$200,000 
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Regret Minimizer (Minimax) - tries  to minimize the difference 
between what he might have gotten 
and what he might minimally get. 

SF-    $100,000 - $50,000 =    $50,000 

PC-    $150,000 - 0      =  $150,000 

JE-    $200,000 - 0      =  $200,000 

Thus, if he were an optimist, he would select Job Enrichment; if 

a pessimist, he would choose Survey Feedback, a choice he would also 

make if he elected to minimize regret. 

What has been said thus  far assumes that, in all  instances, the 

payoff values are known, and that the decision-maker has as his only 

consideration the well-being of the unit whose fortunes are being decided. 

As such, it reflects a situation somewhat at odds with that which prevails 

in the organizational  development world.    For one thing, payoff values 

are inadequately known in most instances.    For another, consultants 

(who often either select intervention strategies directly or are quite 

influential  in their being selected by others) ordinarily are in 

considerable degree "external" to their client units. 

In  this  light, consider the more typical situation, that of an 

external consultant who is skilled in one (or at most a small number) of 

intervention strategies.    His rewards, both material  and psychological, 

depend upon his continuing to practice his particular strong suit. 

He is often quite convinced of its general utility.    If experienced, he 

is  likely also to be congenial and persuasive.    As  long as the condition 

is one of uncertainty and an absence of objective information about 

comparative payoffs, his world is  reasonably secure.    The payoffs are 

treated in subjective terms, with client members more susceptible to 
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being Influenced to "appreciate" whatever transpires.    As  long as  the 

functional  conditions have unknown probabilities of occurrence, the 

decision-maker can operate (or be influenced to operate) on the basis 

of personal style, rather than evidence. 

The situation is made-to-order for mischief, both purposeful  and 

unintended.    The honest consultant who has mastered a single technique 

and been persuaded by its advocates that it is almost universally 

applicable has little motivation to consider other cells of the matrix 

and strong unconscious reasons for fearing and rejecting their consider- 

ation.    Needless to say, those few persons who are charlatans have more 

obvious reasons for wishing uncertainty to prevail and objective payoffs 

to remain unknown. 

These observations may serve to explain, at least in part, the 

resistance often encountered among practitioners to rigorous differ- 

ential  diagnosis  (which,  if successful» moves the situation toward risk 

and away from uncertainty)  and to research and evaluation (which, among 

other things, helps  to establish objective payoff values). 

Despite its shortcomings and inadequacies, this present report, we 

believe, moves toward making known the marginal  and cell  values of the 

organizational development decision matrix.    It tentatively identifies 

at least some distinguishable states of nature (types of groups), 

together with some indication of the frequency of their occurrence. 

By examining changes which have resulted from particular intervention 

strategies applied to those types, it begins the process of establishing 

comparative payoff values.    No claim can be made that more than a 

beginning has been accomplished.    More evaluation of a wider array of 

interventions with larger numbers of groups is certainly necessary. 

However, a first step has been taken. 



Chapter 6 

Summary and Implications 

The research summarized in the chapters of this volume began with 

the question of whether shifts in values and preferences in society at 

large make necessary corresponding changes in Navy management practices. 

At this, the conclusion of the effort, the answer emerging from the 

findings is many-faceted, but clear and consistent.    Although in many 

aspects and for some personnel and units Navy practices are excellent, 

in the treatment of its younger, lower-rank personnel  its practices are 

inadequate to the task of retaining and motivating them.    The pressures 

of an economic recession may blunt the effects temporarily, but in the 

long run they remain to pose serious difficulties.    Because the newly- 

trained Navyman customarily goes immediately to sea, the effects just 

described have a greater impact upon the Fleet than upon Shore units. 

The problem is not primarily one of job content, that is, of the 

kind of work involved.    No difference occurs between civilians and 

Navymen, for example, on how hard the work is perceived to be, how dirty 

the jobs are, advancement opportunities, the amount of free time, the 

responsibility assumed, or the chance to learn new skills.    Only small 

differences exist in the extent to which civilian and Navy jobs are 

perceived to be challenging. 

Instead, concerns are most strongly voiced by respondents of all ages 

in relation to three issues:    personal  independence, economic success, and 

autocratic versus democratic treatment.    Young persons,  in the Navy and 

outside it, attach greatest importance (among a number of characteristics) 

to personal  independence (in the form of an absence of bureaucracy and a 

presence of an opportunity to control one's personal  life), and to 

economic success (pay and benefits).    In similar fashion, adherence to 
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autocratic beliefs declines among the young and better educated segments 

of the American population, whether Navy or civilian. 

Yet it is young Navymen who experience the least favorable practices. 

Until a Navyman reaches 30 years of age, or is in a group whose average 

age approximates that figure, he does not experience conditions as 

favorable as those experienced by civilians of almost any age.    He feels 

he has too little opportunity to control his personal  life, encounters 

far too much bureaucracy, and experiences an organizational  climate that 

is--by comparison to civilian  life—in many aspects quite negative. 

In these values and preferences, the young enlisted Navyman is not 

alone.    Instead, his views closely resemble those of young officers and, 

oddly enough, in certain Important ways those of older officers.    However, the 

gap in values is in fact largest between young and older enlistees. 

Nor can much comfort be taken from an examination of preferences by 

different draft motivation categories.    Draft motivation is unrelated to 

preferred leadership style, adherence to autocratic beliefs, or preferred 

level of job challenge.    True volunteers--who by now comprise all of the 

entering recruits--have high needs for personal  independence and par- 

ticipative treatment.    They view the Navy as a personal  route to skill, 

esteem, and position in life.    They will  doubtless weigh as quite negative 

practices which deal with them otherwise. 

While much of the ideological conflict which may have been present 

in recent years will disappear with the exit of the Draft Avoidants,  it 

was precisely for this group that organizational practices bore little 

relationship to retention.    Those who remain, including especially the 

True Volunteers, are those whose reenlistment decision is maximally 

affected by the participative character of experienced practices. 
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Although the True Volunteer begins his service with a slight educa- 

tional disadvantage, he has relatively high expectations about what Navy 

service will do for him regarding a better life situation. 

The costs of negative treatment are not limited to the consequences 

just described.    Race relations also suffer to the extent that practices are 

negative.    Both Blacks and Whites feel that discrimination accompanies a 

negative organizational climate, with sensitivities understandably higher 

for Blacks. 

Reasonable persons would presumably agree that the nation's defense 

force must be adequate in numbers and competence and effective in the 

performance of its missions, both actual and potential.    To add, to these, 

criteria of consonance with the growing values of our democratic society 

requires evidence to the effect that practices congruent with these values 

enhance manning, competence, and mission effectiveness.    Contrariwise, 

"two community" proposals—that military organizations like the Navy may 

be highly directive in an age when society is becoming more participative-- 

rely for validity upon evidence that manpower may be obtained and utilized 

effectively under those contrary conditions. 

A "two community" alternative finds literally no support in the 

findings generated by this study.    Persons  leave the Navy at the first 

available opportunity when practices stray away from the participative 

and toward the autocratic, and to the extent that they do so.    Although 

relationships to criteria of effectiveness of Navy units remain to be 

explored more fully, those which have been analyzed in the course of the 

present and allied studies show little evidence to sustain an autocratic 

alternative.    Instead, it would appear that a Navy unit which more carefully 

conserves and involves its human resources very likely performs better. 
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In short, those same participative practices which have been found to be 

positively correlated with effectiveness in the civilian world appear to 

be related to it in the Navy world as well. 

Action Implications:    Organizing for Effective Manpower Utilization 

I.    Recognizing the Relationship of Social and Technical Systems 
in the Navy 

The finding:    There is a philosophy-of-management problem which 

permeates the Navy.    It shows up in a rather pervasive   (top-to- 

bottom) perception of the organisational climate as negative in 

its view of human resources and in motivational conditions. 

Perhaps the issue can be illustrated by contrasting two polar 

opposites.    The Navy is not, nor can it be, an organization in which 

personnel are all-important and hardware ancillary.    Weapons systems 

change, perhaps more in response to the weapons systems changes of other 

nations than in relation to changes in mission.    Such changes have 

important repercussions  for the human beings who use and man them. 

Similarly, the Navy is not, nor can it be, simply a large store- 

house of equipment which unfortunately requires people to move it about 

and maintain it.    Yet the expression, often heard in Navy circles, that 

"the hardware drives the system" seems to indicate that something of 

this nature is in fact assumed. 

There is a body of empirical knowledge upon which the Navy might 

profitably draw.    Variously generated, in the U.S. and elsewhere, it 

carries the label  "socio-technical  systems fit," and is represented by 

the work of Davis, Trist, Cherns, and others.    As an action implication: 

A.    The Navy should undertake to study its ships and shore stations 

as socio-technical  (not just technical) system, and should 

attempt modifications in line with the resulting findings, 

perhaps initially on an experimental basis. 
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II.    Coping with Bureaucracy 

The finding:    Although Navymen and civilians attach approximately 

the same levels of importance to the ability to  live one's life 

reascnably free from bureaucratic constraints, only civilians 

experience what could be termed an acceptable or satisfactory degree 

of it.     Young Navymen, furthermore, whether officer or enlisted, 

report an importance-experience gap of very  large proportion. 

Over the years, the Navy has no doubt attempted with considerable 

effort to cope with the burgeoning requirements of a complex society. 

Since the demands placed upon it tend to be centrally felt, the mechanisms 

for compliance tend to have been centrally exercised, in the form of 

bureaucratic control mechanisms.    While, for the common sailor, much has 

been removed from the domain of arbitrary personal treatment, its place 

has apparently been taken by arbitrary impersonal treatment.    Rules and 

regulations, complex and in some instances confusing, have been uttered, 

extended, revised, and qualified, seemingly to the point that superiors 

often are unable to explain either their nature or their rationale. 

Navymen therefore feel hamstrung—unable to exhibit other than inaction 

in response to the problems and inquiries of other Navymen.    A number of 

possible action steps might be considered: 

A.    Decentralize:    return to command the overall  responsibility for 

direction that over the years has been absorbed into central 

staff control   functions. 

Several aspects of this must be considered, if arbitrary 

impersonal treatment is not simply to revert to arbitrary 

personal treatment. 
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(1) The human resource aspects of management must be brought, 

for lower-rank, younger Navymen, to a level of competence 

and custom similar to that which obtains in the civilian 

world for persons in analogous positions and more nearly 

like that which is presently found among more senior Navy- 

men.    The Navy's Human Goals effort has made a start in 

this direction, particularly in its organizational develop- 

ment aspects.    This effort, and others  like it, should be 

supported, extended, and strengthened. 

(2) The ability to solve problems for a Navyman should accompany 

any assigned responsibility to do so.    Changes in approval 

procedures and policies might, for example, be considered. 

Although one customarily thinks of delegated approval 

authority as encompassing the authority to disapprove as 

well  as to approve, bureaucratic organizations often in 

practice separate these two.    This assumes the form of, in 

fact, delegating the right to disapprove, but requiring that 

approvals be granted only by higher echelons.    The result is 

similar in form to the response of many Navymen to one of 

the items in our survey's bureaucracy index:    they are 

referred endlessly from person to person when in need of help. 

In at least one instance, a constructive solution to 

this problem is proposed in the form of delegating the 

authority to deny a request to a level no lower than the 

authority to approve (Siepert & Likert, 1973). 
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Perhaps for those aspects of Navy life which most closely 

touch the person, his well-being, and his independence, 

something of this order might be attempted. 

B. Flatten the organizational structure: remove a large proportion 

of the one-on-one reporting relationships so frequently found in 

the Navy. 

The Navy, not unlike many other large organizations, appears 

to be too "tall."    Too many instances occur in which one person 

supervises only one, or perhaps two, subordinates.    While, 

particularly at more senior levels, the felt need to share a 

staggering work load with a principal assistant is very real, 

the need to do so perhaps often originates in the assuming 

upward of too many tasks.    Thus, one man watches a second who 

in turn watches a third who actually performs the task. 

"Multiple-layered surveillance" of this type is truly essential 

in those instances in which the ultimate performer has been 

assigned a task for which he is not competent, and in those 

instances in which he has been compelled to perform a task 

toward which he feels neither commitment nor motivation.    How- 

ever, a competent, motivated, committed subordinate needs no 

such surveillance; he need only know the objective, the 

conditions, and the timetable.    Perhaps much of the perception 

of bureaucracy might be alleviated by enlarging the responsi- 

bilities of lower echelons and--in the process—eliminating 

whole tiers of largely superfluous, intermediate supervision. 

This might alleviate as well a problem reported by a number of 
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more junior Navymen:    that, while they have ample opportunity 

to learn new skills, they often lack opportunity to use the 

skills they so acquire. 

C.    Make more constructive use of "management by objectives." 

In many instances, civilian organizations, and large 

government agencies as well, have sought in recent years to 

make their operations more rational and motivating by a system 

of joint goal-setting knon as, "management by objectives." 

While many such efforts have attained less than the outcomes 

promised--probably because they have inadvertently become a 

superficial process of top-down assignment of targets, a number 

of organizations report having benefitted from a carefully 

conceived, mutually involving process of this type.    Such an 

effort might substantially help the Navy, particularly as it 

serves to complement the other possible action steps just 

described (decentralization and flattening the structure). 

III.  Reducing the Effects of Age (and Values) Discrepancy 

The finding:    Belief in autocratic (domineering) supervisory 

practices rises with age.    Perhaps the greatest gap is that between 

the youngest enlisted men (mostly first-termers) and the older 

enlisted men who for the most part supervise them. 

The Navy is an organization that employs  (compared to civilian 

organizations) very young adults in disproportionately large numbers. 

On certain of the values issues, older enlisted men--who provide much 

of the supervision of these young men—appear to be distinctly incongruent 
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from the views, Interests, needs, and perspectives of their younger 

subordinates. Yet young officers, by way of contrast, appear to be quite 

compatible with young enlisted men. Although in many instances these 

young officers are seen as lacking the necessary technical competence, 

were they to have it and directly supervise the young enlisteds, the 

situation might be considerably better. Several alternative action steps 

might be considered: 

A. Improve the task leadership and technical competences of junior 

officers. 

B. Replace senior enlisteds with junior officers in roles which 

involve supervising younger enlisted men. 

Admittedly, the proposal is a drastic one. Yet the situa- 

tion of the junior officer has long been troublesome (e.g., the 

young Ensign "supervising" the grizzled Chief), and to this now 

must be added the potential for real conflict between young 

enlisted men and those same older enlisteds. 

C. Take age discrepancy into account in the assignment process. 

Perhaps, as an alternative, the age discrepancy between a 

supervisor and his potential subordinates ought be taken formally 

into account (and reduced) in the assignment process. While this 

might be complicated and cumbersome, it might be more acceptable 

than the preceding action step. 

D. Improve the general leadership competences of Petty Officers 

other than Chiefs. 
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IV.   Increasing Opportunites for Independence in One's Personal Life 

The finding:    AB in the case of bureaucracy,  although Navymen and 

civiliane attach approximately the eame levels of importance to 

personal freedom and independence (the ability to live the personal 

aspects of one's live reasonably free from external constraints)t 

only civilians experience what could be termed   an acceptable or 

satisfactory degree of them.    The importance-experience gap, further- 

more, attains very  large proportions for young Navymen. 

Many conditions undoubtedly contribute to this perception by young 

Navymen that they lack the desired latitude in controlling their personal 

lives.    Only some of these conditions may be directly handled; others may 

not, or may be handled only indirectly.    An instance of the latter may be 

habitability aboard ship.    Only as ways are found to automate or eliminate 

functions and their currently required billets may some of the congestion 

be eliminated.    Only then may a greater degree of privacy, personal space, 

and security of possessions be possible. 

Others are more amenable to immediate action, however.    Dress and hair 

restrictions may well  represent a case in point.    Where safety or operating 

effectiveness require certain practices which may be viewed by inexper- 

ienced personnel as intrusive, effort should of course be expended in 

explaining the reasons for the restrictions.    However, in many instances 

the restrictions may be purely arbitrary, representing the personal aver- 

sions of senior personnel or influential civilians  in the area.    While the 

effect of the restrictions may be personally pleasing to the initiator, 

they apparently do the Navy unnecessary harm by contributing to low reten- 

tion rates  (and therefore higher costs). 
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Dress and hair restrictions are but examples  (and not necessarily 

the most appropriate ones).    Other intrusions undoubtedly occur into the 

personal  lives of Navymen.    The following are possible action steps that 

might be considered: 

A. Review Navy policies and procedures which potentially provide 

grounds for unnecessary intrusion into the personal  lives of 

Navymen and alter those which do so. 

B. Write and issue something akin to a "Navyman's Bill of Rights," 

which specifies  the personal  life areas and circumstances in 

which subordinate commanders may and may not intervene. 

C. Add to the assignment procedures improved mechanisms for 

taking into account the personal needs and interests of 

Navymen.    While relevant to all, this would appear to be most 

critical  for young officers, whose loss to the service is 

quite costly. 
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Appendix A 

Descriptions of Organizational Development Treatments* 

* 
Excerpted from Bowers, D.6.    Development Techniques and Organizational 
Change:    An Overview of Results  from the Michigan Inter-Company 
Longitudinal Study"    Technical  Report to the Office of Naval  Research, 
i TT r 



Appendix A 

Survey Feedback - No authoritative volume has as yet been written about 

this development technique, although a number of 

article-length references exist.* 

As a result of this absence of detailed publication, 

the writer is aware, from direct and indirect encounters 

with others in the field, that many persons mistakenly 

believe that survey feedback consists of a rather 

superficial handing back of tabulated numbers and 

percentages, but little else. On the contrary, where 

employed with skill and experience, it becomes a 

sophisticated tool, usinq the data as a springboard to 

development. 

In the sites which we shall classify as having 

received Survey Feedback as a change treatment, this, 

and only this, formed the principal substance of the 

intervention. Data were tabulated for each and every 

group engaged in the project, as well as for each 

combination of groups which represented an area of 

responsibility in the organizational pyramid. 

A tabulation containing data from the responses 

of his own immediate subordinates, 

* 
For an excellent summary, the reader is referred to Katz, D. and Kahn, R. 
The social psychology of organizations. New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc. 
1966, pp. 416-425. 
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together with documents describing the measures, 

their basis and meaning, and suggestions conceminn 

their interpretation and use, was returned to each 

supervisor and manager. A resource person usually 

counseled privately with the supervisor-recipient about 

the contents of the package and then arranged with him 

a time when that supervisor might meet with his subordi- 

nates to discuss the findings and their implications. 

The resource person ordinarily agreed to attend that 

meeting, to provide help to the participants both in 

the technical aspects of the tabulations and in the 

process aspects of the discussion. 

Procedures by which the feedback process progresses 

through an organization typically vary from site to 

site, and did so within the sites which received this 

treatment.  In certain instances, a "waterfall" pattern 

was adhered to, in which the process is substantially 

completed at superordinate levels before moving to 

subordinate groups. In other instances feedback was 

more or less simultaneous to all groups and echelons. 

Time and space do not permit a lengthy discussion 

of the various forms which feedback may take. It should 

be stated, however, that an effective survey feedback 

operation sees the organization's groups move, by a 

discussion process, from the tabulated perceptions 

through a cataloging of their implications to commitment 
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to solutions to the problems which the discussion 

has identified and defined. 

This technique has long been associated with 

organizational development and change work conducted 

by persons from the Institute for Social Research. 

Interpersonsal - This treatment bears a very close resemblance to what 
Process 
Consultation Schein has termed "Process Consultation."    The change 

agent most closely identified with this treatment 

attaches great importance to developing within the client 

groups themselves a capacity for forming and implementing 

their own change program.    Considerable importance is 

attached to the change agent's establishing himself from 

the outset as a trustworthy, helpful adjunct to the 

group's own process.    A great deal  of effort and emphasis 

is placed upon his catalyzing a process of surfacing data 

in areas customarily not plumbed in work organizations 

(attitudes,  feelings,  individual  needs,  reasons for 

conflict, informal processes, etc.).    In behavioral 

specifics, the change agent employs the posing of 

questions to group members, process-analysis periods, 

feedback of observations or feelings, agenda-setting, 

review, and appropriateness-testing procedures, and 

occasional  conceptual  inputs on interpersonal topics. 

Work is occasionally undertaken with members singly, 

but more often in natural work groupings.    An assumption 
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seems generally to be made that human, rather than 

technical, processes have primacy for organizational 

effectiveness. 

Laboratory    - As practiced within the projects comprising the main 
Training 

civilian sample, this intervention technique more nearly 

approximated the interpersonal relations lab than it 

did the intrapsychic or personal growth session. 

A "family group" design was followed almost exclusively, 

with the entire lab lasting from three days to two 

weeks, depending upon circumstances and organizational 

schedule requirements. Sessions were ordinarily 

conducted at a motel or resort away from the usual work 

place. Experiential exercises (e.q., the NASA Game or 

"Moon Problem," the Ten-dollar Exercise, the Tower- 

• building Problem) were interspersed with unstructured 

discussion time. A number of terms were, during the 

years of the study, used by those conducting the training 

to describe it. Initially it was referred to as 

"T-Group Training;" in later years it was termed "Team 

Development Training" or simply "Team Training." The 

content, however, remained relatively constant in kind, 

if not in exact substance. Those change agents who 

conducted the training were not novices to it; on the 

contrary, they had had many years of experience in 

conducting it and were judged by those familiar with 

their work to be competent. 
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Task Process        - This  treatment was oriented very closely about task 
Consultation 

objectives and the specific interpersonal processes 

associated with them.    The change agent who adhered to 

this pattern typically begins by analyzing a client 

unit's work-task situation privately,  following 

extensive interviews,  in terms of their objectives, 

their potential  resources, and the organizational 

forces blocking their progress.    He consults privately 

at frequent intervals with the supervisor, both to 

establish rapport and to obtain that supervisor's 

commitment to objectives and desired future courses 

of action.    He sets the stage for client group discus- 

sions by introducing select bits of data, or by having 

another person do so.    He encourages group discussion, 

serves as a process observer, but also uses role 

playing, some substantive inputs at timely points, as 

well  as non-directive counseling techniques, to guide 

the discussion toward commitment toward desired 

courses of action. 

Data Handback  - Not truly a change treatment, this forms instead a 

control or comparison condition.     In certain sites no 

real survey feedback work was conducted.    Data were 

tabulated and returned in envelopes  to the appropriate 

supervisors, but no effort was made to encourage group 

problem-solving discussions concerning those data. 

Nor did any other treatment occur in these sites. 
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Appendix B 

Mean Index Scores on Two Waves of Data 
for Profiles  Identified in Two Civilian Random Samples 
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Appendix C 

Regressed Change Scores by Profile, Treatment and Site Class 
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I».  Ttt» tultdlnf 

)8«.   Swppori 

in   uor» r«cinutfe« 

IN. Co>i t«*ti»ti 

190    Ttta tullitln« 

toi. ctou» mca» 

200. arjyftcTion 
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CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE 

Profil*» #3 H    • 25 

mmiwiwn. CUWATI 

IM.   (Kllltl «.kin, *r*Cllc«l 

MT,   Cowuoicitlo» Flow 

IM. rtotlv«tlon*l Condition« 

tH.   Mumn «t»OMrt»t frlnacy 

J04.  lewrr lnr»l   latlaonc« 

I»)    ttchnolofl«!  »n4ln.ii 

sunmswt it*w<swi» 

l?6 

wow iwoicts     TREATMENT:    Interpersonal Process 
Consultation 

SITE CLASS:    Primary 
•»»«»ntllt Profit«  for CoafclnMl RrfrjM 

ot        toi        joi        »i        *oi        SOT       vn        m       mn       «ot       teen 

160. Mot r«lllt*llon 

I».  »Ott futon« tt 

1«.  ItM »ultdlnf 

PCf UAOtaSHI» 

184.  S.jport 

183    Work FtdllUtlon 

18». CM) UpMtM 

190.  It«« KtUlit, 

Ml. WIMf nocta 

100. UTtSfKTIO» 
1.00 ?.57 1.00 J 10 ) «0 3.8» «.00 4.« «.SO 4 M        J.no 

k—ioT *n        m        4ci voi        *n» /m 8T. vn       \un 
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CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE: 

Profile #4 N    -  13 

N ■ 2i u:1 ■  
wi =  

TREATMENT:    Interpersonal Procesb 
Consultation 

BUBL!B!SaSITE CLASS:    PHury 

»rirnill* »rof I If  for Co*Mr*<J trmoi 

10t 201 30t «01 SOt «nx 70X 801 «OX 1001 

199. Dtdtlon M«Vlnj rractloi 

197. Communication Flow 

198. Met<v«tloi>il Condition« 

194. MVM* «eiourtti r>lm«y 

204. low l»r*t  l*Mu**ct 

193.  T*chM>1o9lc*1 •*«dln*t» 

SUPtllVtSOIHr 11<0CIISHI> 

I«. Support 

180. Hor» ricllltitlon 

178. COJI l»pr.«U 

187. To«« Building 

18« i«W. 

138. *vk FoCUIUtlM 

198. Gojl  Crphul» 

190. I*JM BjIMtna. 

»i. otx» »access 

TOO. umr«noi 

!      1      1      i      ife    1      '      1      I 
I.SO 2.00 2.11 2.47 *1\      >fy1 1JJ 3 •*' « °°       *• 

1.00 1.47 Z.JJ 2.'47 7.'99 J.0ÄJ-     3,'jJ 1.47 4.00 «!)J        S.00 

KM 2.00 2/50 2.<99 3.00 }j3r       3.47 3.99 4.00 4.'])       S.00 4=M—I 
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CLUSTER: CHAM* btORE 
Prvfile i: N    - 5 

If.  i* ui    .  
W2    ^  

TREATMENT:    Interpersonal Process 
»M» '*»«* Consultation 

SITECLA!,S:    Primary 
'•rc»»tMt fre'll* «or CouVrwl <-.rou»t 

tw       jot        m       «ot       sot       cm        rot       tw       «ot      io«rt 

l»9. 0«llto<i PUMno FNMrtM 

W. Camii>lc4tton Mew 

IfB. Motivation*I Condition» 

11«. •*•*•« Xetourrrt  Prlnniy 

«I«. Lf« level   rnflutn« 

HI. tcctnolof«c*1  P«idln»n 

W». Sufpo'C 

180. wort '»dilution 

IT*. -Ml I*eli4tlt 

IM. F«*a JKilUtof 

HI» IW.RW 

18* Jupoort 

iMMUtian 

lat. Go.l  f-pMv'i 

IM iaa»a»)iiaua 

I0J. CtCW f>»0CCSH 
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CLUSTER: CHArfGE SCORE: 

5 Profile 16 
N - 9 

Wl ~ 

H 
Wl 

-W2 
W2'- 

TREATMENT:    Iiterpersonal Process 

Consultation 

^"* """"• SITE CLASS:    Primary 

onamiZATiiyiAv tttmrt 

»»». Dtctiien H.vt«, rmiiiw 

m. CwMutltttloa rioM 

in. NstlT<tlorat  Condition} 

IK. Hu»*n Resource» r>l«ucy 

10». lower letel  lnflM«tf 

19). T»chnolOft«l  Re«dt*rn 

suniwiwt u«ottwi» 

W«.   SoOBOrt 

I», «or» fKlllt.llon 

I», coil r-pMiit 

18;.   (MM tulldln, 

18«.  ScBpor: 

188.  »or» f*C III Lit Ion 

I«. Coil [r-pMs Is 

190.   »tin Building 

»I. MOW HtttC» 

200.  lXUVKWXI 
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CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE 

Profile #8 N   - 6 
Wl  

N - 6 8   -  

HAJtt IHOKCS 

TREATMENT:    Interpersonal °rocess 
Consultation 

SITE CLASS:    Primary 

PIT«»'!!» ProfM«  ff»r Coi-i>lr»d r+vta* 

M K\        «oi        sot        «nt rot        Kj        «oi       toe 

wao.l7ATto-.At. giwTt 

191. Otcltlon H.VIn« rr«ctlc«> 

IV. Co*fun1c<tton Flo» 

IM. Mrt1t»tloivil  Condition«. 

IH. NWM« Xtvourttt rrltucjr 

104. lo««r l»»»1   InMumcr 

19). TtcnnolOftctl  Re«dl'.rii 

summon* tcwcumip 

176.  Support 

ItO. Work F«U lt4tlon 

17».  C*»l f»«**t.U 

IM.  I».» lulldlnt 

Hit UHIHSHIP 

II«.  Suppo-t 

181.  «for» r»clMt4tlon 

If«. GOJI tfvluili 

IM.   »«»•» MWlM 

»1. OtOUP PROCISS 
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CLUSTER: rH*HGE SCORE: 

Prnfll* «12 M = 4 
HI  

N *  11 u? =  
Wl »- W2'   

TREATMENT:    !nter**rsooal Process 
Consultation 

SITE CLASS:    Primary 
Nrcaxtto »roiiip i«r c««vr»<i r.ro-iai 

M        lot        »i        jot        <ot        soi        snx        ;ot        mi        «oi       loo« 

owmiatwm. cumit 

I». OKttlon H«»f«f rr«<ttct< 

197. ComiMcitton Flow 

19«. r*tWjtlo«ul Condition» 

196.  MUMH Rrtourrrt rr Imcy 

204. lower lerel  Inltumc» 

19).   IrchnolOQlcil Reitflnns 

SUrtHVISWT HAOUSHIP 

176.  Support 

ISO.  Work ficlllUtton 

1/8.  will  laphtttt 

182.   Turn Building 

Pit« LtrMBSHIr 

IB»    Support 

188.  Work .«dilution 

IS«. COJI U-pnjt1> 

190. TIM MMftSJ 

MI. ctoup meet» 

no. misKcnoa 

1.00 I.SO 2.00 2.33 2.67 2.'S 3.0fr     J» ) «' «.00       5.00 

1.00 1.6/ 2.33 2.'«7 2.'»9 J.OO t^4 =J 
).n       «co      «.'ji     s.oo 

T.n      'V'Jr^'; i!oo      t.oo      ?:$o      th$      3.00      3.31      jYy*^\M      4;OO      «,'JI     S.OO 

1      I      I      I r-J&-L^      I      1 
i.oo      i.oo      2.JJ      ?.«;      j.oo      i.ji      jp(T     ij;**   « GO      «.SO     s.qo 

99 J 00 .,^J.3| J.M 4.00 ». 
1 .••     I '      I        I        I 

3.6,    ^vfe--«-^^ J33      **i soö—rjo 

5T0«T 3 41 3'SO.^.TTOO 4.S8 «J99       S.OO 

fr^s/rUl 4.01 4.JJ 4 
^^K!*»..   I        i 

6?       s:oo     S.«v> 

/ 4.0ft 4.33        5.0 

-1      1      |      |ir^!>/=M=M *!oo      »:so      r.99      ,00^^?*,k.    JM      *•*•      < °°      *'«>     *" 

1.00 l.e/ 2 CO 7.40 2.99 J'W) V >T)3Til TÖ3 TsO       SOO 

I  LJ 7.60 J.OO 3.20 3  '1 
^ 

W 

1.00 2.S7 3.00 3 

4.00      (20      4.4)     s.eo 

JO 3 61 J 66 4.01 4.2» «.SO 4*J 
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CLUSTEK: IHANUt SCORE 
Profile #14 16 

N -  19 18    ^"_. 

TREATMENT:    Interpersonal Process 
•uwjfiitn Consultation 

SITE CUSS:    Priwirv 
»trtmt'l.  rrotH»   «or  Corel MM &«■«»♦* 

M       lot       «ot       sm       *«i       ret       mt       »oi      toot 

owwmriMAL mum 

1*9.   DtCltlv«  M.Unq   trWtlCM 

W   CoruMcitton Mo« 

199. NstUttloMt CwrfU'oM 

19*    »*-i» ««vsurfcti fr\*Kf 

704    lo-rr  Ltvtl   l<tr1«»fKt 

193    r«nnol0flC4l fttadlMtt 

sun«mov ttMWHir 

17*.  Support 

180.  Uork PMIIttMtM 

178.  Co«I tnpl.«M 

187.  TM» lullatng 

EBLUBBU 

164 Support 

188 Work  /«MltlUOn 

IB«. Co.l   trpSilll 

190. Ntt Ijlldlng 

101.   CI.Mr  MQC-SS 

1.00 I  » 1.00 7.1) 7 It 

l_l    I    I   -L-   ! 1,00 !.»> Ml 7.6' ?!w 1C 

Mill. 
1.00        z.oo       tr»        JM        l.'oo        1 \l 

1.11 1*? 4.00       ».( 

M 4'l>        S 00 

1 4   U i  (•? 

W> 1 • 

yi       4 / 

_J 
IO0 4.SO       VC0 

«7 4.»» »00        S.0Q ED 
J^        111 14=, 4  00 

I  I  I. 
*9 iTSO 4.00 4.M 4:M       S 00 

if? l?Ci—r 

-! 

I /I •••! >=j=bJ 

1 CO 7 *; } x 1 ■ 3 '• V |K 

1 M I H R 1 V) i a »*" 

•0 1.80 4 00 «71 4.«        JOJ 

_L 
•t 701 »( «Ot «J «" 
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CLUSTER: WHQL SCORE: 

Profile 115 N   » 6 
Wl    ■  

„ . , .2   =  
Wl  ■ k.2'  --  

TREATMENT:    Interpersonal Process 
Consultation 

7H".~7~_ ft««!« lHOICf, 

  SITECLASS:      Primary 

PrrctR' Mr Profil»  for CwiM<>«d r.ro>iD5 

CJ   lot   ?oi   jot   «oi   wi   snx   ;ri   BOI   «OI   loot 

IW. OKlllsn HaUng PMttfttt 

l»7. Coim,.nH*tlon Flo» 

198. Hetfv«tlonjl Condillam 

)M. HuMn «t-iourtes Jrlnjcjr 

KM. loxtr U»*l   Intlmnct 

I»). TrOmotojIot takHMM 

annjLSOW UWWHIf 

116.    Support 

180. Mora FicllKltlon 

17». üMI !aph»1i 

1«?    NM «uMo-ln, 

18».  Supeo«-. 

181. Work  FiclllUtte» 

1H. Go«1  Ervhillj 

1»0    KM ftjt1dln«j 

tot. ciow moctss 

M    aPV«CTMH 

).«7 4.00        S.Oi) 

=1 
«.00 «.'31        S.OO 

W 4.00 4.'))       S.OO 

4.00 4.'SO       S.OO 

J.V» 4 no       i.m 

4.00 4.W       S.OO 

4.« ».ei       SCO 

4M 
I 

«.&'        S.OO       s. w 4.S8 «.»»       S.OO 

«^7Vcn     s 

«.on       4.11      s.rrt 

«'00 4lS0       5.M 

tzd 
4.00 4.SO        S.OO 

4 10 4.«J       s.ro 

«.SO 4 71        S.™) 
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CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE: 
ni>t_cl laneuui Prufile H    = 9 

W1     —  
N - 16 W2    *  

Wl —       WZ'  ■  

MLWW MMn TREATMENT:    Interpersonal Process 
!MLMm Consultation 

SITE CLASS:    Primary 
»«rt»*tltt rvefiif for tu*<fw« KrMti 

ox        im        ;ot        m        401        v>(        »nx        rat        nx        «ox       torn 

1*9. CnlHon A«»IM Pr«<tlct» 

I»;. Cof*uiiciti«a riw 

IM. MolU«tlon<l  Condition« 

IM. Hum« ■•vaurttt Prt«tc/ 

W lenvr t,*r*l   l»«lu»K« 

If] l«M»MftUl Hf*dl"»M 

1*0. Wl F«c<Muitoa 

IK.  TMafciMdlni 

fit» UAQtXSKI» 

IM,   SugpeM 

.  IllUtlon 

I«.  CM I t>t»»lll 

IM.   XHM tv«l«1n« 

Ml.  C5'-t» »OCX» 

1.00 I.» 2 oo     i.jj     i,«     t^n      LOV^CII      wi      na    ».oo 

i.oo      I.*;      ? JJ       r.V       ?.'w       j no       J 

i.oo      *?w      ?S»      7^»      JTJJ      JIJ; / j|9«      *lio      «!: 

1 "V 

at 
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CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE: 
MüLellaiieuu»  Profile N     •   10 

HI    »  
,i • K K  »  

HI     W2'  =  

TREATHENT:    Interpersonal Process 
MJtW IHOICtS Loribultoi-iuii 

SITE CLASS:    Primary 
»erttntllt rVofll* for Co«*lt*4 r.rouo» 

Ot 10t 201 »1 4« JOt tf» »fit «01 1001 

IM. DKlllon **il«| rricttttt 

m. CwwMiicatlw f lo- 

IM. *>tl.«tl«Ml Coodltiont 

IW   HiM*  «*10UC<«1   i>r IMC/ 

204.  Loop Lrvft  Imliwivc« 

II}.   UcRmlOijIci) R*u1lattt 

m, im ". 

140. Mart f.clllutloi» 

124. *Ml Uolxit. 

182.  Utm (ul Klflt 

Hit lifgCW» 

IM.  fetwrt 

:MlutlM 

164. CMI L-5h.»U 

HO. TM>IJII4I«| 

mi. aacjis» 

200. 'ifwaona 

K't 
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UUäTtK: LHANfcE SCORE: 
Profile {2 S    • 9 

N - 12 W2 "_ 
Wl  ■ »«'  -  

et       in 

TREATMENT:    Laboratory Training 
HVSBJfiMi SITE CLASS:    Primary 

FrrctnttU fi-oMle for Cor*ir»d Croup» 

m        Mi        w        xn        m        HI        mi        m       IOOI 

Iff. Ottilia« feklai »«ctlct« 

If/. Cwv«wi1t«t<ea Flo. 

IM   Notlt«tlo*i«l Condition« 

196. Hgm«n Rttourcti 7rt«cjr 

204   tiwor Iml  lurluaoc« 

l»J    iMWmml iNdmi 

B»ftVIS0>T lUOCMHI» 

m. < 

1.00 IM 7.C 

180. vor* f.clllt.llo« 

178.  MMI tnpnoit» 

181. 1«» Hlldlnf 

PUB ICAOCtISmr 

18«    Support 

188. Uork >4cHIUHo« 

18t. Cot) l>eMll| 

IM   Um KMdlni 

■   Kit» 

1.00 1.*' M) 7 17 

i        |       1 
.00 *.'» I.'ff 

1.00        1.00        1.33        7.47 

1.00 l'H l.'SI 700 

1.00 7 00 2.'M 7.99 

i!55      iJi      r o5 f 

i.'öö      Tu      TTOöF I _ ' 

's—r 

-ra—fxr 

j-  I 

T5 Tod F 

V JoS f 

•7 7.J3 2 

i\x      7v 

i:ööFÜJ27ööTM 

LL 
1.00 7.6* 7.00 J.70 

i.oo      : ''      i.oo      I M 

I     1     I     I 
01 löt MX X) 

T.M 5^9 

I'M        S.M 

551 Wt 7:11 

i7*5    re* 

V       t.« 
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CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE: 

Profile M n   - 12 

N - U 42   ■  
Wl W2'   ••  

TREATtCNT:    Laboratory Training 

 "-""SITE  CLASS:     Primary 

Pmintlli Profile for Cortl»*) Rrogp* 

m       »i       «n       wi       m       im       m       w      looi 
ORCAWIWIQMl gpn 

199. Dccltlon H.Unj rrectlc« 

l»7. Conmlcttton Mow 

IM. HotL.ttomt Condition* 

196.  NuMft Retourcei rrtincjf 

("04    lower Level  Influence 

193    t.chnolo<jk») »eeainen 

SUWWIIKWt LtMCWW» 

176.  ' 

180.  Wort Fetilltel.on 

17a. Ooel tanhttlt 

IB2.  Tew luUdlng 

IB«    Support 

IBS    Work  NclllUtlon 

186. Coal twpluils 

190.  Tee» Building 

jot. ftitovf mocm 

200. SAT1SHCTW 

1.00 I.»7 J."33 

1!00 2.00 2.*50 

1 00 2.00 2.33 

i.oo      i!»      isi 

1.00 7.00 2.' IF 

i oö      JTJl      Oo" 

i.1«»      KM      Too 

,b= ra—tw 

to—r M T3&- 

iTSB—T 17       STB" 

i oo       2!oo       2li0 

100 iTtT 2.00 

L 
1.00 2.60 3 00 

1.00 7 57 }.00 

).33 ] 67 4.00       $.00 

]=4F 3.67 4.00 4.'33       4.00 

3.9» 4.'00 4.'»       4.00 

3.93 4.00 4.50        5.00 

3.00 3.V» 4'tV)        t.OQ 

M 
3.99 4.'00 4M        4.00 

4.67 4.99 5 00       4.00 

UJ=.J= 3.6« 4.00 4.33        4.00 

! I I 

-rn—-of—m—C 

4.00 4« 4.V        500 

4731 T67 TOO        5.«W 

3.P7 4.00 * 

-t±-A m       t'ta       V'A      t, no 3*99 4*00 4' WJ        5.00 

! 6' 4 00 4.40        5.00 

4.00 4.» 4.41       5 

4.29 4.50 4 71        5.00 

lOt    201    301    401    SOI     Wit     7DI     M     90t    100* 
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CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE 
Profile #7 13 

«- •>     G :"" 
wi 

HUMS TREATMENT:    Laboratory Training 

SITECLASS:    Primary 
•»«reentH» »roMI* toe Co*»!.*« Urtmoi 

01    tOt    Ml    JO»    401    »I    6"!    701    m «01   I0OI 

mrmwvm. ctinw 

Iff.  CKljIsn H«UnQ PNtttMl 

197. Conwl-ttl»)! Mo» 

IM. RNMMlMtl CoMllloM 

14*. HgiM« Dctskrctv Prl»a<j( 

«•W     llMtr  LMll    IxHlMACt 

Mt«|fCt1   *«*dlWl» 

4umft|40«' tW)t.«4Hi' 

17*.  Sup»or« 

IW.   »Or»   ftClltUllo« 

ITS.   üoll   tr>l.«»l» 

18*    MHM 

198. Wo'» I 

166.  Co«!  I-9*1111 

IK.  T«4N i><Mlitt 

^LI:^"W 

SO 1.00 7.13 .*/      7 /s      ).oo      J n       it;       t.oo     i.oo 

ui   I   j^M   1   I   i   j—J 
.00 1.67 7.3J ?^k/      ^»'«o ) .00 J.'j) )'«; 4.00 •*»)       SCO 

i:oo      7.00      I :»« oo      I.JJ      j.t;       J.«      «oo      tin     4 oo 

1.00 7.00 7)1 : «A        3 00 1.33 3 SO 3.43 4 OO «40       «03 

i.öö       J7M       iTii       z?opjr\2 «9       T^SO       T«       J 

i!öö     Töö     FTiö   v"«^     if»      3M      rtii      J^     Too 

no        i v>        «no      s.on 

IM        iTi        I oo J U    \; 167 «00 OJ til tH 4ÖÖ       400 

'ÖÖ KM TOO I 
ÜJ. 

«    pa«      Too      T»      IM      TOO      « JJ     i.oo 

ü»—ra—m—nr r—r 

i ÜB iw—r M—F 

w—t 

io-^-i 

tr=F 

■si—«tn—rs—05—$> 

M 350        «.00        «.M « »»       4 Of 

<•> 7 33 7 

i oo      i'oo     r.w      »?» 

1.00 243 J.00 I 

4 00 « n< «.33 « <\v> J.' 

r00 331 3.K7 4 .W» 1 i—f r   M 
« 3.40 j!9« «'*> •'.«       4M 

i.oo      II«Too      T&Ö    AM       Ten      5Tii       i «/      «^      ~ L   1   .1. J   -! 

frill1- VV^       3^.0 3.1" I.C I.a «.«1       4.r 

i »      t.i?       j.oo      3 

lös        Ki        so«        «ui        y : 

W J.OU J.mi 4.D.- 

M 14= 
«.o°      « 
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CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE: 

Profile »8 n    - 20 
Wl  

N . 28 me.   .  
Sf| '..'2'       

TREATMENT:    Lflhnrrttnrv Training 

y     --      ...   .... 

SITE CLASS:    Primary 

»rrtfnMl« »roMI»  »or toK>1r«J r>«vpi 

Tot        jot        401        sot        tf>i        70t        rn        «o*       loot 

199. OKtllon H.YInj »mtHtl 

197. Communication How 

I«. Hstttittotut Condition» 

194. *»»•• ».eiowrcu Prlmcy 

204. lo«»r U»cl   Inrlutnc« 

19). T»thno1o$lcit »MdlfiH» 

176. iwpoorl 

180. Work r«llltitlon 

178. Coil [ophiilt 

182. Um »ull<JI«j 

rtr*. tpeatstaf 

10«.    SuBJ't 

in. wor% r*ciutjt"»« 

IN. Cotl Erahnt« 

100    1ft OiUdlw) 

wi. CIOVP ppücess 

no. t»Ti>f«cnoM 

1.00 1.50 2.00^2.1) 2.67 2.7$ 3.00 3.1) }.t> «00        S.00 

7 67 7.'W J.00 ).')) 1.67 4.00 4.'l3       $.00 

i» ■*   « I «   nn J'fin a '-i* t   M »J» 1.00 3.3) 3.67 1.99 4.00 4.'ll       J.t» 

1 00 2.00 hi      Too      Ti)      3S0yn      Too      4.so     S.OJ 

7.49 7 SO 7.99 100 3.» 4.00       S.fJO 

1.00 2.00        \W 2.99 3 00 J.S0 ).rJ1 3.99 4.'00 4.60       ».00 

3 C"J    A.1 •" J" * <* *•» 4 *' «•♦» *■«»       i-CO 
I   «J      I M-4r4r-4: IJÖÖ1766 2.00  # 2/p 2.99 1.ÖÖj77)3 66 4.00 4.11       4.00 

l.TSJ      Til      51 

j I j I 
rnS ivTi IM! « £> ~"7>J1 itf) TOO i!öl 4Tfi 4.*/   "YoO       5. 

ljH OÖTOO 2.\l'.|     I 00 3^7"      jlfO 4.00 4.SO 4.99       ».CO 

LOO      i 13 ^ i«l      T?ö      Töi      Til      Til      Too     T 

2.33 ? 6Ur*."7V«        ,J*eÖ ITTj 3*» *IÖÖ 4^13        T 

S       itw       ttoö       it 

TOO I'«) 2.CO 2 

00 3*4* 3'»0 3.'«9 c!00 *\H9       S.00 

L J. 11 -Jb-3 
L 

TTSI 1 no 3.11 3 47 TOO 4^M       Too 

7«V iK,.\SitO )H     "  J.PO 4.00 4.» 4.4)        S.M 

1.00 2.47 3.00 1 4.00 4.7» 4.V0 4 
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CLUSTER; CHANGE SCORE: 
roTTle & 12 N   * 3 

Ml  
  W2  

H2'    

Pro 
•I • f> 

Ml   — 

TREATMENT:    Laboratory Training 

hUPMtt.cn    SITE CLASS:    wrlmary 

'«rrtwMW «Vo'll*  for Cn*1at4 trow« 

m       yn       «oi       wx       MIX       m       «OJ       «G»      IOOI 

IN. Dicltton Hiking rnctlcn 

1»7. CoflMinltttlon Do» 

I»». NotlfiUOMl Condition* 

1*6.  HiMfl «floorer» rrlMCy 

204. low*r l*vt1  fntluonct 

rfl, irthojiojic.i «Mdiont 

I». Wpport 

HO. vert »»dilution 

I». «0*1 l-ph«u 

18*. I»*. Lildlnj 

ft» IWKH}* 

IN.  i.poort 

IK.    Work rtcMIUttsn 

IM. SMI (-o**ili 

190. T*M ftvtldlni 

MI. c*au> wact» 

MO. WHWTIW 

) »' «.00       1.00 

J.w J.*J J.OU J.IH 

HI Mt «on SOI I": «ft* loo« 



CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE: 
Profile »U N   - 6 

H « 8 Wl    °  
Wl W2    ■  

W2'  ■  

AMP fWWfl 

i I 

218 

TREATMENT:    Laboratory Training 

SITE CLASS:    Primary 

Pvretntllr rrofllr for Cw*trw4 f,rM» 

20i        jot       «oi       vi       snt        ;oi       »m       «or      ion 

IM. Oocliton Mali* fr«ttcti 

197.   Co*M|1IC4tt0fl Flo» 

1W.  NotlvittoiMl  Condition» 

i%. KIND Resow-cci PrlMty 

iM. lOM»r livcl imlnenc« 

19.)    TrthM>l09)<4l  «r»Jlnc»v 

arWIIWW ItAOtttHI» 

1/6. Support 

-.1 Hut Ion 

17«. Oul E™ph«»it 

182.  !■«• »olldlno 

nit t,UUH.tSHI» 

IW.  Support 

163. Work FtclllUtlon 

I». Gail  Capnutt 

190. Urn »ulldlno 

wi. axwr'woctss 

»0.   SnTUFnCTlOW 

1.00 I.SO ».00 7.33 ?.67 2./S 

t= 
1.00 1*7 7.33 ?.67 2.'« 3.00 

i   |   L 2.00 Z.'SO 2."» 

1.»7 4.00       S.00 I) no/ I     3  31 ).C 

jrfT i ' v>      )s?      «.oo      i.'n     s.oo 

3.67 3.«9 ».00 4.'33       S.00 

!    I       tf&- 1    I    1    1    I 
».00 «.13 2.67 NpO^l1." !.« 3*3 4.00 4.SO        4.00 

1.00 if» 1.S1 2 

ill» TOO 57» 2 

!j&      ?!»       ».no       l.sn       4.'ort      4.00 

1.00 2.S7 3.00 J 30 3.(IP 3.Ho 4.0(? 4.79 4.SO 4 71        U 

li iox 2OT 30« 4M 7M B-1-. KW MO' 
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CLUSTER:        CHANGE SCORE: 
Profile »la N    -11 

?! « 13 HI    «  
Wl  « ,2  

W2'    

TREATMENT:    Laboratory Training 

um» netto   SITE CLASS:    Primary 

Percent U» »raflle  far tof6'«< Rr»«M 

10t 701 30t 4M »II «"1 «11 W «01 100. 

1*9.  Drclilo« Kikliv) »nclkii 

19/. Comwitcttlon Mo» 

I9S. Mctlvjtioiul Condltlom 

19«.  MIMA Rrtourcrt »rliMCy 

20*. lower level ladwvnct 

19).  lechnologlol »««ilnait 

IM.  Support 

180.  Wort  rjclllUtlun 

i;s. OO*I i»ph«ii 

IB*.   Tt«. lultdlnf 

wit uwmm» 

Ml. Sl-pfeKi 

IBS. Work   UcMUiHon 

19». Co>1 (jsphjilt 

19«. Ttm KlUInt 

Ml. ciow meet« 

WO. WTiytttios 



CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE: 
Profile #17 H   - 4 

N»7        W1  
W|= — W2 ■  

.2' -  

220 
TREATMENT: Laboratory Training 

um* INDICES 
SITE CLASS:    Primary 

f*rt»»itn« rroftt* for CwfetKrt 6r»wt 

10t Mt 301 «01 SOT «* 7« Ml <Wt JOOt 

ow«inw»0Mi awm 

199. DocUton H*klBfl Practical 

117.  ComjnUatio« Flo» 

198. ItslWatlonal CofMlfHoM 

196. MuMn Rviourtrt frlmcy 

M, low Level  Intlutnce 

19]    trchnoloolot »tadlne« 

wpurvisoa» luommp 

m. i»(wt 

100. Mori Facilitation 

I7R. üü.1 taphasM 

187.  low fell«»9 

PtC» UMtmilP 

IM. Support 

IM. Work Facilitation 

186.  Coil  fnpMiH 

190. Ttoi lullting 

200. SglSfKTlQ? 

Uf   I       I     4-L.J—J-i—r ^ 
1.00 I.»a       2.33 2.67 2.1» 3.00 3.31 3.67 4.00 «.'))       5.00 

00 2.33 2.6» 7 75 3 00 1.13 1 »7 1.00       5.00 

3.00 3.33 3.(7 3.99 4.00 4.33       S.OO 

7.33 2.67 3.00 1.31 3.50 3.93 4 00 4.SO        5.00 

00 2.49 7.50 7.99 3.00 1.5" 4.'of)       5.00 

00 3 50 jTsi I.» 4.00 4.V)       S.OO 
=±=J 

JIöö      FT**      2.00 ^7.'«      2T99      lr5&      t 

Ay* 3 6/ TOO 4.11 4.67 4.99 5.00        S.OO 

33 ft? «*55 r 

^    J 
'1       J.00 

fa 4"*3i 4 6»      "S.OO       S.OO 

17ÖÖT49 l!S0 4.00 4.W 4!9»        S.OO 

00 4.01 «.33 « 

00 1.11 1.*} <.OC 4  11        5 uu 

: 
49 3'SO 3*99 <!» 4!»       S.O-l 

00 3.33 3.67 4.00 4.50       5.00 

3.40 J.60 3.00 4.00 4.20 4.43       5.00 

U i 
i.uv        *.?t j.m 

Si iol 2OT 

60 3.M 4.00 4.71 4.SO 4   M        S. 

30t 401 50» »"I 701 kW) 90» loot 
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IXUSTtK 
r,i»c*Uaneous Profile 

N -  16 

cm*G£ SCORE: 
N -  15 

Ul  
W2 ■  

-     W2'   

WMW »HH^ 
TREATMENT:    Laboratory Training 

SITE CLASS:    Prlwarv 

f»rt-x>ttU trot lit lor CvblitM * 

« tot       w       MI       «I       5«       nn       m       m       •»      ion 

If«, btcltion itiMna rVirtlOM 

1»;   Comunlc«tlon flow 

l»B. NattvttloMl CotKlltlon» 

IM.  MUMM t*to*r<tt »rin«Cf 

1.00       i so       ?.w      Ml       ttr       ? rs        J oo        j u        j 

;<* r L»««1   t«tlw 

It).  TtclwwtQgtcil «.«IIPMI 

WW«YtS0»l tt*Ot»mlf 

U».   Support 

IK).  Won  F.cllltitlor, 

Wl.   wot I 

I«. TMMluimtnt 

EBBUMMffi 

18*    Stfpeort 

KlllUtlW 

IW. to.1 t-^-itH 

i*o. 1mm Sjiidin« 

m. ^L^uis 

so. wtiywijCT 

1.00 1.6;      ALU 1.1/ l5» 1.00 Y.U 1 

|—r-|     I     I     I     I—r- 
l!00 2.00    >*»*7$0 ?>9» j'oo 3 » J.t? l.M 4 

t;      4.00     too 

00 4.'))        JO 

00 4.'))       S.i 

S.JJ i.V 1.00 1.J1 J SO l.»J 4 00 4.SO        S 

I    I   T»^    111- 
i.oo       it»       i/u^jJ^Voö       Til       Tin       f*n       J oo        1 So       4.no      s.on 

1.00 I S7 J.OO J.» 3.S9 3.6» 4 00 4..» «SO 1 

101 Wl Ml 401 Ml ."t m "»   : FO* 



CLUiTtH: "   CHANGE SCORE: 

H ' 5 wi ■  
W1 '    W2 =  

w4,x =     "ici 

222 
TREATMENT:    Laboratory Training 

SITE CtASS:    Primary 
»-rt-ntll* »roHIt tor Co-tjlr*«' r.rt-jpl 

?o:        jot       4ot        sot        «w        7ot       mx       «ox      toot 

omtoiMtifriAi. cum» 

119. DKltloa M.llitfl »r.ctlei» 

197. Co-i-wilc.tlon flow 

198. Hotlittloiul Comtltloni 

194. MUMO kciourtei frl.MCjr 

»4. low L»»*1   Influttt« 

19).  T-thnologlCJl Rttdlnm 

SUWttlSOl» LtAOUSHlr- 

174. Support 

180. work f .dilution 

in. CMI i-pi.«»(» 

192.  ft». Klldln« 

wci unt«ntr 

194. Support 

iss. ■«or» FactlttatlM 

IM.   Go»1   EnpMil» 

190.  T-m Ojltdlno 

»i. cicw i>acctis 

»00. lAHSf.cripa 

.»0 ?.«'/   I»./ 2.6/ 7 '5 3.00 J.JJ }.«? 4.00       $.00 

-J—j/j/ -J L_ IH—I 
l.t; ijjl J/T..W ?-'99 3 00 1.33 3.67 4.00 4.'j)       S.00 

=l=4=Ul- -1 -,1 I .'99 3.00 3)3 3.47 3.99 4.00 4.3)       S.00 

7.'67 3 00 1.3) 3.SO 3.93 4.00 4.M       S.03 

bin i i i r JO        2.49        ?.!H        ?:99        3.r>0        3.SO        4.nn      s.on 

1.00 2.00^ 

I I h ' V   I       z 
I 00 T33 TOO 3/J /    3.4> 4 

•ox        tr.        MX        *ox        MIX        w<i        7c:        »i:        r?i       tont 
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CLUSTER: 
Uscfcllouevus Profile 

H -  16 
41      

CHANGE SCORE: 
N    =  IS 

Ml    «  
U2        
M2'   •  

TREATMENT:    Laooratory Training 

•-        KwwjHOiHi        SITE aASS:    Primary 

rrrcrntMt fralUl tor Co"Mr*d Grow 

ni        lot       401       sot        tn        m        tm       *ox       loot 

1W. 0»cltlon MAtft« rr«ctU*l 

m. Cotwi.ltUltn tt+, 

IW. *->t»»Hot>.l  CondUloni 

IW. HwMn Rttourcrt Prlauty 

it», lown- L»v«l   InMurxcr 

19). Teth«lg1j1C4l RMtHam 

• ttmtmwir 

IH.  Support 

leo. wor» rwdlutkn 

178.   ÜO*1   (»pliJtl» 

18?.  Turn Building 

fit» Lf?tS»Htf 

let. Suotw^ 

IS«. Work Uclllutloo 

19». COJI fnphul» 

IM. Tern tvlldla« 

»1. «0J?.WCCli 

too. «!1V«MW 



CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE 
Profile #2 N    - * 

N - 4 W1      
Hi  * W2    «  

W2'     

224 

tVM mcKi TREATMENT: Task Process Consultation 

SITE CLASS:    Primary 

  Krcwtll* Profil* «or ConblnwJ fcroro» 

iot        20t        JM        401        sot        «/>»        m        m       m      ign 

199. D.cMlon H«klfl| »jet It»» 
1.00 ».50 1.00 2.33 2.87 2 71 100 DJ-^Ti; 4 00        »00 •^»»T?r 

i«. iniotlo« rim 

IM. Hett*«tloaft CoatfltlMt 

IH. M«n» Ituwrcti MMQ 

104. Umr (.«.*! i*tUtact 

I»). TtcfcnoloaiC4l »Mdlnfii 

MIHIUIMUT IWHWH1» 

17*.  import 

ttO.  «or» MMtltlatMH 

178. «Mt taphattl 

182    I*4i> BuMdin« 

HI* ItOBtBSHIF 

IM. S«w*ert 

161. »*or» Faclllti 

I8S. (Ml fop»i*ftl 

IM. TlM Bulld'n« 

m. ww woa» 

100 1.67 2» 2.67 2.'w 3.00 3.1J 

I   I   I   I   I   1=4= 
1.00 2.00 2.'$0 2fn 3.00 3.J3 3.67 3 

\wS   «oo      Hai     Too 

«n        70J        V" 
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CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE: 
Profile #3 N   - 12 

II -   13 Wl    =  
Wl  — W2    »  

W2' 

*•*» '«»«*    TREATMENT:    Task Process Consultation 

SITE CLASS:    Primary 

»♦rtentll« rVeflle «or Co*Mn*l CreuM 

«        ict        20«        wt        «oi        »m        6m        rot        «m        «oi       loot 

IM. Deelllo« Hitlne »r.-.ttctt 

1*7. Cowwmlcitlon M« 

IM. NelUitlan«! ContflManf 

IM. "u-*" «rtewrcr« 'rl«ucy 

20». le-»' lMt1  lnfl«enc# 

^lealctl ReWIwi« 

StfMWIiW« WQ|roi»r- 

W«.   Support 

180. yen Ficinutio« 

i/i. ü<MI Mtacta 

I«. TCM Mtttftea 

m< UA0i«S>tIt> 

is*, hmmri 

It*, lurk »i:lliutle* 

IM   Co*l  lr**tl% 

HO   r«a MMhq 

201. OTOU» wog» 

200. M'1S£*£[121 

1.00        I.M       2. 

\=i 
W 2.» 2.4> 2.« 

1.00 1.67 2 1J 2.4» 2'M I«     «J.'lJ 14» « 

1—1        |        I       |       fc 
1.00 2.00 2.'»        2.*t 100 1 II 

1.00 2.03 2.13 2.67 J.'OO 

l!» I.'»l 2 •<->r. 

4? «.00        $.00 

.00 «!J3       S.00 

00       i.'M      s.oo 

00       I.so      s.oo 

loo      Tso      3.'si.,jT) «      «^»      «TsosToo 

iox lor.t 
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ggg vmoa 
CLUSTER:          CHANGE SCORE: 

Profile »6                 N - 8 
N - 8 W1  

Wl   W2  

19«. Dtcllton rUklnj rrictic«» 
1.00 I.SO 7.00 2.» 2I«7 

177    Conwwtc»tlon n» 

198.  HotW.tlonil  Condition« 

196. HUM» ftrtourcci rrlmcy 

i04.   l<jw»r  L^.rl   |nll«»nct 

19)    ItthnolOfUtl  HMtatH 

sunnmo»T uootasMir 

176.   Suoport 

1B0.  Work Fictllutta* 

178.  üMI  (•*•«<« 

182.   Uta lulHtnt 

184. iuoport 

188 kUrk r.dilution 

18*. '".o«l  E*3h«Hi 

190 1MB iulldln, 

»I.  WOO» MOCt« 

KM swig 

TREATMENT:    Task Process Consultation 

SITE CLASS:    Primary 

UJJ 
»      iic      i «      «op      *.r>      t 

i :        ?-n        xt        «.t        vt        «.*t 
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CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE 
Profile #9 N    • 6 

H . 7 Wl    »  
Wl  ——    W2    •  

HUH 
TREATMENT:    Task Process Consultation 

SITE CLASS:    Primary 

»ircMttlt rVefll» for Co*t>lM4 fVtMM 

01 101 201 Mt «01 Mt 4ft» 701 pftl «01 1001 

199. D«1»Ion Miking >r«ctlc«l 

19». Conwin1c«tlefl Fluw 

198 NatWttlontl Common» 

196- Hu»«i> Desovrc«! »rime/ 

204. lowr LtTtl   lotlytnc« 

191 Irthnologlc«! *»»dlnM» 

sunnivorr iucc»s»i» 

176.  Support 

180. Work hrilitMtM 

178.  io«l  l«ph«H 

182.  Tt«» Bait«* 

»a» UAotasm» 

IM.   WpPOrt 

188   tork Facilitation 

186. Coil  Cnplintt 

190. T#«n lutHInf 

1.00 I.» ».00 7.33 2 67 7 7S 1.00 JJ ].67 4.00        4.00 

i.oo      i7*l      TIJ      T/«7      TTW      ywi.'u   VT 

[   I   I   I  1   M= 
1.00 7.00 I.U iht 3.00 3  11 3.67 

«00 «13        S.00 

1.00 4.')3       4.00 

100 7.00 2.13 2. «7 J'OO 1.13 100 4.W)        S 00 

i.oo      r»      t'si       ? 2:99       3 no        1 yi       4.no     ^ on 

l.OO 7 00 2. SO 2.99 3 lOO 3.SO 3.'51 1.99 

■n—T l55 it Js 
i'öö       To«       Too      2; '66 2799TOO J>? 

4.99 S 03       4.00 

r~~*—I r i r1—I J 

1.TB—YTR—y%—rn—TV—rk—iroi—:> 
-.1    / 

iha CSÖ" T35 2.SO 00 3*19       . »>*    ~^f 00 «!s»~     «' 

-Til V0Ö—R 

25—r»7—TBo*«=73r—.if*...m 00 ?&—05—Tu %—r 

jöö      VJJ      rn      TiT      2199      iWvKTil      vsl      i^vi      r!7j     T 

'.00        2!00        2lS0        »'.99        J 00 3*4» 

1A 
l'OO 167 7 00 2.SO Z.I 

3.57 4 Oft 1.J1       %.n 

-f-r-M J.'»9        4'00        4'ST      s.oo 

-r—r- r—I 
3.57 4.00 4.SO        4.CO 

201. cmtp MK»S. 
I WJ 2.60 1 00 3 20 3.40 JJ 4.00 4.CO 1.43        S 00 

200.  S*TI^.'.CT)Q9 
>7 I 10 4.0^ 4.2? 

1   : 201 301 40« Sfit «11 70« 



CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE: 
Profile #14 N   • 4 

N • 4 Ul  

U2'  -  

228 

mnm*a 
TREATMENT:    Task Process Consultation 

SITE CLASS:    Primary 

7-trctntllt Pr«fll« »o<- Cor"*"» 

«        iot        a»        »i        tot        ««        vn        Tci        m        «or       too« 

onwntAnow. gimrt 

11*. Dtcltttn Ritt«« Ttctlc*. 

117. CWNHcitton ri» 

IM. Motivation«! Condition! 

in. HUM* Rciourctt PrtaMf 

204. laxtr l*<tl  iMlttnc« 

19).  T(ck<*l09tc*l *f«)ln*ti 

WCHVISOHT U»Dl«iHl> 

I?*.  Supoo*-t 

i«o. <*K» »»dilution 

171. unit t«pu«m 

182.   It«« SullUing 

nt* uffww.» 

184.   Support 

183    Work FiclltUtlm 

18«.  Ce*1  t«p*«tt» 

1*0. Um 8.1 Win» 

»I. 6WW» »»Ott» 

a», w;^.}^ 

-ft I 1 1 1 ' • r-r ■-* 
l.oo      i.so      2.oo      I.JJ      ttr      j n      i V     .lj»2> 

1.00 1.81 7 }) 2.61 2J*9 1 00       /) 

n»»     4M    »oo 

«7 4.00 4.'l)        ».00 

2^0 2?»Ö 2J99 J?ÖÖ JjJ       ~XtJ        V»9 4.00 4.'j1       ».( 

)3       J [«;/ • 4 oo      TT5      r»l      O)Tw     To 

1.93 4.00 4.»0        5.W 

99 3 00 ISA 4.'no       »00 

r»8 4.00 «.SO       ».00 

1) 3.W 4 00 4 31        ».00 

3T49 3'SO       «4,00 4.»8 4.99        ». 

1.11 1.87 4.00 4.3)        S.frl 

111  \f\-=±-\—I—l =4 !00 2l00 2'»0 2 99      slXf        3*49 l'»0 );»9 4ro0 «hi        SCO 

|      I      |      L£JL   1      I      I      l      |_._| 
I^Ö TW TÖÖ 2 »*-.    TSW       7!>i ITS 1 »>> : H «53       SCI 

  LJ 
90 4.00 « «, 4.'.)       »00 

100 2.»? 3.00 

1.   J.   I   1 
J.M 4.00 4.19 I   .1 I.. 

i.t        Ml        >->: PP        e^ ; •       • • ■•- 
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""• w1    =  SITE CLASS:    Primary 

H2'   ■  »»rcvntll* P-oH>t tor CMblnrt Armiot 

in       m        m       4M       «K       tnt        rot       am       «ot      mot 

oowmrioMi awn 

1H. DttUlon tilling MaetttM 

It;. Cow.untc.llof« Flo» 

IM. i%tl««tltMl ConJttloiu | I IfZ 
roo      i.oo      i.So      zm 

1M. Mww« <«»ourcn Prime/ 

204. laiwr Ifwtl   l«M«»«c» 

It).   Wcfcmloglctl M«4l«tt 

awmtot» WBWsm» 

17».  Support 

100. Mark »»dilution 

IM. So* I (.»phatl« 

102. Uv luMatng 

fff» LUOjrWF 

i«4   IMMrl 

IM. Mart »»dilution 

IM. Go«) t.*pn»»!i 

190.   IMS Building 

»l. GrQuV »«Off)> 

«o. "•lytcn 
ICO t.it i 00 IN ) 60 3.8» 4.00 4.79 1,41 4M        J.no 

lül ?M »« 401 WI «i« »Pt IT« tM 100« 



CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE: 
Profile #2 N    *^4 

N ■  15 Wl  
U1  = W2    -  

W2'  -  

2» 
mm mm TREATMENT:    Survey Feedback 

SITE CLASS:    Primary 

•crartll« Prt)Ml* for Co^in»d irouin 

m        JOT       4ot       sot       un        ni       w»       *m      ion 

WymnoMi qwffl 

IM,  D«ljloii Hiking Fritllttl 

in i-i.-m»» Flo» 

IM. Mstl«<(loA<r Condition 

IM. HUM« *.nour:»t tr\w»tj 

to*.  low ltv«1   UMMXt 

IK.  T«hoologlc«l KMdlnt» 

BUMLigf .ajHi» 

IM.  Merk ficinudon 

l/'B.  uo«l fnpiiaii» 

182.   If«« BuHdln) 

184 SaptfCt 

IM Wort FMtllUttM 

116. G(Ml  tnphll<t 

l«0. !««• Bulldlna 

w. otyy wye» 

MI *n: ,01 PR 
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CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE: 
Profile #4 rt   - 13 

H -  14 Wl  
W1  - W2  

W2*  •  

HUM »w;g> 
TREATJ4ENT:    Survey Feedback 

SITE CLASS:    Primary 

  P*r<eMllt Profil« for CoxtJli«d ftrouet 

tot        a«        »i        «1        SOT        «w        m       vn       »ot       IOOI 

199    DtcHlon Ntktng trjcttcli 

117. CdMwnlctllon fl» 

198. Nsttxtlonti Condition! 

IW    MUM« Itlagrcn  »rlMcy 

204.  LOMT Itvtt  InMgonct 

II]    Teiknoloolc»! «train«!! 

SUPt«VISOKf UMtliHIP 

176.   Support 

180.  Wort FtcUIUttM 

178.  -o.l  (B9h.1l! 

I8J.  Too» lot Mil* 

PU« IU0C»1P 

184.  Support 

188   Work F.cllltitton 

IN. Cool Cr-phtttt 

l«0.  T««* Building 

101. gffif »oct^ 

i^v        I.WT j JJ J »/ «.no       t.oo 

^41        I   ] =j 
k.       100;   • l.JJ J.67 4.00 4.'ll        SOD 
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CLUSTER: CHANGE SO.RE: 

Profile #6 M    ■  lu 
H =  12 HI    •  

*" W2    —  
W2'   ■  

gULBBBB 
TREATMENT:    Purvey Feedback 

SITE CLASS:    Primary 

»IWHIl »rofII« fer Co*'«* fimuot 

101 701 »1 «01 SOt Wi »Ot W «Ct lOOt 

■aynatriMMfc ftfflTI 

1*9. Dactilon Itttlng Pricilc«! 

197. CoaminKttton Flo» 

198 HJW—M—1 Conditions 

IM. Nuatn Rtipurcrs Prl«»cy 

tO*. Learr (.*»♦!  tuflvtnc« 

19)    li'.nnolofllc«! •«•alwtt 

VnmU*1 UMMSH1P 

l>*. Support 

IK.   tt»rk  FtcHIUtlO» 

I». tMl («ehttll 

1*2.  T«(« 6U<I4I«4 

m* moms*»» 

1M. Support 

IM W>*k FacltlUtlOK 

18«. Ca»l Uphitli 

190 Ttt> E„tl<ll«4 

»I. CHOI» HOCKS 

£ 
?«=£: 

i.so      ».oo      i.n T i.v      i.i%   /jo*      J.3J ).*' «.00       S.00 
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CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE: 
Prof11el7 |    -  14 

U - 18 Wl  
Wl W2  

H2'    

y-'" '»'«» 

ot        in 

TREAfHENT:    Survey Feedback 

SITE CLASS:    Primary 

»»rit-.>i» PmtiH 'or CW*IM4 «mm 

»t Kt «ot sot ** Kit m tot       toot 

0OGMIZAT1OWU. CUWATl 

IM. DaclHon Nik'«, »r*ctU*i 

197. Connwnlcitle« Flow 

IN.  Hotl««lion«1  Condition« 

IN.  Hu«*« «fiovrtti »rime/ 

»4.  low l*r»l  InMutnc« 

HI    TcihwIogU«!  ■r«dlnrit 

SUPIMISOWT UAOIWHI» 

176    Support 

ISO.  ttort ».clHUtton 

111.   «Ml  UpH«>U 

I«. T««a tulWIlnf 

1*4   Jtipwwt 

IHUttoi) 

IM.  CMl  trphj.U 

190.   I«l- »gimno 

»I. caw Moctss 

no. 5»Hü«im 

i.oo       i.«o u^= 1.00 f,5r 100 )» JM JM «00 4.?? 4 '„5 4M 

iCl ?3t »« 40« Sit «r: • 
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CLUSTER: CHAHGE SCOkE: 
Profile #8 N    * 8 

H - 9 Wl    »  
Wl    W2    *•  

U2 

Bffijffifll 
TREATMENT:    Survey Feedback 

SITE CLASS:    Primary 

rtrttnt II» »roMI* for CoX>ln*<f Krwp» 

*»u        in       an       «ot      loot 

MWUATIOML CUH»U 

It». Oacltton ruling »roctlcoi 

197. Co-*-ilc«tion Flo» 

IM. ■HIMtfOMi' Coiwjttlonl 

IH. Hvmi« Rttourc» rrlmc* 

<M. looor l«»»l  lnll«**c« 

I«)    T,(hnol05U*l »»«dlnon 

MttmmQM HAOtaSMIr 

i;».   Support 

180. «or» rxlliuilm 

17«   «Ml C 1*4111 

IM.  Toto lulldtn« 

IM   SVMM'". 

188.  Work FtolllttCtM 

186.  Cool  «»jriiH 

IW.  Tooo Ijlliln« 

701    C'.y  --i.-.i^ 

»o. MlisncTj* 

Kit 401 SCI N't I ■ 1: 10-lt 
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CLUSTER: CHAtfGE SCORE 
Profile #9 .'i    ■ 10 

N «  12 HI      
HI ' H2  

H2*  «  

mj« iwicts TREATMENT:    Survey Feedback 

SITE CLASS:    Primary 
»frtenrH«  r>0»II»  for CwftllW* CrftUM 

101 XI JOT 401 SOT «n« 701 «fit «Of lOOt 

MMM Ml MM 

19»    Diclilon Miklnfl »riCttctl 

197.  Csnunlctllox Flo» 

IM. rV>tlv4tlon«l Condition» 

196.  Murun R«iourc»> PrlMty 

704. Looir t»v»t  Inflmnc« 

MS. TKhwIoglctl »»*4lM«t 

wrtwitott LWWWI> 

in. s-ppoM 

lao. work FadlttnkM 

178. 6Ml  UpHtsIt 

I8t.  Tita fcjlldlno 

HM LUW4SHI» 

184.  Support 

188    WOT» rtclllUtlo« 

ISt. Co.1  Enphtiti 

1*0. MBH »utldlai 

nt, W0V» PVXtii 

TOO. v>Tis'Acnow 

1.00 IM 2.01 1.11 J «7 4.00        1.00 

1.00 I.»7 t.JJ 7.»7 1 0t\   \lTU 1 »7 4.00 4.'lJ       J.OO 

i.oo     TTMil«j.oo   J?vi   ]yy      ^»»«Töö     4.11     j.« 

»!öö      röö      ni      Til     Äo   #..i.»v     i!*>      Til      röö      TM     4 

£- 
1.00 I'M l.*l 7 00   Vj.H 7.W      ^?!»9 1O0 IM 4.10        * 0/1 

4-4-4-T-+—I 
1 W vjl 1.99 »!00 4.M        I OC 

I W 7. »7 J.OO J» 

I        I        I        I        I       I        I        I 
(,• m 10X XI 401 Ml trt hi 

1.40 1*4 4 W 4» 4M 4 71        ».CO 

I       I        1       I       1       f 
iÖt *MIÖI H~' 1*7» 



CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE: 
Profile #11 R   ■ 14 

H •   15 Ml  
Wl W2  

M2'   «  

236 
«i«.,«,,,« TREATMENT:    Survey Feedback 

SITE CLASS:    Primary 

»»««nt'l»  Profil»   »t>r  COffjtl^  frfTXJC» 

ni   JOT   401   sot   «ii   >ot   mi   «en  toot 

I». OtclilM MMaa »rtcttcat 

197.  Cowojnlidtlon Ho» 

IM. fetivitioMl CoMltUm 

IM. Mont* Ittaorcts MMtJ 

:-A ■  l..»l   UIlM 

l»J.  'r«*noiogIc»l •»•«nett 

suMuisoBt iuotRS*i» 

176. Support 

180. Wort F.cHIUttor. 

178. uoil  t>u '41'1 

IB?. It*» luHding 

rt[l  H«0€«SM|r 

IM J.pport 

IM. Hark ric.ltiL.tlon 

IM. 6o*1 bM*»H 

190 Ttta luildlng 

'  ?»X'.SS 

TOO.  MHS'«T|/i 

iTÖÖ 1.70    \. ■'y «.M *.W «,U       S.QO 

>     fee* I      I      I 

VT- 1.09 t.P 1 00 J jo 

IT ioi—Ar JOl 701 
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CLUSTER: CHANGE SCOPE: 
Profile #12 H   • 14 

u •  16 wl    -  

Wl  « W2  
W2'    

WJOB »cicts TREATMENT:    Survey Feedback 

SITE CLASS:    Primary 

'«n«tn» Profil» for Co*4>ti*4 ftrf^ot 

ot 101 tti JOt m sot tnt 701 am «ox       ion 

yB»|t»TioMt CU»T" 

IW.  Bttt»1o»H«»1nj rr«cltcu 

I*;. CoOTUflUitlon Flo» 

If«. rMHnttoMl'CowiHtoiii 

IH. Nu««» Ictourcn frlMCjf 

JO».  IW l»»«l   iMluwKt 

I?)    TKh<iol»f«l1 »Mdlwu 

WWUISCW* U«Qt«mir 

17».  Svp»or( 

t§9. «o»l FtclllUtls« 

I7d. wot I i>»)«lli 

1«.  T»M Ktloln« 

I»«    SuOWt 

Ill    »or» F«1l1utto« 

IH. CM! CjftBfMtlt 

l«C    '•«« KlU'n« 

Wl.  C.»^ FHOtt» 

2M. U^Jf^Ttfji 

«oi        so»        *«i        ?.n        8-i        PR       loot 



CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORf: 
Profile #13 N    - 5 

Wl     ■  
■('9 W2    •  

Wl  ■  W2'   «  

238 

mm »cuts TREATMENT:    Survey Feedback 

SITE  CLASS:    Primary 

•*rt«nt1l» Profil» for Cctliwd Krowi 

rot        Kl        wi        wi        v<\        m       *M        «oi       IOOT 

199.  DtcUton M.kln, rr*Ulc»» 

1»;. Conaunl cation flo» 

191. MotL.tionj! Condition» 

19*. Hunan Rfiourctt Prlmcy 

20*. Iptmr i».*l  InMucfict 

Tlojlcat Undliwti 

sunamooT (,t«oti»Hi> 

17».   Support 

ISO. «or« fact Illation 

178. iio«l Impliatlt 

182.   rt.« Bulldlnq 

EBUBLTJBS 

188. Wort facilitation 

IBS    Goal Imphatli 

190.   T««n Sulldtna 

Wl. aiay» rtjctss 

WO. ^T^TACTiq» 
1.00 ?.i7 J.OO 3 30 1 »0 ) M 4.wD 4.« 4.',«. 4 71        S.« 

I       I       1        I       I       I       I        I       I       1 
it        for        Jo»        5ot        iot        ifiisnt        Ft        Ftvr-       loot 
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CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE: 
Profile : 1 

W1    "  
.1 ■ 23  

Wl W2' 

tt !<*JTO!CM, 
TREATMENT:    Data Handoack 

  SITE CLASS:    Secondary 

  NrCMtfl* IVoMl» to» Co*M«»rf r^«s9t 

I» 10t »1 »I «01 VI «,rt ?o» ¥>t »m 1001 

WBWIWUMI cu«u 

19«.  DKltlo» «4il»$ »r«ai'.«> 

Iff.   CtW»lltltUi»» rior 

IM. MotltjtisiMl CondttlOM 

IM.   «MT«« «ftO-jrt*»   ^rliMt, 

W«. lo«tr L»»»l  Inrluenc« 

It). leclMeti^lc«) ftMdlrwis 

»W»ISt»t ltm»WI» 

1)4.   ' 

If». «tor» f.clllutlo« 

in. -o*> t-pKtiw 

ll>.  f«M »uildlng 

»tt« LtAOl-m;» 

IM    S«PJ^t 

IN.  Go»1  topluilt 

190.  I««n lutUIni 

Wl. »OUr »WtSS 

WO. SAT U'Alt IQ» 



CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE: 
Profile  »2 M    -  11 

W1  

« ■ 33 
Ml 

240 

HUM inoiees 

TREATMENT:    jata Handback 

SITE CLASS:    Secondary 

»♦n*«tit» »•*»(!» »er Co«*»»*« r>o»ot 

lot        m        vn        4nt        v>«        »m        ?ot        nrn        «or       loot 

19».  OKlila» M«k1n« »rtctlCM 
1.00 I.SO 2.00 I.JJ ?67 *.>S l.M ).JJ >«*C^T00       i.M 

I»? lullw Mo» 

IM.  Kottvttlon.l CoMlttOM 

\H. HMU> R*uunm »rime/ 

704,  low lev*l   Inrlutnc* 

I«)   TwiMetoatc*l RMdlnti 

suyntyisg» t,uaumf 

I ft.   l<mor' 

100. »or» F«clHHtlo« 

I»«. «Ml Uphult 

18*. TMHBUII0)I<9 

184   NMM 

1*3   Work FacllltjtKw 

106.  5o*l E-ph.il. 

IM. r««»«Mlitai 

»I.  «01» »MCESS 

HHJ    VmS>« ACTION 

io:        Ki        wt        ••..'.        sot        m        m        ^ 3-.       i n 
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CLoSTER: CHANGE SCORE: 
Profile #4 

Wl    =  
i -  17 W2    *  
 W2'    

^'»'iwi cmwu 

g ai nan» TREATMENT:    Üata Handback 

SITE aASS:    Secondary 

Percent! 1« Profile for (.coined »«rial 

rt lot wi »Bi MI v<i *nt 7« »M »•»       toot 

Ml. «w '«octss 

«nos 

IN. DecMlo* Meklno »rtctlcet 

in. ComunlcitlBD Flo» 

IM   •HtU.tlo»«! CoiwJIUon» 

IM. Mum« «riourtei PrfMt/ 

104. iwff level   iMIeencI 

It).  teOteologlcel Medtnen 

»»Wl«)«* UAWHililF 

H6.   Support 

ISO.  Wort UctllUtlo» 

i;S.  uoel   hpl'llll 

I». Tee« fcjllaino 

Mt» UAOtRSHlr 

134    Support 

IN. Wort 'KtMtotK* 

IN. Go.1 («oluuH 

IM. Tew» lulldlne 

i.oo      ? oo      ,;M      r» 

1  I k-m I  I  I  I 
=£: ^, 1 I I 

rwST/Jli      Vm      Tw     Too 

oo      i n      3 oo      J 

I'M        TM        T 

J)       -HI      »^^"»V»      *^       ^?5      i^c     fco 

|—I—U^f^J—I—I—I 
i T»— »hi—TH6—rn—tr>—i 

I    I    |   j    |        ipj— 
i röo"       fs5       TOO       Tsö       Jnö       5^5"^. «C.V'TM       <" 

[II WT I ITJ5 TO JTB i*»>s.   3V.?^4,nn Pfi iii T 

• Nj     1 L_ - -.^*^— 
00 4.58 4.»9        S.OC 

»'      ; i J*1J 4.JI J.« 

I      I      I      l,<f    !  -I- 1—I—I 
I  I  I  lNN^j-j 

oo      i7»?      Too      TiO      «Twi^  ^)j      TiT      T 
SA\ i     I 

I.M 1.60 3.00 3.» 3 

00 4.1-1        »00 

I 00 I 

/ • 

I KUUU 
ft        ioi        m 

M       IM       i «t       t no       4 ,~J 

JOI Wl ÜI '   : 7C« yie       ion 



CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE: 
Profile 16 N 

H .  10 H2    .  
n     te1 «  

(mamiwioJiAi, CLWH 

199. Dtcl:io- »»Una. HnllW V 

Wt TREATMENT: Data Handback 
B    '.!_.. :0. 

SITE CLASS:    Secondary 

*#rt*f>tM»  ProUU   for CW*1«*« f-r9U9% 

xt        jot        «ot        *"t        »"n m        Kt        sm       loot 

W.  Co»«unlc<tlD<i flow 

196. *itlMtforil Condition» 

19ft.  HUM* floawrtei Frln«cy 

?04    lo»tr l»«»l   IntlufRct 

19].   trthnoloalcil  Rodin*»» 

IM. 

I».  Vort F.cMIUtlOn 

IHt  ÜO*t UfhMtt 

112.   '*•■ SvlWlag 

184 Suixmrl 

1KB Mark fclHuttDK 

IM. Co.)  tepNtil« 

190. Itv> Beijing 

»i. cgBBLMgsEss 

l CO ? V J U0 * V) I 

-T^T ?5l s M v« or i /oi B': 



24 3 

CLUSTER: CHANGE SCWfE: 
Profile #10 N   • 4 

W1    «  
H « 8 W2    *  

Wl W2'  =■ • 

aygyOKO TREATMENT:    uita Handback 

SITE CLASS:    Secondary 

»♦«•«til» »rofll* lor Ce«*<"M fTOupt 

tut       rot       jot       «I       set       »nt        m       m       <«       ion 

1*9. Oftlllo« »Ullng »r«tltM 

If?   CwPVfllutlm Not» 

IM. H.tt..ti<m«i CarrfUlwn 

IM.  HwMD «»VCKirCfl PrlMCy 

1W.   lo-^- U«l   IntlWfK* 

IfJ.   technological Rudliwit 

IH.  Support 

in. MOT» rMitltttlM 

17«. »oil  (>s>h«tl> 

It?.  Im *wll«lng 

IM.  SUMMT! 

•    MlUtlon 

IM. fc»l t>tfx»lt 

IM. Tt«m lutUtng 

»oi. Gucitf »mss 

JW. s*£ 



tu 
CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE: 

Profile #12 N   «  1 
Ml  

*' 7 H2, =  
Wl  W2'  -  

mm awtti 

10« 201 101 «OX 

TREATMEIT:    Data Handback 

SITE aASS:    Secondary 

•  ?<-oMI» for Co*>'nr<1 «>0u»t 

8TO Ml» tM W 

It». OocUlofi Hikln* rtKtrCM 

19». CcCTXAlKtte« rlo» 

198    rtotWitlontl  Condition« 

IM. KM« R«iourc*i Prlmx» 

204    low l«*cl  tnlluiaci 

I9J.   tKiinoloqlcil «««dlnrn 

su*t«viscar u*oc«SNir 

I/o. Support 

180. werk f »dilution 

178. uO»l  InplijtM 

IU. To.« lulWInf 

m* tuotasm» 

184.  Support 

1U. Work r»cl>tUtlo* 

IM. Coot Captutll 

190.  to«. B'jitdlna 

»wets* 

100.  MnWKTIOH 

00 7*00 }!M 2 
1     L ^yz^iiL:—r— r 

9«      j oo      r.t*      r 5 «i^«.«. MOO      *\v 

i.oo      vtJ       Tw      27»2I9röä       y 

1.00 2 50 J 00 i 

I.»;       ST?^  - 1 • 

I.« 

! 

20 )40 ] 60 jJO 4 
J 1 MILL 

I »3 ' 100 2.V 3.00 J 

lot 201 K-. »-• mi 8": 
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CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE: 
Profile n N   » 4 

N • 15 W1    •  
Wl  =•        W2    «• — 

W2'     
i 

CWWltATIOtUl ClWTt 

IH.  Decision Mtklnf »r*ctl< 

i*;. in'mlon Mj 

IM. Hett.itlonol  ComlltloM 

IM. H\m*r> IftourCfl frlntc/ 

flX. l«WO»  iMtl   lMlM<K* 

19) U. >.nolc3K«' Reotflnott 

»nwi>«' luatmti» 

1/6 Iwooort 

ISO. kork ».dilution 

I». »Ml  I 

18*. ffWhlMlio 

»u«. mown» 

164. fciwort 

I So Mert f«clHUt1o« 

116 Oo.l t«p(Mt«t 

190. IMKMUIM 

»I. CMU» »BQCtS5 

IWJM iKicn   TREATMENT:    Interpersonal Process 
Consultation 

SITE CLASS:    Prlmarv 
PorcMttUt Profile for CorfclimJ r.ro«,** 

IDt Wf KM «01 Wl M« »M »ni »01 IQQt 

1.00 1.50 M» ?. Jl ?. «7 Ml 3.00      /jyf 3 «f «.00 



CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE: 
Profile #3 H   - 11 

Wl  
N • 30                  W2   • — 

Ul   ■ W2'     

246 

WJW IHOICES 

TREATHENT:    Interpersonal Process 
Consultation 

  SITE CLASS:    Primary 

HixMitllt fro'llt for Coabtwd Crew* 

in        m        »i        <n        »i        tn        m        yit        <n       i«n 

oa6WHEATio»i*i q.iwu 

1*9. tXclilo« ttaktn» rrtctlc*» 

197    CtwwjMt.tton f Ic- 

US. ftotUtttOMt Condition» 

IH. NuMa Rctoarcn PrlMCy 

aM   lOMf UM1 In'lMHicr 

193   ttchnologtcil Rn4<wnt 

siirtwiswt ttwrjtSHi» 

176. ! 

180. Work FtclttUttofl 

we. »oil t«oh«t<s 

182. 1M« oulldim) 

HCa tU«ltSHlF 

IK. Support 

188. Work f«IHUUoti 

IK. «Ml bvlMils 

190. Ttan lulldlng 

NO   WI.SWCTIBI 

i.oo      i.so z.oo ? n 2.67      ?.;•>      i.ar J.JJ t.v «,oo     s.oo 

U) I 1 -L-X/ l i |._J 
1.00         1.67 2.33 7.67 2.'w         3.00      Z.'n J.'67 4.00 «!jj       4.00 

l!öÖ          TOO j?» H» »Too          1.13    VV67 l!w «TU» 4'»        5.00 

TOO 2.M 2.33 ».'67 3.'00 Ml. 

1.00      it»      i"7si      MM      j%      TJ 

1.91 4.00 4.50       5.00 

1.00        ?.oo        ».'so        tn        3 00   *3 50        iSl        3*4        «.'00        4.SO      5.00 

ilö Hi JOT 1 

2.'99 1.00 3.» 4.'00        S.00 

I.1» K66 TOO F66 299 3TÖÖ 

4.99 s 00       S.00 

3.66 4.00 4.JJ       S.00 

I   I   i   [  \-KM  i   i  4—-i 
I!H— ?4i5—5*55—rrj—ru—YVv,.«!*v  '•'*—«■—*^ö—£» 

).SO4?*«*r00 4. SB 4T99        5.00 i!a—rss—Too—T&Ö 

T5B Til JÖ3 3 

1^» 1.67 ?33 2 67 2 99 3*00 

1 00 t!O0 2!S0 2 99 3.00 1 49 

I'M K67 2.M 2.50 2.99 

4TÖI       Til       Til       Tön     T 

4.00 4.31        S.M 

J.'w      «too      itsö     To 

: 

1.M 2.60 3M 3 20 3.40 3 60 3.Ä7     4.00 4.20 4.41       S.M 

I.M 2.S7 3.M 3 30 3 60 1.86 4.» 4.» 4.50 4 71        5.00 

I        I       I        I       I       I       I        I        I       I       f 
Ot 10» 201 101 40» 501 6M TOT 8^ 9"! ioOT 
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CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE: 
Profile #4 i    «  7 

-1    «  
J - 20 H2   .  

Ml »    ktt"  ■  

TREATMENT:   Interpersonal Process 
mJOLUSlc« Consultation 

SITE CLASS: Secondarv 
r»rtt«Ml« »»Hit  »or CaaklMM Crot*l 

ot   lot   tot »i   401   sot   (nt   rot   nni   »oi   loot 

IN.    0»C(|l3»   N«kl»,   tr 

117 iMt«tio* rio» 

IM   M^t1r«tlon4l Cono'ltloii» 

IW.  t*u»«i «twurt»! Prlwcjr 

704. Law L»«cl  UllMnct 

-iiofttal »»«Mr»« 

II».   SwjHXWt 

IK). Mork r.clllUllon 

I».   üMI   1«1>»*»H 

IW    '»•> «ulUI-a 

IM   Swop^t 

US.   «On   •■CtHUt*»* 

ItO   '«^l.lldl^ 

Mi. raft» wnxtss 

»0. iüL' 

I^Ö r« PÖÖ TJ) Til 7 'S  y,fry, TU Vif TöÖ        | 

i.oo I^T rli TtT      jlS      )\)|    rTi jTiJi «!öö oi     Too 

i^ö Too rw rw       TOO       IU V i *j r»«Too «!JJ     son 

1 I 1 I    I   jjjjt 1 I M 
loo ».oo ?.« i.'s»       i oo ^nts*"\ n so ID 4.00 I.SO     s.qo 

| | I I   »#=K4 1 I M 1.00 lT50 l.'SI 7 00   nFaki<        /•■■ i.n 1.00 l.sn 4 no       s.v\ 

i i i i wr i i -\—^ i^ Too Tso r?»iloo n )»      Tsi f»Too Tw     Too 

1^5      Fi5      5" 

k 
oo 1 

i."oo      ri»      Toi 

=fe r^ 
TJ 4 «;      41?      s w     s.eo 

afaz 
rlj      Til      Too      4 ji     «oo 

i5F~rJ3 i'od      J'M    VJ-SM  4*od —I1 

S5 
t=t ,i\—rn—rir 

j . i _.j_j_a_.. 

i!w—r tr—ns—i 

SOJ.00 /JTi'H 1 SO 4.00 4SI «.H       S.00 

^raE3 101 4  )J 4 *v V 

I  il 7.11 2 «J 7< 1.11 J.S7 4.00 4.11        i.M 

1       |       I       Iff       : -=4-4=1=1 
[\~ 

1.00        . -:        7 00        ; w 

I C5 7 W 3 00 J.70 

fJ&     in       i »/ 4 00 4   V 

im s cp 

1.00 ».»J 100 if i  M        5.-1 



CLUSTER:                    CHANGE 
Profils »7 N 

Ml 
.1-10 W2 

W1  ■ W2'' 

«MHIVITIOML ciimrt 

IW.  DtclHon M«klnj NlUHI 

197. Conainlcjtlon flow 

1*8. n»tl«!«on«l CofwJitiont 

IM    KIM« ftftourctt rr l«Kj 

JO«.  l«Mr Itvtl  l»>la*nc* 

1»J.  »rOwwtoffei» «••dtnni 

WHMVISOBT HAOWHIr 

M,   ! 

SCORE 
- 6 

248 
TREATMENT    Interpersonal Process 

üywJiSMl Consultation 

SITE aASS:    Secondary 
*er*»nM1t »reMU for Co»6ln*» Rreuo» 

<n        tot        »t        JOT        ««        soi        em        rot        snt        «ot       um 

IM.  Mart ftcllltttlo* 

17». «Hi InphuH 

I»?.  ImMlldtng 

Pti» UMtHSHIP 

184    Jappwt 

IM    Wort It-Jllull» 

IM. CM) Er-pMH» 

190.   >*«• BuUtfln, 

»i. «putwooss 

MO. s*mmnrn 
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CLUSTER 
Profile #9 

U « 6 
Jl  

CHANGE 
N 

U 

It? 
H2< 

SCORE: 
»  1 

f..iai imces     TREATMENT:    Interpersonal Process 
Consultation 

SITE CLASS:    Secondary 
»♦fWtlt» ►ro'1l»  lor Co*lfW4 KrttiBl 

01 10« 701 JOS «01 Wt t'H 701 fWl »fit 1001 

0*CWmT|QN*l CUHUrt 

11}. Otcltlo» lUlln« »rocttcaa 

IV. Cvwalcitlo« Flo» 

I«. MoM««tion«t Cnndtttofti 

196.  KIMI «»lourc»» PrtaMf 

70«    lo-w l»»»l   Inil«*nt« 

I»).  T«>moloo.lc«l Ic«tflnf«t 

in  •. -n-t 

dilution 

171. «Ml  I--oh.il» 

!ult«l«l 

m« mom«» 

13«     SuMort 

138.  Work '«dilution 

190. Ut* IvtKlaf 

8)1. CfcJUf »WtSS 

ntvacnc» 

0< ic: Ml ' : I.« 7Qt v- «">»        IOO: 



CLUSTER: 
Profil" *1< 

I « B 

CHAN6E SCORE: 
.4    »   1 

Wl    «  

250 

W2' 

u.». ,«.„.      TREATMENT:    Interpersonal Process 
KV» wi«. Consultation 

SITE CLASS-    W*>rf*ry 
rrrcmt«1f rroMIr  »or Coralr-d Rrown 

OttMltAtlOTV,. Cl 1*811 

199. DMIIIO» M.vift, IVtctIc«! 

197. CommlutlOfl rig» 

198. Mottntloml Conditions 

ox JOt Ml XIX            «01 »i         «nt ;ri «ni •ox l-?t 

I * • 
1.00 1 7 / ? )J^ !«K , .er>{"~   i.'oo 3.3) j e? 4.00 

UJ—Mfe4^i I I l   l—i I.DO 1,4» ?V     ;   7^*«w2.'9* 3.00 3.J3 ) (I «.00 «!jl        4.00 

>4 I I U-l   1 rl      3.33 3.67 3.99 «!00 «.33        4.00 

\ : 
—*- 

1:00      ?.oo      z.'so 

19*. Humin «eiogrcti Prli^ty II tFA 
1O02.00 VU 2.V I .'  ii 3.31 3.» 3.93 4.00 «.SO       S.Q3 

204. l»w*r l*v»1  IOMMIK» 

19).   Ifcnnoloflci) «rtdlMti 

1/6. Supoort 

ISO. Wort r«clltt«tton 

IM. Uo«t t-ph«ll« 

16? hlH Bultdlnt 

BBJIABBE 

!■•: ■.,..-.--•: 

3U. «ton f.clliutlsn 

IM. CM) trohjit» 

IM. Tim lidding 

Wl. CTO»? HtCCtSS 

ZOO    UTISffCMOn 

1.00        i!so        l.'SI > x1. 2.49      2 .so/   ?-w      ' 00 3.50 4:00       S.0O 

I'OO ZOO 2.50 2.99 3?51 3.99 4.00 4M       S.00 

1 r" 
■^ryi 1 1 1 1 1 
■j3**>. 3!&.,• iL)i ^T.U 4.00 4.33 4.67 4.99 S.00       S.OO 

l~£^^J--M-4--4=J IM 4 00 « I.'OO VM 2 fl S   2.N»-*"    2-a»-*^300 

^-l**:-..']      3'*7 \°° ™ ^ *fc »»—»■¥» 4V1 3.67 4700 4.01 «.'33 4.67 S.00        S.CO 

IOÖ IS3 2 0Ö \    7») JTbÖ7    3*49       yaV'4.00 «, 

I ,^jy-l I I 
IT» FIT 3.9J9>^,   3 ))V,«<fe^7   \^« <W TÖ1 «Tsl T 

1     .^ti«/t- 

V)"       SJ 

3.33 1.87 4.00 «.))        J.M 

100 2!00 llSO        jWljfwroO    •   3*4* 3'.50 j'93 «'oO «!w       S.00 

=_L--i-7*??gM 
1  03 2.60 3.00.'      : » 3 

1.09 7 47 3.00 3 

60 3.80 4 00 4.20 4 «i        S.03 

LM-U I 
1—L-l 6i Tu ?; 

» tu 3.M «.30 «.J? «.SO i 

2353Ö1 8Ö1 S\i: *M 73 i «'.I KM M i 
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CLUSTER: Cli/NGE SCORE 
Profile ffl 

W1    ■  
A ■ 1 „2    '   

Si    ' Kt' 

»vr* iMim       TREATICNT:    Laboratory Training 
E=c-™ua     SITE CLASS:    Secondary 

'«rcfi>tu» Profit« for C9*b4m4 *re«M 

vn 401 yrt urtt pfj «-i «oi       toot 

WSWIIAMOML aww 

IM. Oacftlan rfcklni Im It Mi 

I«;. C«**wii(4tla<> »!■>■ 

IM   ngtt.«tlan«l ContfHtont 

IN. (K»4i< *>t«urcti rriaacy 

JM. Iwwr UvDl  lr)il««cr 

It).   Uchnoloflcil MrflMii 

yj^t%\v^ ytw;wir 

in. wpp«Kt 

ICO.  «wr» FKiltUMM 

ITS. ^OJI UfMlft 

IM. It*« Sutltflng 

QBJMMHe 

IM.  fclWOrl 

I«    *-» f«cl1IUtlo» 

IM.   CM'   InpMlll 

IM.  tt#» fcitMInt 

wi 
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CLUSTER: 

profile >3 

.1 » it 
A\   — 

CJIANGE SCORE: 
«    - 25 m  .  

— 
ha1 «  

>uvtt mmrrt       TREATMENT:    Laboratory Training 
-     mim     SITE  CLASS:     S^ondar. SITE CLASS:    Sicondar, 

  »crte«!fi? JVoflle »«w Cc****** CrauM 

I« Mt Ml 401 V- tm 701 (rti «5i        IMt 

1«. oitino" «««i»i »f«ctttii 

197. Cvrvnltitlon Flow 

198. .<4ot1««tionaf Condi t'OM 

IH. Muwn Irtwrin Prlaiac/ 

70*.  to»»' I.-»'   InMu.«» 

It)    iKhaaleflc«! I»a4lf*m 

WKJyiw iu;i»sm' 

17».  Support 

mo  work facilitation 

IT». tMl ■>■**•«« 

IW.  fM« ■Killing 

IM. «or» taflltstl»* 

18». «eat hftaMfi 

IW     !•(» Killing 

»1.  G»JU> PTOCI-JS 

m. :»ny»i;Tiy. 

I [' l If 
1.00 7.»7 J.CO J 

•    » I «CO 4 » 4 i}        I 00 

JO      )'M 

lot i,i» JO; «C: SIX M>: ' i 
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CLUSTER: 
Profile #6 

M . 25 
i#l • —— 

CHANGE 

HI 
"2 

—   M2' 

SCORE 
« 23 

WJflUHISS      TftEAT'CUT:    Laboratory Training 
SITE CLASS-  seawurr 

■ — — — — — »rrcrrttl* rvofll» for r.or*1ntd Oouoi 

 ••••• 
«        in        m        wi        «M        yt        tm        ;ei        r»        «m       ion 

«GMtwumi cumu 

IM.  OKIIISK riiUng h'MHm 

19;   GMMicttto Ho- 

lla.  NotU.tlonol  Condition 

IH. MwMn l*tourc»i »rl«*cjr 

«4    low»' l»»*l   lr.tlu.iK» 

19J.  I«ihnolo-jic«l  Rc.dlrwii 

suntmoa* lUMxasm» 

176.  Support 

ISO. tfort FoclllUtloa 

\n. *>ii (»punt 

182.  TOM SulHIn« 

It*.  SMHNKt 

188   wo-. FKltltttlOM 

161. COJI S»t>alt. 

190. raw 8-jHdint 

»1, CT0U»>»0CTSS 

?00. S*T|SF*C1I0H 

1.00 ISO 1.00 Ml u 
1.00 1.8? ?"» 2.87 ? 

SWh^? >S 1.00 111 I.»» «.I 

JM i Ajr   in i i» . fir ** 

00 2.00 2 SO 2 

TOO 7.00 7  » 7.61 ] 

i. oo      i!so      t.'si      »:oo 

1.00 I.00 2.50 2.99 ) 

ifir TT5Ö" 

TJB—nr 

L 
1.WJ ?. u ijr 

»7 4.00       400 

J.J1 3.67 4.00 4!jJ        S.OO 

13 3.67 3.99 4.00 4.31       5.00 

Jl 3 SO 3.91 4 00 4 SO        S 

VS» 4.0«       s 

4 00 4M        t.00 

4.99 S OO        S.OO 

4.00 

I 

8.00 

I i 
no      ».oo 

4.St 4'99        S.OO 

TTt       sTöö     M« 

4.00 4.J3       »09 

4^00 4'SO        »00 

1=1 
4.00 480       S.OO 

4M 4 4]       S.OO 

4 so       4.71      s.rn 

10» I 701 rVtt «OX 1001 
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CLUSTER: 

Troflle #11 

A '   14 

www iwiccs      TREATMENT:    Laooratory Training 
SITE CLASS:    S~C" 

CHANGE SCORE 
f     ■  13 

  
  

01 lOt 701 301 401 »Ot 6*1 701 Bm «01 1001 

Percent!!»  Profile   for  Co"*tn»<1 ^rft-j»*. 

IK.  OttHlon H.ttng l~HMI— 

157 Icetle» Fltw 

IM. Ho«W«tion«l Cwlliloni 

I«. *!»•• Inourctn »rime/ 

204.   L«M*r I».«I   ifltlttflC* 

19).  lK»aol»alc»1 »»«»nets 

MWMISOUT UAOtmNI» 

II*.  Support 

180. Uort fidllUtlo» 

171.  «o.l  l«er.«t«t 

IK.  I*- fciitdlr* 

mi IP««IKI> 

II«.  S»pport 

IBS.  fort  iMtlfttttM 

IB». CM1 Ce»r*»l« 

IN. ft» MMtoi 

201. owg» »pass 

TOO.  «TlSfACTlP» 

1.00 I SO 7. 7 7S 1.00 3.31 3.67 4.00        1.00 

1.00 1.67 7.33 7 67    -.^2.99 >*00^«tfl.l] 3 67 4.00 4.'))        $.00 

|      1      |      I      j-Jf*|      |      |    ;L_^| 
1.00 2.00 7.50 2.'« 1.00 /> 3 33 3 67 3 99 4.00 4.'j3       ».00 

1.00 2.00 2.» 7.67 } 1  II 3.50 3.93 4.00 4.50        5.00 

I                1                I               1      if [               1 I I [ I 
1.00          ft»          J75I          7 00     *«.4J          rw TT« 3.00 15" «5ÖÖ        5.00 

4-Wi I l l_j 
2.9«          1I10&   ISO Vh\ 3.99 4.00 4.50        5.00 i.oo      700      TTSO 

''5Ö      »Ton 

67TH 2jflj£<>9 

\ A    IN 
00 J.13 3.67 4.00 4  33       $.00 

I 00 7'00 2'.M 
—PS        :       |       1     -|=j 
3 3.00        *>* j'.50 j!w 4*00 «!»       $.00 ■ i»w «, . -*v ^^1 *•*«* *V^ '« #.»» »-VW *.JW 3.UV 

i   i   rSi—&\i   i   I   i  
T*7       2J»       isö       i\i       ij»''    ^Ti       iTil       röö       I^ö     Too i.oo       ITJT       TOO       T 

<"' •.-' 
t.oo      ?.6o      J.A^s.. *>l#o      ym     rio"     3.BO      4 oo      «ro      4.«]     $.00 su 
1.00 2.57 1.00 1 30 1.60 IK 4.00 4.29 4.» 4 

I        I        I        I        I        I 
fit101    201301    401    SO 301    401    SOI    «M    7PI    »ni    «fit    1001 
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CLUSTER: 
Profile #12 

,1 -  

CJI/Utf SCORE: 
I     «  18 

Ul    •  
  

\i2' ■  

&* Xmm}       TREATMENT:    Ubortorv Tralnlm. 
SITE ZIPCZ.    Secondary 

»»rc»M1le »rofll« f©r CoN>ln»d r*wn 

m        in        w        mi        m        in        »it        <o<      loot 

OWBWlOrm ttWIl 

IM.  DwItlM IUklr>g »rKlltll 

MV, Comutlmion Flow 

19«. MoMwtto».! Conditloot 

IM. t^wt« *wourt*i Prl««»cjr 

704. lowrr Uv«l  t»tl»t<Kt 

l»J    Tf<n«>otoalC4l Rndlntit 

H6    lupport 

in. ttork Ut I lint Ion 

178   u««l InptwtM 

IM.   t«M tvlKlKt 

nw utaaaop 

1««. Sujwt 

IM    Uor» »»clHUHo» 

I». G04I i*ah*llf 

IW. r«M MMtai 

loi. wow» MQCW 

tOO. S*TW«tTt0W 

1.00 I.so t. 00 I.JJ J. ./j       j.oo       I.»       ).»;       4.00     J.oo 

Ul 1 1 l^l I    1 I 
i.oo      i.i» ? u J.« i.1»      i.V) ;/I'll 1*7 4.00 «!» J.ot 

I 1 1 I ll I I .1 I 
i!oo       ?.oo j.jo iht i.oo     ,«y     It? l.W 4!00 4.'« 4.00 

i.oo     2.00     j.»     i:«7      ih i) 1 SO 1.93 4.00 4.JO        J.00 

1.00 t.'JO 1.J1 7.00 7*»      t JT W»      i. no       i jo       4 no     j.oo 

I   1   I      B   l   1      I ToorsoTw      JTflö     <a jo^^fjiTw      Too      Tio     JTC 



CLUSTER: CI/UGt 
Profile »14 

.11 
A » 28 '.»2 

J1  -     W2 

wawmi»u>L awn 

IM. Dxlttoft HjHtvj *r«ct1c»l 

1*7. Comnunlttttoti Flo« 

IW. Hot1««tlon«1 Conditions 

IM. Hi*«« R*tour<n Printe/ 

J04. lo"" l*»rl  l*ll«r<Kf 

It] TKRiMlogU»!  '••rflnstt 

wn«m«T iuoi«mir 

IH. 

won lWic'S      TREATMENT:    Laboratory Training 
     SITE CLASS:    Secondary 

lao. work riiiiiutio» 

I/o. ~i4\ t-pt«.H 

IBJ. TM» »UIUIB9 

;IRSHIP 

18«.  Support 

kcUttatlw 

IK. Coil Cxplutli 

IM. ttm taiuiaf 

»1.   C8CW P»XtSS 

TOO. v>t;sr*cTic< 

JUJ Ml 1001 
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CLUSTER: CHANGE SCORE 
Mscellaneous Profile N    » 15 

W|    c  

K -  15 W2    =  
Jl •  H2'   =  

«.— ,-,,«..        TREATMENT:    Laooratory Training 
»SUSMi     SITE aASS:    Secondary 

  Nr*Mt<>l >'3fil» »o' <   -*<•*■! r.rtrsn-i 

10t 7« Ml 40i HI um 701 *M 

1*9. Otcll'on H.k1r>9 »MCtlMi 

197. Co»wuBlc«tlo» no» 

IM. HotlviCioml Condition» 

196 »wn S*»(wrcf» Prt'4Cy 

?0«. 1<W t»v.t   tnMuwtl 

wnnmo»' itwusmr 

ii> kafart 

iao. uert r«niutio« 

t«. Ooal l->pi'nii 

i« IM« a«tt«i<it 

1*4. SuMort 

1*6 Ca«l tn?M»l» 

190. To» S.U«I», 

TOI, Pry» moctss 

TOO. »Tiv*t*r»i 

1.00 I.JO f.00 7.7*       | \'oA        TTJ 367 Too        Too 

L-l   l   I 4-^=m4- I   I-i 1.00 I.*» 7.33 7 67 7.*9» J.OO • / —IM» 

MIL     :Mf-4-+^-h i.oo      7.00      7.'so      t>«      3.00      l.ij.-Äel      J.»      too      «:*i     «-3 

^ / «.»       ».00 100 1.00 7 1! ?.«' 3 00 

i.oo       rw       iTsiToo      in       ? *\     v 

fiO 7 60 1.99 3 

00 7 3) 3 oö T 

7 «.I       VV> MB i v»        « "■' 

fio        .7 «to«7*oTon 

>3 3 67 4 00 «67        «.*»        S 7}      s.oo 

w      FT»*      Too      F N.r-4z-.4 [99 3.00 J.33 4.00 4   I 

' 1 ?Sv 
i.To—~i*n l'o6      V.U  ~~l\i      ajoo      «lot      J?/^«?-"'»!w"~t!p> 

I.I.XJ.._M i^oo 1750 TOO Hö 1 00 JT49 IM 4.»       «:»     ».no 

IT»      FJ7       Vti5      I»      yv      «*<n 

1.6; 7 33 7 67 7 93 1 

00 7!» 7 «9 3 00 3 

J 
"TJT      rv      TJ?    r> > 

N  :/ 

1.00 T4W TTCO7.» 

«.Pfl i.y. 

■A *m      «!w     s.oo 

L WSJ 
4 0C « SO        i.io 

.'.« .1 OO 3_70 '.♦'•. * ■«"> u 31 i u 
I 00 7*7 JO 3 m •   ■- ' r> « 

1  I  I  I  1  .    _J_1 



CLUSTER: 
Profile #2 

N - 15 
Wl  ■■  

258 '.,-''<■-. 

CHANGE SCORE: 
.1    » 6 

W2    *  
__     M21 -  ot        tot        m        yn        «ot        srt        <w        ;et        mt        «ot       \mt 

TREATMENT:    T»ik Process Consultation 
SITE CLASS:    Secondary 
»»rr.Mll*   rVtftlf   for   Co»*><*»<1  <>MO% 

IM. Ooctllo* (Ming, »r.ctlc.l 

i«; tc.tl»« Flo« 

I«. Nott.ttlon.1 CwXIiloftt 

IH. Hmn «.tourer« rrlw; 

iD4 low LMtl  iBllMriCf 

HJ l»iMiol«glc.l  «*t«li*ll 

IH. Saoport 

110.  Mr. UclllUllo* 

i;t. «MI ia«*>*s«> 

Mt.   1MB hjlldlnq 

PUP, UAW»VHI» 

IM. 

IM. Hort FtctllUtlo« 

IM. te.1    U»»»tlt 

190. !•■» lull.in» 

»I. OWr» MQCtSS 

MO. SUmmtT.OW 

1.00 I.SO        7.00        7.31 it' 7 '1 ) 00 v/»*^^*' «-W       Ml 

Ll   1   l 4--M=dH— i.oo       i.»f      2 JJ      : 6;      I.'M       too       i »»\ 'X.    •■<»      «n     s 

too       ?uo       i .'so       2"l 

I 00 1.00 2 33 2.6; 3 00 1  M 3 SO |3 «no        «SO TO 

i.oo      Tl»      rsl       2 00 7 4» 7 V\ 7 99 VW •>>        VW 

I 00 7.00 7 SO I 1 lOO 3 SO ''S.V^.3.99 100 4 SO        S.M 

00 7*33 3"*55 5*31 3*6»    t^«W» 4^3)^Sr<5»r7 49» i"^ö       Too 

l."« I.M 2.00 2 F.W I 00 3 W   !     3 66     I* 00 4 J]       V"0 

II I        T I I 1/  ;     I   / ' I   
I!BO— }\a     .!oo     .!»     i.i>     4*00     rit^Jg^hrp '  SOö—r 

ill   I   T  |   [ Vf, 
I    \'^\ I    I    I    U^e^K-J—I— 

4 .vs      4w     s.no 

IT—r 1»       Tin 

67 2.3J 7 63 7 99 V 

1:00      ;!oo      7!so      f.n      3 oo      r 

3 «r       i«i       i 11      veo 

«'.00 «ISO       S.00 

1.00 Vjf TOO 7SÖ T» TOO 1  0 

1.00 2.60 3.00 3.20 3.40 3.1 

röö      «7wToo 

V» ••» 4 43        »00 

1.30 3 60 3.86 4.00 4.79 4 SO 4] 
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CLUSTER:              CHANGE SCORE: 
Profile #12                    H    - 4 

W1    ■  
II -12                          W2    =•-• 

.1  . , Iff'  -  

?&■'* IW1CIS 
TREATMENT:    Task Process Consultation 

SITE CLASS:    Secondary 

  »»rtmtllt froMIt- »6' Coi*<nrt <V<*9t 

lot        70s        K:        4OI        »i        m        m        m        •«       loot 

»WIMIIWl CUMTt 

IM.   Ottlllon Httint frnt\tn 

197. lwwunlc.Ho« Flo- 

HB. KotU«tlwut Condition 

IM. Hwur totourctt frlmtty 

704. Low Ltvtl  iMluontt 

I9J. TtchnologlC«!  Kfjdln»« 

syrtwiso» mwasiqf 

W6     ! 

I0D.  mrk ftclllutlo« 

in. -MI uohutt 

182. To« lyiHIn, 

mn uwtumt» 

IB» SuSBOft 

I». Work FtclltUtlon 

IM- Got)  tmphnli 

IM. Tiwlulldln) 

»I. «au» HOCtSS 

2». «llHKUa 

I | 1 * i i      fr—£ > -4  
i.oo      iso      i.oo      MI      i.«7      2;$      ] ottto.n      j.«      4.00    ». 

I—1 \rfaJ—\      1 
1.00 1.47 2.11 I.I» I'M Kt^'.ljf        3 17 4.00 l.'ll       9. 

1       I       I       [       1       |= 
1.00 1.00 2.S0 2.'9» 1.00 3.31 3 91 4"oO 4.'ll        »CO 

l 00 2.00 1.33 2:67 3.00 11 

1.00 I  50 I.SI I 
I 

4,00 4.SD        S. 

I'S TOO T» TM j" 

00 2.49 ?.V> »••"isn       4'<to      9.0". 

1« 7 33 T 

iJoo      To»      Too      P M      F»TOO 

ITB 1 W Til Ts7 

R E 

iTJB      F&7       T55      T 

IT»! 3.99 4« 4M       9.00 
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Appendix D 

A Methodology for the Studies of the Impact of Organizational 
Values, Preferences, and Practices on the All-Volunteer Navy* 

* 
This appeared as a technical  report in a series upon which this 
report is based. 



SAMPLE 

Subjects in this study are 2522 officers and enlisted Navy personnel, 

drawn from a broad cross section of ships and shore stations and 1855 civilians 

age 16 and over drawn from a national sample of dwellings from the conterminous 

United States exclusive of those on military reservations. The sampling 

procedures used in the selection of these respondents are outlined in detail 

below. 

Navy Sample 

Two major objectives of the present study heavily influenced the proce- 

dures used in the selection of the Navy sample. One of these was the need to 

validate the body of empirical findings from research in civilian industrial 

organizations concerning practices and preferences in behavior within groups 

and across hierarchical levels. The other was the requisite selection of a 

sample that was sufficiently representative of the Navy as a whole to enable 

generalization of the findings to the total organization. Unfortunately, 

given the practical necessity of limiting the total number of respondents to 

around 2500, these two objectives called for diametrically opposite sampling 

procedures. The first demanded the collection of data from intact organiza- 

tional units and the second called for a random sample of individuals. 

Consequently, the sampling procedure that was eventually adopted was a com- 

promise between these two extremes. 

In order to satisfy the need for intact units, it was decided to collect 

data from all members of a selected number of organizational subunits or 

organizational "modules." These modules consisted of a pyrimld of work groups 

three echelons, or tiers, tall. With the exception of the top group, each of 

the groups was linked to the group above it through its supervisor who was a 
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subordinate member of the group Immediately above in the organizational 

hierarchy. The supervisor of the top group was thus at the apex of a structure 

of the three-tier pyramid. Thus data was collected from all members of the 

three organizational levels immediately below a designated "module head." 

In order to satisfy the need for representativeness, it was decided to 

sample a broad cross-section of ship types and shore stations through strati- 

fication of the population on a number of key dimensions. Intact organiza- 

tional modules would then be randomly selected from the total population of 

such modules in the organizations of the designated ships and shore stations. 

Consequently, approximately half of the total sample, was to come from units 

currently assigned to ships and half from shore stations. Within these two 

subsamples additional stratification criteria were applied. 

Ships. The ship subsample was divided evenly between Atlantic and Pacific 

Fleets and then within the fleets into ship types proportional to the total 

number of personnel currently assigned to each ship type within each fleet. 

Once the desired number of respondents aboard each ship type (carriers 

and air groups, cruiser-destroyer, support, submarine, and amphibious) was 

determined, specific ships were selected on the basis of availability during 

the data collection period. 

Given this group, we then faced the decision as to how many ships of 

each type to include in the sample. From the standpoint of generalization 

of the results, the ideal would have been to collect data aboard as many ships 

as possible as long as we were sampling intact modules and were not exceeding 

our sample quota. Due to budget and time limitations, however, this was not 

possible. Consequently it was decided to minimize the total number of ships 

as long as the number of personnel included in our sample from any given ship 

did not represent more than 30% of the ships company. Specific ships were 
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then selected on the basis of "availability" during the data collection period. 

As might be expected, availability was affected by many factors including 

the overall data collection schedule, operating schedule of the ships, 

logistics of moving ISR staff from one ship to another, and at times, even the 

weather. 

In addition, for at least two reasons, an effort was made to maximize in 

the sample as many ships as possible currently deployed away from their home 

ports. First, larger proportions of the billets are in fact filled on deployed 

ships than on ships in port. Second, personnel aboard deployed ships are 

more likely to have had a period of exposure to the organizational variables 

being measured. For these reasons, more than half of the ships sampled were 

deployed at the time of the administration of the survey. 

Shore Stations. The shore station subsample was divided proportionately 

according to the total numbers of personnel assigned to nine shore station 

commands (Atlantic Fleet, Pacific Fleet, Training, Material, Personnel, 

Medicine and Surgery, Security Communications, and the CNO Staff) and between 

four geographical areas (Washington, DC-Norfolk, Pensecola-Memphis, San Diego, 

and Hawaii). These geographical areas were chosen because the large numbers 

of personnel and the diversity of functions located there made it possible to 

meet our selection needs and at the same time to minimize the logistical 

problems involved with a study of this magnitude. 

The total number of shore stations to be included from any single command 

in the sample was, as in the ship sample, a compromise between a maximal 

number to increase the generalizability of the results and a minimal number to 

reduce the cost in time and money of collecting the data. Consequently it was 

decided to collect data from up to approximately 100 persons at any one site. 
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Then, if the sample quota had not been reached for that command, dita would 

be collected from an additional 100 persons from another site and so on until 

the quota had been filled. 

Selection of organizational modules. Once the specific ships and shore 

stations had been designated and the sampling quotas for each had been 

determined, one or more organizational modules was selected at each site. 

To accomplish this, a list of all personnel aboard a ship who met the 

criteria for module head was obtained from manpower authorization documents, 

organizational charts, or some like source, and from these documents an 

appropriate number of module heads was randomly selected. If a particular 

module did not provide a large enough sample of personnel required to fill the 

quota for the particular ship, a shore station, another module head was 

selected by the same method. Questionnaires were subsequently administered 

to the selected module heads and all personnel in the three tiers immediately 

below them in the organization. 

Navy questionnaire administration procedures. The data for the present 

study were collected aboard the ships and at the shore stations during a 

three month period from November 1972 to February 1973 through the use of a 

paper-and-pencil questionnaire to be described in detail below. This question- 

naire required about 50 minutes for the average respondent to complete with 

some taking as little as 25 minutes and a few as much as two hours. The 

questionnaires were administered to groups of 5-100 respondents with the 

assistence and supervision of a member of the Organizational Development 

Research Program Staff of the Institute for Social Research (ISR) of the 

University of Michigan. 

At the beginning of each questionnaire administration session, the ISR 

staff member gave a brief presentation that included a description of 
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1) the ongoing organizational development research program at ISR of which 

the current study is a part; 2) the nature of the contractual  arrangement 

between ISR and the Navy; 3) the overall plan and objectives of the current 

study; 4)  the procedures through which the respondents had been selected 

to participate; 5) the uses to which the data were to be put; and 6) instruc- 

tions on how to fill out the questionnaire instrument. 

Many of the points in this presentation were intended to encourage the 

respondents to answer the questions as frankly as possible.    For example, 

the respondents were assured that their individual questionnaire scores 

would not at any time be reported to the Navy.    In addition, it was pointed 

out that while the final question asked them to write in their service 

number, it was more important for them to respond frankly to the other 

questions than it was to complete the final question and by so doing 

identify, themselves with their responses. 

Navy Sample Characteristics 

The present sample of 2522 Navy personnel includes 296 officers, 33 

warrant officers, and 2074 enlisted men and women* from 20 ships and 18 

shore station commands and 1309** assigned to ships.    The sample also 

includes  154 Blacks, and 77 women. 

In spite of the rather unusual sampling procedure used in the present 

study, the overall demographic composition of the current sample is 

strikingly similar to the Navy as a whole on many dimensions.    Some of 

these are the percentage of Blacks and women (see Table 26) the distribution 

of officers by age (see Table 27) and rank (see Table 28) and distribution 

of enlisted personnel by age (see Table 29) and rank (see Table 30). 

The total numbers of officers, warrant officers and enlisted personnel 
is 2403, the ranks of the remaining 119 respondents are missing data. * 
Again, due to missing data, the ship vs.  shore station assignment of 
the remaining personnel  is unknown. 
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Table 26 

Percentages of Women and Blacks 
in the Present Sample and 1n the U.S. Navy 

U.S. Navy»   Present Sample 

Placks .058        .061 

Women .020        .031 

♦Data on U.S. Navy taken from Navy and Marine 
Corps Military Personnel Statistics, 31 December 
T9T' 2.- 

Table 27 

Distribution of Officers by Aqe 
for U.S. Navy and Present Sample 

Officers 

Age Sample U.S. Navy» 

17 
18 
19 
20 
21-22 .031 .021 
23-24 .096 .108 
25-29 .267 .301 
30-34 .236 JQ1 
35-39 .137 .152 
40-44 .161 .133 
45+ .062 .089 

♦Data on U.S.  Navy taken from Navy and Marine Corps 
Military Personnel  Statistics, 31 December 1Q72T~^ 
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Tahle 28 

Distribution of Officers by Rank 
for U.S. Navy and Present Sample 

Rank Sample        U.S. Navy* 

.006 

.079 

.158 

.262 

.248 

.107 

.051 

.001 

.014 

.051 

.020 

♦Data on U.S. Navy taken from Navy and Marine 
Corps Military Personnel Statistics, 31 December 
Mi   

Admiral .003 
Captain .050 
Commander .151 
Lt. Cdr. .224 
Lieutenant .245 
Lt. Jr. Gr. .127 
Ensiqn .093 
W04 .003 
W03 .033 
W02 .042 
W01 .018 

Table 29 

Distribution of Enlisted Men by Aqe 
for U.S. Navy and Present Sample 

Enlisted Men 

Age Sample U.S.  Navy^ 

17 .007 .021 
18 .041 .067 
19 .091 .010 
20 .116 .114 
21-22 .209 .206 
23-24 .125 .127 
25-29 .137 .133 
30-34 .123 .109 
35-39 .096 .084 
40-44 .026 .022 
45+ .015 .017 

♦Data on U.S.  Navy taken from Navv and Marine Corps 
Military Personnel Statistics , 3l December 1972. 
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Table    30 

Distribution of Enlisted Men by Rank 
for U.S. Navy and Present Sample 

U.S. Navy 
Rank Sample U.S.  Navy* Without E-l« 

E-l .016 .089   
E-2 .099 .101 .111 
E-3 .179 .158 .174 
E-4 .243 .185 .203 
E-5 .148 .159 .175 
E-6 .171 .141 .155 
E-7 .09fi .071 .078 
E-8 .028 .017 .019 
E-9 .013 .007 .008 

*Data on I I.S. Navy taken from Navy and Marine Corps Military 
Personnel Statistics, 31 December 1972. 

**Due to the fact that the bulk of the Navy Sample was drawn 
from operational units, this probably is the best set of 
comparison statistics. 
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Civilian Sample 

The civilian data collection was conducted during February and March of 

1973, as a part of an "Omnibus" survey conducted by the Survey Research Center. 

(The term "Omnibus" refers to a survey designed to serve the purposes of two 

or more different investigators, whose projects can be combined into a single 

sorvey of a national cross-section of adults.) The data collection included 

1327 housing units, sampled according to procedures outlined below. At each 

housing unit, a trained interviewer from the Survey Research Center conducted 

an interview with one sampled respondent. The final segment of the interview 

consisted of questions related to the all-volunteer force. Following this 

personal interview, respondents were asked to complete the ONR questionnaire 

(civilian version). In addition, questionnaires were administered to a 

supplementary sample consisting of all other individuals sixteen or older who 

were present in the household at the time of the interview. (Response rates 

are detailed below.) Interviewers waited until all questionnaires in a 

household were completed; none were left behind. 

The Survey Research Center's National Sample of Dwellings.* The Survey 

Research Center's sample is designed to represent dwellings in conterminous 

United States exclusive of those on military reservations. The 74 sample 

points, currently located in 37 states and the District of Columbia, include 

12 major metropolitan areas, 32 other Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas 

(SMSA's) and 30 counties or county-groups representing the nonmetropolitan or 

rural portions of the country.  In the multistate area probability sampling, 

first-stage stratification of SMSA's and counties is carried out independently 

The description of the Civilian sample is provided by J. G. Bachman of the 
Survey Research Center under whose general direction the data was collected 
by the Center's full staff. 
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within each of the four major geographical regions, Northeast, North Central, 

South and West, each of which receives representation in proportion to its 

population. 

Over all regions, the SMSA's and counties are assigned to 74 relatively 

homogeneous groups or strata. Twelve of these strata contain only one primary 

area each; these are the two Standard Consolidated Areas and the 10 largest 

SMSA's outside the Consolidated Areas, which are included with certainty. 

The remaining 62 strata average a little over two million population and may 

contain from two to 200 or more primary areas (SMSA's or county groups). 

From each stratum one primary area is selected with probability proportionate 

to population. This sampling process leads to approximately equal sample 

sizes from the 62 primary sample areas. 

Instead of independent selections within each of the 62 strata, control- 

led probability selection is introduced for a more efficient sample. Within 

each of the four geographic regions the selections of primary areas are linked 

by a procedure that controls the distribution of sample areas by states and 

degree of urbanization beyond the controls effected through the formation of 

the 62 strata. This controlled selection yields a more balanced sample and 

Increases the precision of sample estimates. 

As the multistate area sampling continues within the 74 primary units, 

the area is divided and subdivided, in two to five stages, into successively 

smaller sampling units. By definition and procedure, each dwelling belongs 

uniquely to one sampling unit at each stage. Within the primary areas, cities, 

towns and rural areas are the secondary selections. Blocks or clusters of 

addresses in cities and towns, and chunks of rural areas are the third-stage 

units. In a fourth-stage there is a selection of small segments or clusters 

of housing units where interviews are taken for a study. In a last stage of 

sampling, one or more respondents is selected from among household members. 
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Probability selection is enforced at all stages of the sample selection; 

the interviewer has no freedom of choice among housing units or among household 

members within a sample dwelling. 

Response Rates. The 1327 interviews obtained in the Omnibus survey rep- 

resent a response rate of 75 percent, which is slightly lower than the usual 

level of participation in recent household surveys from the Survey Research 

Center. Approximately 90 percent of those who were interviewed also filled 

out questionnaires. A few individuals began questionnaires but did not finish 

them. The principal reasons given for refusing to complete questionnaires 

included lack of time, lack of interest, and reading difficulties (although in 

some such instances interviewers read the questionnaires to the respondents). 

Refusal rates were below average among those under age 25, and above average 

among those 45 and older. 

It turns out to be rather difficult to fix an exact number of questionnaire 

respondents, because response rates vary from item to item, and because of 

those few respondents who "dropped out" throughout the course of the question- 

naire. We can say that about 1200 of the 1327 interviewed provided data in 

section "B" of the questionnaire (section "A" applied only to those currently 

working outside the home, and thus was not well-suited for this sort of 

tabulation), and about 1160 went all the way through the instrument. Within 

the supplementary sample—those individuals who were not interviewed but who 

were asked to complete questionnaires—about 655 provided data in section "B" 

and 635 of them completed the full instrument. Combining the interview sample 

and the supplementary sample, we had about 1795 individuals who provided 

essentially complete questionnaire data, plus another 60 or more who provided 

at least partial data. 
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Weighted Versus Unweighted Data. Before analyzing the data from our 

interview sample and our supplementary sample, we had to decide whether the 

two samples should be kept separate or combined, and whether to use weights in 

analyzing the interview sample. The Survey Research Center's sample of 

dwellings described above is not, strictly speaking, a sampling of individuals; 

rather, it is a sampling of housing units. In this type of sample, people who 

live alone will be "overrepresented" (compared with their proportion in the 

population) while people who live with large families will be "underrepresented" 

because the chance of any particular person being selected for interview is 

inversely proportional to the number of eligible household members. These 

over- and under-representations can be corrected simply by assigning a weight- 

ing factor equal to the number of eligible respondents in the housing unit. 

(Thus, a widow living alone or with young children would be given a weight of 

"1", a husband living with his wife would be given a weight of "2", and a 

nineteen-year-old living in a household that included two parents and two 

grandparents would be given a weight of "5".) 

The reader may already have noted that combining our supplementary sample 

with the interview sample would tend to compensate for the over- and under- 

representations described above. The more eligible respondents in a household, 

the more questionnaires we were likely to obtain, thus giving heavier weight 

to those households with larger numbers of people--the same sort of thing 

that is accomplished by our weighting procedures. Of course, not all members 

of each household were present at the times when the interviews were taken, 

and some who were present declined to participate. For these reasons, addition 

of the supplementary sample could not provide an exact equivalent to the 

weighting procedure. Nevertheless, we felt 1t might provide a reasonably good 

approximation, and we set about to explore that possibility. The table below 
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shows age distributions for the Interview sample both unweighted and weighted, 

and for the total set of respondents (interview sample plus supplementary 

sample). (See Table 31) 

As the table demonstrates, there are not large differences in age distri- 

butions among the several different sample treatments. What differences do 

appear seem to suggest that the total set of respondents are more similar to 

the weighted interview data than to the unweighted interview data, consistent 

with the argument presented above. Moreover, the total set of respondents 

distribute across age categories in nearly the same proportions as those shown 

in 1970 Census figures. 

The possibility remains, of course, that while age distributions favor 

the combination of interview plus supplement samples, the types of responses 

given in the two groups might not be strictly comparable. An examination of 

a dozen or more indexes, taken from various portions of the questionnaire, 

revealed no such systematic differences between the two samples. 

We find, then, that using the total sample—interview plus supplement- 

is not likely to give us findings that differ strongly and systematically 

from those that would result from using the weighted interview sample alone. 

In other words, we have not detected any major disadvantages to using the 

the total sample (unweighted). But are there any positive advantages to such 

a procedure? There are two. First, it provides a larger total number of 

cases to work with, thereby reducing the kinds of instability which result 

when small numbers of respondents appear in a particular category of analysis. 

Second, it avoids the extra expense (plus an added degree of instability) 

Involved 1n using weighted data. 

Our conclusion 1s that there are Important advantages to treating the 

civilian interview and supplementary samples as a single, unweighted sample 
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Table 31 

Age Distributions for Different Sample Treatments* 

INTERVIEW SAMPLE TOTAL CENSUS 
AGE       Unweighted  Wei glued    (Interview & Supplement)      (1970) 

8.IX 

5-0 

9.1 

9.5 

8.1 

7.9 

8.5 

43.8 

16-18 (2.9%)** 6.4% 

19-20 4.5 5.5 5.5 

21-24 9.3 9.9 9.0 

25-29 12.5 12.1 11.6 

30-34 11.9 11.5 11.0 

35-39 8.3 8.5 7.7 

40-44 8.3 8.5 8.0 

45 + 43.2 41.2 40.8 

* Percentages based on those sixteen and older. 

" n" The sample frequencies are based on those who completed the "B" 
section of the interview (in particular. tiie "Job Challenge" ludftx) < 
Frequencies differ only very slightly from one variable to another. 

**The interview sample was limited to those 18 and older; thus the 
first category is disproportionately low. 
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of people age 16 and older throughout the United States. Our explorations 

of age distributions as well as a number of substantive dimensions suggest 

no systematic bias will result. 

THE MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENT 

Two prominent features of the present study served to guide the develop- 

ment of the data collection instrument. One of these was the planned 

collection of data from both Navy and civilian respondents and the other was 

the importance of being able to compare and contrast the responses of these 

two groups. Consequently a basic instrument was developed with questions 

worded so that they would be appropriate for both groups and then a limited 

set of unique questions were added for use 1n each of the data collections. 

These instruments are described in detail below. 

The Navy Questionnaire 

The instrument used 1n the collection of the data for the current research 

is a machine-scored, paper-and-pencil questionnaire, containing 24I items, 

mostly of the multiple choice variety, with either 4 or 5-point Likert-type 

response scales. The questionnaire is divided into four sections on the 

basis of question content. Part A includes questions about the respondents' 

present job and about the conditions they experience as members of the ship 

or shore station to which they are currently assigned. Part B contains a 

series of questions, many of which have parallels 1n Part A that deal with 

the type of job and organizational conditions that respondents would prefer. 

Part C explores the respondents' attitudes toward military service-- 

attitudes about the role of military service 1n the nation, about issues 

linked to the development of an all-volunteer force, and about war in general 
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and the Vietnam War in particular. The final section, Part D, requests 

background information from the respondents, including both demographic data 

(age, education, etc.) and information about their decision to join the Navy. 

The entire questionnaire instrument appears as Appendix A below. 

Most of the questions included in the questionnaire are  the product 

of two major research programs at ISR, the Organizational Development Re>, 

Program of the Center for Research on the Utilization of Scientific KnnwleHo* 

(CRUSK) and the Youth in Transition Project of the Survey Research Center 

(SRC). (A complete list of the questions and the sources from which they 

are derived appears as Appendix C below.) 

The first of these two research programs has resulted in the development 

of a questionnaire instrument for assessing and diagnosing functional 

properties associated with organizational effectiveness, the Survey of 

Organizations (S00)   (Taylor & Bowers, 1970, 1972). 

Twenty four multi-item indices from the S00 are used in the current study. 

Included in these are measures of a wide variety of organizationally relevant 

topics including Supervisory and Peer Leadership, Organizational Climate, 

Group Processes and Satisfaction. 

Organizational Leadership.  In all 16 of the S00 indices are measures of 

organizational leadership behavior. Four of these have to do with the actual 

and four with the preferred behavior of supervisors. Similarly four refer 

to the actual and four refer to the preferred behavior of members of sub- 

ordinate peer group«.. rach nf these actual and ideal leadership domains has 

four factts: Support, r.oril EnphaSlS, Work facilitation, and Interaction 

Facilitation (Bowers & Seashore, 1966). A description of these Supervisory 

and Peer Leadership indices along with a listing of the numbers of the 

questions from which they are derived is as follows: 
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Supervisory Support—the behavior of a supervisor toward a 

subordinate which serves to increase the subordinate's feeling 

of personal worth.  (Actual - A28, A30, A32; Ideal - A29, A31, A33) 

Supervisory Goal Emphasis—behavior which generates enthusiasm 

(not pressure) for achieving excellent performance levels. 

(Actual - A34, A36; Ideal - A35, A37) 

Supervisory Work Facilitation—behavior on the part of supervisors 

which removes obstacles which hinder successful task completion or, 

positively, which provides the means necessary for successful 

performance. (Actual - A38, A40, A41; Ideal - A39, A41, A43) 

Supervisory Interaction Facilitation—team building, i.e., behavior 

which encourages subordinates to develop mutually satisfying 

interpersonal relationships.  (Actual- A44, A46; Ideal - A45, A47) 

Peer Support—behavior of subordinates, directed toward one another, 

which enhances each member's feeling of personal worth. (Actual - 

A55, A57, A59; Ideal - A56, A58, A60) 

Peer Goal Emphasis—behavior on the part of subordinates which 

stimulates enthusiasm for doing a good job.  (Actual - A61, A63; 

Ideal - A62, A64) 

Peer Work Facilitation—behavior which removes roadblocks to doing 

a good job.  (Actual - A65, A67, A69; Ideal - A66, A68, A70) 

Peer Interaction Facilitation—behavior of subordinates toward 

one another which encourages the development of close, cooperative 

working relationships.  (Actual - A71, A73, A75; Ideal A72, A74, A76) 
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Organizational Climate.    Another group of indices from the SCO used in 

the current study are concerned with the measurement of Organizational Climate 

which refers to the relatively enduring qualities of an organization's 

internal environment distinguishing it from other organizations;  (a) which 

result from the behavior and policies of members of the organization, 

especially top management;  (b) which are perceived by members of the organi- 

zation;  (c) which serve as a basis for interpreting the situation; and (d) act 

as a source of pressure for directing activity (Prichard and Karasick, 1973). 

The dimensions of organizational  climate tapped by the S00 and included here 

are Human Resources Primacy, Communication Flow, Motivational  Conditions, 

Lower Level  Influence, and Decision Making Practices (Taylor & Bowers, 1972). 

A description of these Organizational  Climate indices and the numbers of the 

questions from which they derived appears below. 

Human Resources Primacy--the extent to which the climate, as 

reflected in the organization's practices, is one which asserts 

that people are among the organization's most important assets. 

(M, A3, A4) 

Communication Flow--the extent to which information flows freely 

in all directions  (upward, downward, and laterally) through the 

organization (A5, A6, A7) 

Motivational Conditions—The extent to which conditions  (people, 

policies, and procedures) 1n the organization encourage or dis- 

courage effective work  (A8, A16, A18) 

Lower Level   Influence--The extent to which non-supervisory personnel 

and first line supervisors can influence the course of events 

in their work areas  (A20, A21) 
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Decision Making Practices—the manner in which decisions are made 

in the system:    whether they are made effectively, made at the 

right level, and based upon all of the available information. 

(A22, A23, A24, A25) 

Additional S00 Measures.    Three additional indices from the S00 are 

included in the present study:    Group Process, Satisfaction, and Supervisory 

Needs. 

Group Process—the processes and functioning of the work group 

as a group, e.g., adaptability, coordinations, and the like. 

(A75, A76, A77, A78, A79, A80, A81) 

Satisfaction—a measure of general  satisfaction made up of items 

tapping satisfaction with pay, with the supervisor, with co-workers 

(peers), with the organization, with advancement opportunities, 

and with the job itself.    (A9, A10, All, A12, A13, A14, A15) 

Supervisory Needs—measures of subordinates'  perceptions of the 

areas in which their supervisor needs to improve.    (A49, A50, A51, 

A52, A54) 

Goal  Integration.    Goal  integration is defined as the extent to which 

individuals can easily attain both personal goals and organizational objec- 

tives through the activities they engage in as organization members 

(Barrett, 1970).    In the current study Goal  Integration is measured by an 

algebraic combination of two questionnaire items: 

To what extent is the organization you work for effective in 
getting you to meet its needs and contribute to its 
effectiveness? 

To what extent does the organization you work for do a good 
job of meeting your needs as an individual? 
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The response alternatives to these two items are five point extent scales 

ranging from one for "to a very little extent" to five for "to a very great 

extent." The formula for constructing the index from these two items is: 

- ■ fr) (-H^ 
Where G.I. is goal integration, 

L is the score for the item with the lower score, and 
H is the score for the item with the higher score. 

In effect, the goal integration index is a function of both the consistency of 

the responses to the items and the mean of the two items. Table 32 presents 

the possible values for this index. The consistency factor serves to maximize 

scores for those individuals in situations where the individual and the 

organization take equal measures to meet each other's needs or objectives. 

Given the mean of any two items, the score is highest when the response to 

both items is the same. 

Technological sophistication. The current research also examines the 

nature of the relationship between the characteristics of jobs and the charac- 

teristics of the social-psychological environments within which they occur. 

This work builds on the studies by Taylor (1970, 1971). Three of the items he 

used to measure the technological sophistication of respondents' jobs are 

adapted for the present research. These items, which measure the sophistica- 

tion of the three job dimensions of input, throughput, and feedback are listed 

below along with their response alternatives: 

Input 

Are the objects of materials you work on 1n your job the same or 
different? 

1. Each case is almost totally unique. 
2. Most cases are somewhat unique. 
3. Some of the cases are similar and some are unique. 
4. There is only slight variation from case to case. 
5. There is no variation from case to case. 
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Table 32 

THE DISTRIBUTION OF POSSIBLE SCORES 
WHICH THE GOAL INTEGRATION INDEX CAN HAVE 

m 
<v 
E I* 

«4- <A 
■o 

J* Q> 

i O O 

To what extent is the organization you work for effective 
1n getting you to meet it's needs and contribute to its 
effectiveness? 

To a very 
little extent 

To a lit- 
tle extent 

To some 
extent 

To a great 
extent 

To a very 
great extent 

1 2 3 4 5 

1 1.00 .75 .66 .63 .60 

2 .75 2.00 1.65 1.50 1.40 

3 .66 1.65 3.00 2.63 2.40 

4 .63 1.50 2.63 4.00 3.60 

5 .60 1.40 2.40 3.60 5.00 
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Throughput 

Nearly all jobs involve using some kind of tool or machine.  In 
your job, what is the most complex type of tool or machine you 
use every day? 

1. Simple devices (pencils, letter opener, wiping cloth). 
2. Hand tools (manual typewriter, wrenches, wheelbarrow). 
3. Small power-driven machines (electric drill, electric 

typewriter, 2-cycle engine). 
4. Power-driven equipment (car or truck, airplane, 

electronic equipment, copy machine, hoist). 
5. Automated equipment (largely computer-directed). 

Feedback 

In your job, how much time usually passes between your performance 
of an average unit of work and the time you find out how well you did? 

1. Longer than a day. 
2. Less than a day. 
3. Less than an hour. 
4. A few minutes. 
5. A few seconds or less. 

High scores on any of the items indicate the presence of more sophisticated 

input, throughput or feedback respectively. Individuals whose work entails 

processing standardized materials are said to have sophisticated input; those 

who use highly automated equipment are said to have sophisticated throughput; 

and those who report having rapid feedback time are said to have sophisticated 

feedback. 

In the current analysis respondents are grouped into technically sophis- 

ticated or unsophisticated work environments on the basis of the similarity of 

responses to all three items. Respondents 1n technically unsophisticated 

systems are defined as those who respond with one or two on all items. Those 

who respond v»ith four or five on all items are defined as working In technically 

sophisticated systems. Respondents who use the middle category or who do not 

Indicate high or low responses on all items are eliminated from the analysis. 
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Organizational Values and Beliefs. Another facet of the research conducted 

by the Organizational Development Research program of CRUSK is concerned with 

the measurement and study of the impact the values held by organization members 

on the quality of organizational functioning. Two measures of organizationally 

relevant values that have been identified in earlier ODRP work (Michaelsen, 1973) 

are included in the current study. These measures are called Theory X and 

Human Factors Awareness. 

Theory X--The extent to which organization members agree with the 

philosophies consistent with the Theory X assumptions proposed by 

McGregor (1961) such as "effective motivation is best achieved 

through rewards and penalties," "people prefer to be directed rather 

than making their own decisions," and "supervisors must keep a 

close check on subordinates to see if they are doing a good job. 

(B27, B28, B29, B30, B31, B32) 

Human Factors Awareness--The extent to which organization members 

feel that effective organizational functioning is dependent on 

mutual confidence and good interpersonal relationships and the 

opportunity for expression of individual feelings and ideas. 

(B22, B23, B24, B25, B26) 

The second major research program at ISR from which a number of measures 

are drawn for use in the present study is the Youth in Transition project of 

the Survey Research Center. The primary focus of this program has been a 

longitudinal study of a nationwide panel of more than two thousand young men 

to investigate their patterns of early occupational interest and involvement, 

and their attitudes and behavior toward the continuation of formal educational 

pursuits, military service, and their attitudes on a variety of national 

ir 'ies (Bachman, Green, and Wirtenan, 1971; Bachman and Van Duinen, 1971). 
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Many of the analyses using X the measures derived from the Yojth in Tran- 

sistion project in their application to the current data are reported else- 

where (Bachman, 1973). Two of their multi-item indices are, however, used 

rather extensively in the current research. These are measures of the degree 

of challenge actually experienced in one's job and the degree of challenge 

preferred in one's job. 

These measures, originally developed by Gurin (1970) have to do with the 

characteristics of the respondents' present job (Actual) and preferred job 

(Ideal). 

Job Challenge—A measure of the extent to which the job requires 

hard work, acceptance of responsibility, and acquisition of new 

skills and offers a chance to get ahead (Actual-A85, A86(R)1, A88, 

A89(R), A93, A95(R); Ideal - B3, B4(R), B6, B7(R), Bll, B13(R). 

Additional measures. A number of additional measures are used in the 

current research that are specifically designed for that purpose. These include 

measures of Promotion Rate, the presence or absence of Critical Skills, Draft 

Motivation, end a variety of demographic measures including an index of socio- 

economic level. 

Promotion rate. In the current study Promotion Rate is a measure of the 

rapidity of advancement through the enlisted pay rates from El through E9. 

Promotion Rate for each individual is determined by dividing the median number 

of years normally required to achieve his particular pay rate* by the number 

of years he has been on active duty, rounded to the nearest whole year, thus: 

Median years normally required to attain pay grade 
DD   (Based on total Navy data)*  
KK Years of active duty 

(R) Indicates that the item score 1s reversed in the computation of Index scores. 

TJata on the median numbers of years of active duty to attain a particular rate 
was taken from the document: Navy Military Manpower Rate Cost Data for Life 
Cycle Planning Purposes. United States Department of the Navy, Personnel 
Research Division, April, 1972. 
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The frequencies of cases in a promotion rate by pay rate matrix are presented 

in Appendix D. A promotion rate of one indicates that an individual is 

advancing at a rate comparable to those of most Navy men. To the extent that 

the score is greater than one, the individual has a promotion rate higher than 

most others at his particular rate; to the extent that it is less than one, the 

individual is advancing at a rate slower than others at his pay grade. The 

index is designed so that across pay rates, individuals who progress at a 

particular rate will have the same score. 

In its present application, this Promotion Rate index qualifying statements 

are in order. First, since no one has a rate lower than E-l, E-l's are 

excluded from analyses which use this index. Second, in the current sample, 

all E-2's have promotion rates lower than one. This is due to the fact that 

the median period of time to attain a rate of E-2 is 0.8 years and respondents 

were asked to round their number of years of active duty to the nearest whole 

year. No respondent reported zero years of active duty. Because of this, 

E-2's have also been eliminated from analyses where promotion rate is used as 

a variable. A third issue concerns the amount of time a respondent has spent 

at a certain pay rate. For example, an enlisted man may have been at one pay 

rate for a given period of time and he may soon be promoted to the next rate. 

His promotion rate, therefore, is likely to reflect one for a person who is 

advancing slowly.  It is assumed that most of the scaled promotion rates for 

respondents will be near the actual promotion rate, and that in cases where 

substantial bias enters into the measure, there will be other cases where the 

bias is in the opposite direction. Thus, the net effect will be for disparate 

scores which are due to measurement error to cancel each other out. 

A final issue concerns a measure of promotion rate for officers. In the 

course of administering the survey, Institute for Social Research staff 

learned that many officers receive their commission after moving up through 
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the enlisted and warrant officer ranks. The questionnaire itself, however, 

did not include a question about previous service in the enlisted ranks. 

Because of this, we were unable to measure promotion rates for officers or 

warrant officers with any degree of confidence. For example, a man may have 

been an enlisted man for 15 years and then have received a commission at a 

lower officer level. By definition of promotion rate, his calculated rate 

would be extremely low compared to a man who was commissioned upon entering 

the Navy. Future analyses will endeavor to determine whether we can ferret 

out from the officers those men who rose through the enlisted ranks and then 

took a commission. Analyses which use the promotion rate index, then, include 

only those personnel at pay rates of E-3 through E-9. 

For analyses requiring that promotion rate be categorized, respondents 

were broken into subgroups of low, medium, and high promotion rates. The sizes 

of these subgroups in the present analysis vary slightly due to the fact that 

the thirty-third percentile often fell within one category rather than between 

them. The decision as to whether one promotion rate which overlapped the 

thirty-third or sixty-sixth percentile point should be in the higher or lower 

category was based on which resultant bracketing would bring the group sizes 

closest to one third of the total sample. For example, if in deciding the 

upper limit for the lowest third, one category ended at the 30th percentile, 

and the next category contained 9 percent of the cases, the lower score was 

chosen as the break point since it was only 3 percent away from a true 1/3 

division, whereas adding the next category would have provided a group 6 

percent away from the mark. The frequencies and percentages for the three 

categories of promotion rate are presented in Table 33. 
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Table 33 

Frequencies and Percentages of E-3's through E-9's 

in Low, Medium and High Groups of Promotion Rate 

Low 

N Percentage 

564 33.7 

Medium 533 31.9 

High 572 

! 

34.4 

Critical Skills. In the current study, Critical Skills is a measure of 

the estimated "value" of individuals to the Navy on the assumption that highly 

trained and skilled personnel require greater training costs and perform more 

important tasks than do less skilled personnel. The presence or absence of a 

critical skill was determined by comparing the relative costs of teaching an 

enlisted man the skills required to attain the various ratings.* Specifically, 

respondents to the Navy survey were asked what their rating was, and ratings 

were recoded to reflect the cost of attaining this initial rating. 

One potential problem was encountered, however, with respect to this 

Critical Skills measure. Respondents were not asked for their Naval Enlisted 

Classification (NEC) which is an indication of advanced skills within a 

These Data were taken from: Annual Training Time and Cost for Navy Ratings 
and NECS, United States Department of the Navy, Bureau of Naval Personnel, 
November, 1972. 
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specific rating. Consequently, In order to test the validity of this index 

as a measure of value to the Navy, ptitrsofl product -moment correlation io««t 

ficients were run to determine whether the cost for initial rating is related 

to the mean and median cost of attaining an NEC. The results of this analysis, 

shown in Table 34,establish the existence of high relationships among these 

measures, thus supporting the use of Critical Skills as a measure value. 

Appendix E shows the distribution of ratings among respondents in the current 

sample along with the cost of training for that rating and the rank of the 

rating. 

Table 34 

The Correlation Coefficients Between Costs of 

Initial Rating and Subsequent NEC Training Costs 

Rat'ng 

Median NEC 

Median NEC 

.80 

Average NEC 

.78 

.97 

As with promotion rate, several analyses required the categorization 

of this variable Into low, middle, and high groups. The technique for bracket- 

ing these data was the same as for promotions rate, and Table 35 shows the 

distribution of ratings in these three categories. 
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Table 35 

The Frequencies and Percentages of 

E-2's through E-9's with Low, Medium, and High Critical Skills 

Ranks Within 
Cateqory N Percentage 

Low 1-16 594 33.6 

Medium 17-34 605 34.4 

High 35-38 565 32.0 

Draft motivation. Two questions from the questionnaire are designed to 

tap one's motivation to enlist in the Navy. Based on a preliminary analysis 

of the data, it was decided that the information from one of these measures, 

the draft lottery number, should not be used for further analysis. 

Problems are also encountered in using the second draft motivation 

question, "Would you have been drafted had you not enlisted?" to determine an 

individual's motivation to join the Navy. Respondents who answered negatively 

on this question can validly be labeled true volunteers since there was no 

♦Respondents were asked whether they had been assigned a lottery number, and 
if they had, they were to write it on the survey. Lottery numbers have been 
assigned to all male United States citizens who were born during or after 
1945 for purposes of conscription into the United States armed forces. Thus, 
all male respondents born during or after that year should have answered 
the first question affirmatively. The data show that of the 65.4 percent of 
the total sample who were born 1n or after that year, only 36* of them 
answered affirmatively. This is an Indication of some ambiguity about the 
meaning of the question or of a lack of information about the lottery system 
on the part of many respondents. Notwithstanding the fact that some Navy 
personnel may not have been interested in their lottery number because they 
enlisted before the number was assigned, the percentage of respondents who 
answered this question seems incredibly low. For this reason, it was decided 
not to use lottery numbers in this analysis. 
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threat of being drafted into another branch of the service; thus, they were 

not draft motivated. A great deal of difficulty is encountered, however, in 

the determination of the motivational conditions of the respondents who 

answered this question affirmatively. Some of these individuals may have 

joined the Navy because they preferred it to other branches of the service 

into which they would have been drafted. Others, however, although they would 

have been drafted had they not enlisted, nevertheless might have enlisted. 

Still others, while they too would have been drafted, may have joined the Navy 

even though they had no clear preference for it. Consequently, in an attempt 

to reduce some of these ambiguities, respondents who answered this question 

affirmatively were further divided on the basis of their response to an 

additional question: 

Wanted to fulfill my military obligation at a time and 
in the service of my choice rather than being drafted. 

fl| Extremely important 
(2) Important 
3) Somewhat important 
4) Not very important 
5) Of no importance 

The response alternatives to this question consisted of importance ratings. 

Respondents who said that it was very important or somewhat important for them 

to be in the service of their choice were grouped together. Notice that this 

group does not discriminate among totally draft motivated Individuals and 

those who otherwise would have been volunteers. What these people have in 

common is that they would have been drafted into another branch of the service 

but made a c'ear choice in favor of thp Navy. Hereafter, these Individuals 

will be referred to as "choice motivated," and 1t can be assumed that under 

all-volunteer force conditions some of them would enlist and that others would 

not. The final category consists of those individuals who would have been 

drafted but for whom it was not important to be in the service of their choice 

rather than being drafted. This group is labeled "draft avoidant." 
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Table 36 presents the frequencies and percentages of respondents in each 

draft motivation category. 

Table 36 

FREQUENCIES AND PERCENTAGES OF RESPONDENTS 
IN EACH DRAFT MOTIVATION CATEGORY 

Draft Avoidant 

Choice Motivated 

True Volunteers* 

% 

21.3 

44.4 

34.2 

Demographic measures. In the current study, the only one multi-item 

demographic measure is an index of socio-economic well being. This measure, 

called Socio-Economic Level, is composed of two items measuring the educational 

level of respondents' parents. These items are: 

How much schooling has your father had? (D5) 

How much schooling has your mother had? (D6) 

The response alternatives for both questions are: 

(1) Completed grade school or less 
(2) Some high school 
(3) Completed high school 
(4) Some college 
(5) Completed college 
(6) Some graduate school 

The remaining items in the demographic section have to do with the respon- 

dent himself on such dimensions as his personal background, his reasons for 
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joining the Navy, and his current status relative to the Navy (ran^, tenure, 

rating, etc.). In addition, one of the questions in this section requires 

each of the respondents to write in a precoded number that identifies his 

immediate supervisor (and as a result, his work group which is defined as all 

those who report to the same supervisor you do), the module, and the ship or 

shore station to which he is currently assigned. 

The Civilian Questionnaire 

The Civilian questionnaire is identical to the Navy questionnaire in 

Parts A, B, and C. In addition, the descriptions of the multiple-item indices 

presented above in connection with the Navy questionnaire hold true for the 

Civilian instrument as well. Part D, the demographic Items, 1s 1n many 

respects necessarily unique. Appendix B contains Part D of the Civilian 

questionnaire. For example the civilian instrument contains questions about 

the respondents past military experience and present civilian job while just 

the reverse was true of the Navy questionnaire. 

Index Scoring and Reliability 

Scale scores. Scores on each of the multiple-item indices used in the 

current study, unless otherwise specified are the sum of the item responses 

divided by the number of items in the index. 

Thus if a respondent marked alternative (2) on one item of a two item 

index and alternative (3) on the other, his score would be 2.5 (2+3=5, divided 

by 2 ■ 2.5). 

Index reliabilities. Internal consistency-reliability alpha coefficients 
* 

have been computed, where appropriate, using both Navy and Civilian data 

i  
This procedure produces meaningful results for scales that are combinations 
of items measuring the same theoretical construct. Consequently alpha 
coefficients were not computed for the measures of Goal Integration, Techno- 
logical Sophistication, Promotion Rate, Critical Skills, and Draft Motivation 
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for all of the multi-item indices used in the present study. These coefficients 

are presented in Table 37. In addition, Table 37 contains alpha coefficients 

reported by Bowers and Taylor (1972) for the measures in the present study 

that were developed on the basis of their earlier work with data from divilian 

organizations. 

One caution is in order in making comparisons between the coefficients 

generated from the Navy and Civilian data and those from the Bowers and Taylor 

(1970) work; while the coefficients in the current study are  computed from 

individual data, those reported by Bowers and Taylor were computed from grouped 

or aggregated data. Since it is expected that coefficients calculated from 

aggregated data will be higher than those calculated at the individual level 

(Nunnally, 1967), the coefficients reported by Bowers and Taylor (1972) should 

be somewhat higher than those calculated on the basis of the current data. 



Table 37 

Index Reliabilities for Previous Research 

and Current Navy and Civilian Samples 

Index Title S.0.0. a Navy a Civilian a 

Actual 

Supervisory Support 
Supervisory Goal Emphasis 
Supervisory "ork Facilitation 
Supervisory Interaction Facilitation 

.04 

.85 

.88 

.89 

.89 

.80 

.85 

.82 

.88 

.78 

.PI 

.81 

Ideal 

Supervisory Support 
Supervisory Goal Emphasis 
Supervisory Work Facilitation 
SuDervlsory Interaction Facilitation 

.82 

.79 

.77 

.79 

.80 

.81 

.78 

.75 

Actual 

Peer Support 
Peer Goal Emphasis 
Peer  Work Facilitation 
Peer Interaction Facilitation 

.87 

.70 

.89 

.90 

.82 

.75 

.83 

.87 

.75 

.85 

.80 

Ideal 

Peer Support 
Peer Goal Emphasis 
Peer Work Facilitation 
Peer Interaction Facilitation 

.77 

.75 

.84 

.60 

.83 

.83 

.72 

Climate 

Human Resources Primacy 
Communication Flow 
Motivational Conditions 
Decision Makinq Practices 
Lower Level Influence 

.80 

.78 

.80 

.79 

.70 

.76 

.62 

.64 

.70 

.61 

.82 

.71 

.57 

.80 

.68 

Satisfaction .87 .78 .87 

Group Process .96 .87 .90 

Supervisory Needs .61 .90 

Human Factors Awareness .78 .82 

Theory X .85 .85 

Job Challenge - Actual 
Job Challenae - Ideal 

.73 

.60 
.65 
.63 

303 
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Appendix E 

The Navy Questionnaire 
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INSTITUTE FOR SOCIAL RESEARCH/"THE UNIVERSITY Qf MICHIGAN'ANN ARBOR. MICHIGAN   48106 

A current national issue involves putting the military services on 
an all-volunteer {no draft) basis. Should uns occur, it would mean that 
the armed forces must I and condition» comparable 
to those expected and experienced in civilian life. 

This questionnaire is pan of a study sponsored by the Navy in 
which wo »re attempting to learn more about the ways that the armed 
forces may have to change to fit in with the views and values of 
Americans. 

This questionnaire includes items about your present job in the 
Navy. (The same questions are alto being asked o* civilian respondents. 
so you will notice that instead of saying "ship or duty station" the 
questions will often say Mth the* questions ask your 
attitudes and opinions In a riumbei ol d"-di (These questions have also 
been worded in a way that makts them suitable for civilians as well as 
Navy personnel.) 

If this study is to be helpful, il is important that you answer each 
question as thoughtfully and frankly as possible. This is not a test; 
there are no right or wrong unswers. 

The completed questionnaires are processed by automated equip 
ment which summarize the answers in statistical form. Your own 
individual answers will remain strictly confidential, since they will be 
combined with those of many other nersons in reports which are 
prepared. 

NCS Trm-Opt« 5375RWJ/I 
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53 A situation tbei Uta him oo «mat he »ii sadv '-.now* ho*» 
to do and want» to do      ©     ©     ©     ©     © 

54 More Interest rn and concern far the p-torj',  «no work 

for him: ©     ©     ©     ©     © 

IN THE QUESTIONS BELG'V. WORK C30L 
ALL THOSE PERSONS WHO REPORT TO "SHE SAME 
SUPERVISOR 

How Inendly end easy to approach er» 
your work group' 

55. Tht» it how it it 22V!       ©     © 

6«. Th.» is how I'd ijju •: to b»: 

O - 
When you talk with persons in your wor •: <jroup. to svnat 
•xtcn: do they p«v attention to »>- 

57   T>isi>hav»iti»no\y.        ©      © 

. »tow I'd like   t 

I     ©     ©     © 

To what extent ere perrons in your worn jto-  i vni  -9 
10 Im- i to your problems? 

i% hoMr It .* n< 

80. This is how I'd rjkrj i: to be: 

.■■'• tin oeMom •• your UN 
:i»e the>.- b»s; 

92.  T 

GCO 
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i 

m        ■ 

To whet cttiani do patv ■ 
htgh tttnöjifh of partorrnone«» 

6J. Thi« it ho* i1 »t now. 

64. Thu is how i 

To wfi«t «rxtent do partont in vou» »vork etous   '■■ 
Imd wiy« to do a better job' 

65   Thil it how it ft Qfiw        O 

68  Thi» it how I'd tikj it to b«: 

To whiluitni Do p«r greu 
the help you need to th»t you C*n i Ian. mtjar- 
tcttrdule work aher,d ot Hmr" 

67. Thit it how it it now:      ©     ©     ©     i 

i tobn: 

To what extent do per torn in your wort, grown n". • 
each othor new xfeat to» toMng fob-retet»d ptob«w r" 

'<t ft 22»:    ©    ©    ®    G 

70  Th.j a n-jw IM tikj M 

Mow much do pertom tn your work grr<i 
aach other to watt, at I 

?i  n 

77. Thu 

How much do no ton« in your work or. 

©     © 

.i »to it tobe 

©     ©     ©     ©     © 

75. To what muni doct your work group plan togethtj rird 
cootdinat. .tt effort«?        ©      ©     ©      (-. 

76   To whar extant doe« your work group make go» 
and »oWr probiamt well'   ©     ©      ©      0 

77. To what extant do partom in your work graoj 
what thair lobt ere and know how to do them wall? 

©     © 

-,al t«trnt t« inlormatlon abr.L t important e»anti 
:iont «hared wrthin your v.ck group? 

©     ®     ©     ®     © 

7r   To what c»tant doct your work group 'etily v. 
in objective« «uccejtfuHv? ©     ©     $     ® 

if:   To what extant it your work 
unu.uii work demand« placed M 

©   <: 

81    To what ««tent do you have conl.ct»"ce inrfv 
pa»ton»in vour work group' 

©   G 

.« ban« of votit experience and ■•     • 
would yfHi rate your work f 
»vi''l doe*-it do MI luMnli-  . 

GO OX TO • - 
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How true it 'ich of the fol- J       5       £        2 
.<t«m'!Oti uboot the_ *        >. 

in you have npw' « 

I  « me on the work. 

©      0      ©      © 

n».:Jv. no chance ol twin* laid off. 

©   ©   ©   © 

95. I CM kv»rn rare» thang». learn nw il 

©     ©     ®     © 

H  I don't hau to work too hard  ©      ©     ©     © 

37   It i« a clean job. where I don't get dirty 

©      ©      ®      © 

?3   It hai ouod chance» for getting »head 

©      ©     ©      © 

89   I don't have to take a lot of rwponubtlitv 

©     ©     ©     © 

90. It leave» me a lot or free time to do what I want 
:odo. ©     ©     ©     © 

91. The pay is flood ©     ©     ©     © 

92. It it a job that my friend« think a lot of - hat da»». 

©      ©      ©      © 

93 It utet my »kill» and abilities - let» m» do the thing» 
I can do DMt. ©     ©     ©     ® 

94 There are nie« friendly people to work with. 

0     ©     ©     © 

96. It doein't make me learn a lot of new ihiri». 

©      ©      ©      © 

96   It allow» me to >tay in on« place »o I can estebluh 

rooti in • community ©      ©      ®      © 

97. It give» me a chance to tetve my country well. 
O      ©      ©      © 

V.   it a>ve» me a chance) to make the world ■ better place 

©     ©     ©     © 

99   The fringe benrlti (medic*l c»r«, retirement pl»n, etc i 

«*• BOOd ©      ©      ®       © 

M eortrol my personal lilt  ®      ©      ©      © 

I    f    *    I 

101. I don't get endleiily referred from persjn >o percon 
when I need help. ©      D     0     ® 

102. I don't have to go through a lot of "red rap«" to get 
thing» done. O     ©     0     © 

103. I don't get hemmed in by loogitanding rule» and regu- 
lation» that no one »eemt to be able to exuiam. 

©      ©      ©      © 

.      2 
•2c 
?    s    3 * I 

t i I 1 t 
n        m        i m a 

104. On the |ob, to what extent do you feel pres»ure from 
your tuperviior for better performance, over and above 
what you yourteft think it reasonable' 

©      ©     ®     ®      © 

106. To what extent is your job a one-perion job. you 
have little need to check or work win «tan} 

©     ©     ©     ©     © 

106. To what extant do you have to collaborate with other» 
in urder to do a good job? 

©      ©      ©      ©      © 

107. To what extent i» the organisation you work for 
effective in getting you to meat it» need» and contri- 
bute to it» effectiveness? 

©      ©      ©      ©      ® 

108. To what extent doe» the organua'ton VDU work for do 
a good job of meetinq your need» H >n mmvid'nl? 

©      ©      © 

109. Tu whut extent doe» yo'ir pretant |.-.b prti-.d* afJ o|i- 
por«unity to work lor comoe'.ent. Iav> »anaanaMjn? 

0     < 

110. To what extont «Jo-» your present |ob provide on 
o»i|»ortunity to be evaluattd fairly in p:i.. 
what you con>rtbu«e>     ©      ©      © 

GO OK TO PAGE 9 
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I   . 
i I 

111. To what »««.MI do you feel in «nv way dftcrimtnat«» 
•oaim« -n your |ob because of vour race or nation*! 
origin? ©     ©     ©     ®     ® 

112. Nearly all jobs involve uting torn* kind of tool or 
machine. In your job, what I» «he most complex typ« 
of tool or machine you use every «toy? 

© limp«« devices (pencil*, tatter openti, 
wpiig cloth) 

® hand loots (manual typewrrtet, wrenches, 
wheelbarrow) 

©»mall power-driven machines (electric dull, 
electric typewriter, 2-cycle enginel 

® power driven equipment (car or truck, airplane. 
electronic equipment, copy machine, houti 

© automated ecjuipment (largely ecTuter- 
dlrected) 

113. Are the obfects or material« you work on_ in your »ob 
«he tame or different? 

© There is no variation from case I 

© There is only slight variation from case 

® Some of the cases are similar end tome 
•re unique. 

® Most cases are somewhat unique 

© Each case is almost totally unique. 

114. In your {ob, how much time usually pastes between 
your performance of an average unit of work and the 
time you find out how well you did? 

© * few seconds or loss ® less than a day 

© a lew minutes 

I-, i. •-. d m •:    I M 

) ii.npi'i ;fijn .i d.iv 

115   What race I» you» immediate supervisor' 

© White 

ft ■«* 
® Mexican-American 

©Other 

11«. «mat race «re the majority of the members of your 
work group (those individuals who report to the sami 
supervisor you do)? 

©White 

©Black 

© Mexican-American 

©Other 

117. What other race (if any) it mot« heavily represented 
•n your work group? 

©White 

©Black 

® Mexican-American 

©Other 

GO ON TO PAGE   1U 
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■ j «k about |h* t 
• ou would tontidv mo*t ideal   n«»** 

I ,ki» Wind nt tob von MO 

i    bout lit« kind of 
» job vow would like to have 

' net you h»»e it 
TOW), how important an 

•  'h« following? 

I    5 
I    } 

fill 
1   A |ob where there'» no on« tu bou me on the work 

©     @     ©     © 

2   A job th« it ttaadv. no chine« of being bid oH 

0      ©     ©      © 

3. A |ob where I can learn new thing*. I*arn new »kill* 

©   ©   O   © 

i   A |ob where I don't have to work too hard 

©     ©     ©     ® 

5  A clean (ob. where I don'l get dirty 

©     ©     ©     © 

6   A »ob «nth good chance* for gering ahead 
©     ©     ©      © 

7   A job where I don't have to take a lot of 
re«pon*ibili>y ©      ©      ®      © 

3   A »ob that lea»« ma a tot of free time to do what 
I want to ©     ©      ©      © 

9. A tob whore the pay i» good 

10. A too that my friend* think a tal o' 

© 

11. A tob that uta* my %killt and «bilitiet-lets mt do 
■ I can do bett O     Q      ©     © 

12   A job that hat nice friendly peopi* 

© 

13. A job that doe*n« make m« learn l n»  i   "« w tning» 

©   &   3   © 
14. A job that allow* me to ettabltth root* ;n a commu- 

nity and not ha»» to move from place 

o 
15. A rob that gi»e* me a chance I .  try wail 

© 

16. A k» 
better place G 

17. A ton where the fringe benefit* medxi. c 

ment plan, etc) »re good ©     ©     ®     © 

18. A |ob where I can control my p-Mc 

O     ©     ®     © 

19. A |ob where I don't get endletsiy reSrMd rrotn 
perwvi to perton when I need hrlp 

*   © 

20. A iob whef« I don't haee to go r»«no.-*i ( rot of "red 
tape' to get thing* don* (Jj 

21   A iob where I am not hemmp«t • - 
rule* and regulation* that no o<-- MfM to tj> *bi« to 
«Kol«in 

GOON    O^AGc   11 
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■ 

■lo you »(jree 
.•n ih- -i    

•Mr 
• '«at 

•nr-v,r>. 

23. A good «uperrner n.   I ■ 
to kitpm; png-i WW > 

■   • 

•«•iic« mould «»'■. '" 
and good retationthtpt wiV 
exercise of »u'.honty 10 " 

l 

25   In work relstiomhtpi  a* 
os expressed and worked out 

26. It ii #«u/nti»l lo» tht good u.i 
tha feeling« of othei» 

27. A cleer-cnt hierarchy ol author.!    im mr 
ii essential in u work or». 

78   Being firm wnh subordinei<> Ii 
th*-. lhav «vitl do a fjsjaaj 

G   £ 

28. Subcjid":;.*.!'« prefer to ba OJMCI- d ratfi l 
their own decivont in til« .r wor-. 

30   A fjprrvf.il must keep * I 
ordirums to we that may . 

.   • 
COr. 

Wop- 

subc 
!ot tu•-. 

PART C 

IThttf nr«t qu-ilian» «sk lor  /out np.nimr «bnut lira 
• r United States. So«* ■ 

aak «bout tha «»ay you ttimk tiiimji BCOMH , 
KM way you «IMJ lik« th.«vqi to I- 

To what extent do you - 
think ihr following op-             B I 
,.oiiuni:.»> ajg available           7 • 

I       to people who work rn             f 1                   B.        I 
tha military services?                 « ■                   •        • 

c c       o       o       e 

1   A chanca to gat ahaad       ©     ©     ©     ©     © 

2   A chanca to gat mot» education 
©     ©     ©     ©     © 

3   A chanca to advanoa to a more resoon«.oL positron 

©   ©   ©   ©   © 

<   A chanca to hava a personally mor« fulfilling fob 
©      ©     ©      ©      © 

S   A chanca to gat their ideal heard 
©     ©     ©     ©     © 

0   To what extant rt ii Mkety that a pen, 
can get thing* changed and set right if ha tt being 
treated unjustly by a superior? 

©     ©     ©     ©     © 

7   To what extent do you think there rs any « 
tion agamtt women who ar« in tht aimed service»? 

©      ©      ®     ©      © 

'   To what extent do you think there it any discrimina- 
tion eejnr.it Week people who »re in the Mmi 

©     ©     ©     ©     © 

GO ON TO PAGE   12 
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3 Do vi. rots «euuitl fHrii 
MM *t a civilian or  <:  i ii*mo-tr 01 

M-V wrvce 

© About the tame 

©More lair « • civilian 

©Vucn more »a:r at 2 civilian 

©Question not appropriate for me 

10   If you had a «on in hu late teem or early twenties who 
decided to enter the military wvie«. how «rouid you 
feet about hit cVcition> 

©Strongly potiuve 

©Mostly oOJitive 

©Moviy negative 

0 Strongly negative 

i i i    s    t 

HI! 
11 The United State« «hould provide high enough ularie» 

and benefit« to that it can man it» armed lorce« with 
.'."•- O     ©     ©     0 

12. Most of our «ervicemsn «hould be "cttiten soldiers" - 
men who tpend tutt three or four year« in the military 
and then return to civilian life   ©     ©     ®     © 

13. Our military «ervice «hould be staffed mo«ily with 
"career men" who »pend twenty or mot* year« »n 
the «er«*». Q     ®     0     © 

'.4. On'y tftov» who egr» - •/ po!«cy vhnuW 
be allowed to serve in the armed 'orcrv 

0      ®      ©      © 

15   There ought to tw I wide range of I 
viewpoint« tmoni) ti"*» in the military mrvice. 

©      ©      ©     © 

1      16   In wine r.ou'i»r.  •. th    atm 
and thrown o>. 
thai- ii »nv chnnce thai •• 
Uni'vd Slates? 

©•»OrOTMblv 

®lt itcertihv, pc< 

©It II 

©It could never ha.jpen in 

gf = 
! I 
>       £ 

■     «     8     «     « 
«a    S.    «S    w    »2 

17. To what extent do you think our arm«d 'areas »'e 
BtsatfeJl of meeting all of oar pr— •• 

©      ©      ©      ©      © 

18. To what extant do you thirk the mtltary «nahe» 
atfjejaaa. use of the n-oney in 'ti curie"' 

©   @   9 

19   To what «xtent do vou thviV our ■jstlltlry '••der« art 
«mart people who know what they «r I 

©      9 

20. To what extent would it be po«sible :o imp »ova the 
caliber nf our officer - 

©     ©     © 

21. To what extant do we fall thort  J :■• • •-. ! :ary pre- 
paredness wa ne»d in today's world'* 

©     © 

22. To whet extent is there Mfta. [i   •• • 
i «r- run at present* 

23   To VIM! extent do you dsW 
do as good a job as they can? 

O     © 

24. To   \liet »«tent do •, 
tary leadership to do wha. I 

GC ON   '0 *> 
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25. All things considered, do you ihink the »imi • 
presently hare too much or loo little int!utnet on lha 
way ihn country n run? 

©Far too much 

©Too much 

© Too irttl« 

© F« too fin!« 

26. Do you think the U. S. spends too much o« too littl« 
on thr armed services? 

© Far too much 

©Too much 

© About right 

© Too little 

© Far too littl« 

27. Overal!. how do you feel «bout '*-.« rol< of the military 
service« in our society during #W time vne« World War 
II -has it been mostly positive or mo*t1< 

© Strongly Positive 

© Mostly Positur» 

© Mostly Negativ« 

© Strongly Negative 

The next questions ask your opinion about the influence 
that military leaders and civilian leaders (tuch a» the Ptev- 
dent oi Conorets) have over certain decisions o' 
national security. m 

-       R 

1       I 

"nee over v/i.^f 
servicemen ii> lorenjn conflict»? 

©   O   ©   ©   © 

©   ©   © 

i   I   I 

UM moit influence ove: 
battlefield? 

MM« is hew I think it h 

©     ©     © 

,     31   This it HOW I'd like it to be- 
©   o   ©   ©   © 

Who hat most influence over which new weapon systems 
to develop' 

32. Thrt »s how I think it 

©     O     ©     ©     © 

33   niif u how Id like it to be: 
0    fi    ®    ®    0 

Who has mort inttuence over levels o' pay and fringe 
'he armed services? 

• 'xw I think it it now. 

©     ©     ©      ®      © 

■•. how I'd tike it to to 

©     ©     ©     ©     © 

Who has most influence oeet whethKr to 11« nuclear 
weapons? 

I  lose 

©     ©     ©     ©     C 

I      37. This is how I'd like It to to: 

©     ©     ©     ©     © 

G        5 

3a  The U S. should togm a »radur 
whether oiher countries do oi 

r 
tea may to timr 

O   ©   ©   € 

I   oi« Id b- willinti to 9    to ... r to protrc: 
..-.n economic mir..-. 

GO ON TO PAGE   K 
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PART D 

These final few quettiont ask for um background infor- 
mation about yourself   The information u Important »or 
research purposes. Vour answers to_»M questions «kill be 
kept ttnctly confidential. 

1. Present Aoe _. 

©Male       ©Female 

©White © Mexican-Amrt ican 

©Oth« 

4   Ho* much schooling have you had? 
©Completed grade tchool or I«« 
©Some high school 
©Completed high school 
©Some college 
©Completed college 
©Some graduate tchool 

6. How much schooling hat your father had? 
©Completed grade tchool or test 
©Some high school 
©Completed high tchool 
® Some college 
© Completed college 
© Some graduate school 

6. How much schooling has your mother had? 
©Completed grade school or leu 
© Some high school 
© Completed high school 
© Some college 
© Completed college 
© Some graduate tchool 

7. While you were growing up - say until you were 
eighteen - what kind of community did you live in 
for the most part? 

©Rural area o» farm 
© Town or »mall city 
©Suburban area near a large city 
© Large rity 

8. While you were growing up. what region of the 
country ttid you primarily live in? 

©New England 
©test 
©South 
©Midwest 
©Wert 
©None of the above 

©® 
©© 
©@ 
©0) 
®® 
©<*) 
®® 
©© 
©<*■ 
@0>< 

9. Yosrt Supervisor's number . 

©(SOS'; 5 
©o©oo 
®©©G C 
©©&&••- 
©©©®® 
©ocpvi 
©©»©€ 
©eooe 
©©©©© 
©OQ©© 

10. How long have you been »signed to your present 
ship ot station? 

© km than 1 month 
©between 1 and 6 months 
©between 6 month« and 1 year 
©between 1 and 2 yeart 
©between 2 and 5 years 
©between S and 10 yeart 
©between 10 and 15 years 
©more than 15 yeart 

11 How long have you been aiMgned to your present 
work group? 

©lew than 1 month 
©beiween 1 and 6 montht 
© between 6 months and 1 year 
© between I and 2 yean 
©between 2 and 5 year« 
©between 5 and 10 years 
©between 10 and 15 years 
©more than 16 years 

12 Were you aswgned a draft lottery number? 
©Yes ©No (skip to question 14) 

13. What it your lottery number?_ 
©©e 
(til)® 
©©© 
©©© 
M«S 
$©$ 

©.*>© 

14   What it your military ttatut? 

© Regular      © Reserve 

15. Whet it your present enlistment or 
extension status? 

©Fiitt enlistment 
©Extension ol lutt enlistment 
® Second enlistment 
® Extension ol second enlistment 
© Thud or later enlistment 

16  What do you plan to do when you complete this 
enlistment? 

© Re-cnlrtt and make the Navy a career 
© He-enlist or extend but undecided about 

nuking the Navy a career 
0 or extend but do not intend 10 

nttke the Nevy a career 
© Return to civilian lite 
©Retire GO ON TO PAGE  16 
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•; ■! it vim 

9QQ 
CI0Q 
•-:©© 
©©© 

®©@ 

99® 

feWmgi about bating been in t"? 

.' 
ptreW 

•'S best describes tha feelings of 
firs' «arned you were oomq 

<.ce? 
,0' of it 

:?vo« 
cittforcmt 

.'•   How. 'j-wirig relative« have served in th- 
»rrneii I Ltnlrfien. brothers, sitter«, spouse' 

©No..».,   :i<r.n       ©?l..f«ol them 

©One 0! tiicm ©four of them 
© Tsvo v' :<-«m        ©'Mvsioimore 

73. What ware their leelingi about hevfno been in tha 
military 

O'jironc,:/ paüiive 
, poiitiee 

©«.'ostly negativ« 
■ 

2«   What a .. .ibout their having 
•win 1- ttw military service' 

cat»1« 

'   ic'tee rtuty have you 
Ho. nr:   u the nearest year.l  

J5   i   5   I   5 

."•")   Joo oi)u ufjniti*: l.ioV «d batter tn • 

O   ©   ©   ©   © 

27   For travel   adventure, new eaperwncet 
©     ©      ©      ©      © 

?8   Opportunity for ad«»need education or technical training 
©     ©      ©     ©      © 

2D  Wanud to fuifii» my military obligation at a time and 
in tre. service of my choice rather than beinj drafted 

©      ©      ©     ©      © 

I to «ere« my country. 
©     ©     ©     ©     © 

■ t family tradition of military service. 

o   ©   ©   ©   © 

. sveure job with promotion« and favorable 
retir.ment benefits ©     ©     ©     ©      © 

M you worked HI lull tim» 

'•' 
- month» 

©f>«tvv«en 6 month« and > year 
Kid 3 year« 

©more than 3 yeart 

34. Youi new Service        35   Wnat 11 vour own 
number I optional I supervisory nuinbr< 

.-;©©©©© 
©©OO©©©©© 
©®©e>©@®©© 
©©©©@®®®® 
©®®©©®©©® 
®®©©®©©®® 

©©©©©0O00 
©©■»I* © ©©©© 

3)®®®® 
0©00© 
®©®©C3 
@®©®® 
•>©©©   V 
©®®@© 
■'.;•. r?i8 ::"■..; 
0000Q 

®®®®® 
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Appendix F 

PART D of the Civilian Questionnaire 
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PART D 

These first! few uuimtont etk for Mint background m'or- 
rruli(t. gfaM I irourwlf, The Information i( important tor 
retea'cr put-jr-.**   Your antwert to^U <j.i«:stit!«i wi'l be 

■lential 

IS«*: ©W»le      ®e*mek.. 

3. Rec* 
©I.-. 

0 Clock ©Other 

4. Haw n'ui'. 'i'.oalmg have you had' 

. '«1 s"ad« tct-col or let« 
©Son« h'tjri school 
©Complt-.ed high school 
©Sorr« cottage 
0 Completed cottage 
©Some graduate school 

5. How much schooling ha» your father had? 
© Completed crae* school or km 

©Completed high icnool 
0 Some college 
© Complied college 
©Some graduate school 

6. How much schooling hat your mother hed? 

© Completed grade school or leu 
© Scrre high school 

© Completed high school 
Q Some college 
© Completed college 
© Some gradual* school 

7. While you were growing up- say until you were 
eighteen - what kind of community did you IM in 

•T pan? 
0Pur«l «rra or farm 

M small city 
©Suburban area near a Urge city 
©L»fO« city 

8. While you were growing up, whal »egion of the 
country d»d you primarily live in? 

©New England 
©East 

©West 
©None oi the above 

0® 

©® 
®® 
0© 
©© 
0© 

PAGf 

IF NOT WORKING OUTSIDE THE HOME. SKIP TO 
QUESTION 12 

tVhat company do you 
work for' 

O00O0 
©<f 00© 
©00®© 
©0®©© 

1 

©€©©€ 
Ob. If this is a part of a 

it? e» 

■i i.eve you worked there? 
® lets than 1 month 
© Ivtween 1 and 6 months 
© between 6 months and I year 
© between 1 and 2 years 
® between 2 and 5 years 
©between 6 and 10 years 
©between 10 and 15 years 
©more than 15 yean 

11   How long have you been a member of your 
present work group? 

© lest than 1 month 

© ue'vreen 1 and 6 months 
© between 6 months and 1 year 

1 and 2 years 
©between 1 and 5 yeeis 
©between 6 and 10 years 

10 and 15 yeart 
©more than 15 years 

12. Were you assigned a draft lottery number? 
©Yet        ®No (skip M Question 141 

13 What i« vour lottery number?  

14 Have you ever served in eny branch of 
the service? 

© Yes        ® No (skip to 22) 

15 If yev Nhm branch did you serve In? 
0 Ai my 
©Navy 
©A» Fo'ce 
©Manne« 
©Cnast Guard 

(ted? 
©No 

®@® 
0OC* 

®®<£ 
®®6 
©®® 
©®<£ 
©©© 
®®® 

GOON TO PAGE   16 
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Appendix G 

Outline of Instrument Content 

Ouestlons Description Source 

...PART A—- 

1 - 82    Items which form 28 critical 
Indices of Survey of 
Organizations 

83-103   Measures of job content 

104    Measure of pressure for 
production 

105-106     Measures from technology 
studies 

107-108 Goal  Integration index 

109-110 Measures of fairness and 
equitable treatment 

111     Measure of perceived 
discriminatory treatment 

112-114     Measures of Technological 
Sophistication of Job 

115-117     Measures of work group 
racial composition. 

Taylor & Bowers, The Survey of Organi- 
zations. Ann Arbor, Michigan: Insti- 
tute for Social Research, 1972, (in 
press). 

Youth in Transition (See Johnston and 
Bachman, Young Men Look at Military 
Service. Ann Arbor, Mlchiqan: Insti- 
tute for Social Research, 1970) and 
other ISR studies of meanlna of work, 
work satisfaction, and motivation. 

Michaelsen, L.K., Leader Orientation, 
Leader Behavior, Group Effectiveness, 
and Sltuational Favorability: An 
Empirical Extension of the Contingency 
Model. Organizational Behavior and 
Human Performance, 1973, 9. 226-245. 

Mohr, L., "Organizational Technology 
and Organizational Structure," 
Administrative Science Quarterly, 1971, 
16, 444-459.  

Barrett, J. Individual goals and organi- 
zational objectives. Ann Arbor. Mich.: 
Institute for Social Research, 197P. 

Butterfield, D., An integrative approach 
to the study of leadership effectiveness 
1n organizations. Unpublished doctoral 
dissertation. University of Michigan, 
1968. 

Constructed for present study. 

Taylor, J., Technology and planned 
organizational change. Ann Arbor, 
Michigan: Institute for Social Research, 
1971. 

Adapted from current work within ISR. 
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Appendix   G 

(cont.) 

Questions Description Source 

...PART R— 

1  - 21 

22-32 

1-5 

6-9 

10 

11-16 

17-24 

25-26 

21 

28-37 

Measures of job preferences 
(match job content Items 
83-103 1n Part A) 

Items contained In two Index 
measures of supervisory 
values, from Survey of 
Management Beliefs. 

—PART C— 

Perceived opportunities for 
those in armed services 

Perceived fairness of treat- 
ment in armed services 

Attitudes toward having a 
son enlist in the military 
service. 

Attitudes about several 
issues related to an all- 
volunteer force (12 & 13, 
14 & 15 are matched pairs, 
balanced to counteract 
anreement bias) 

Perceived effectiveness of 
armed services 

Armed services Influence 

Overall attitude toward 
military services since 
HW II 

Civilian and military 
Influence, actual and ideal 

Youth in Transition and other ISR 
studies of meaning of work, work 
satisfaction, and motivation. 

Michaelsen. L ., qp_. dt. 

Constructed for present study based 
on items from the Youth in Transition 
project. 

Youth in Transiiton Project (see 
Johnston and Bachman, op_. cit.) 
Items 7 and 8 constructed Tor 
present study. 

Constructed for present study. 

Constructed for present study. 

Constructed for present study. 

Youth in Transition project. 

Constructed for present study 

Constructed for present study 
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Appendix   H 

Percentage Distributions of Promotion Rate 

for Each Enlisted Pay Rate E2-E9 

Pay Rate 

Promotion 
Rate E-2 E-3 E-4 E-5 E-6 E-7 E-8 E-9 

.1 

.2 6.0 1.2 

.4 

l.l 
-- -- -- -- -- 

.3 -- 2.1 1.3 1.8 -- -- - -- 
,4 14.9 •.•; 1.9 2.8 .9 -- - -- 
.5 -- 17.1 M 2.8 .9 -- -- -- 
.6 -- -- — M 2.8 3.4 10.2 -- 
.7 -- -- 18.6 2.6 11.8 2.2 8.2 -- 
.8 79.2 37.1 -- 6.0 14.9 15.1 6.1 12.5 

.9 -- -- 26.2 6.2 15.2 29.1 8.2 20.8 

1.0 -- -- -- -- 6.5 8.9 26.5 12.5 

1.1 -- -- — 8.5 8.4 12.8 22.4 12.5 

1.2 -- -- — -- 4.6 16.2 12.2 8.3 

1.3 -- -- -- 16.0 9.0 -- 4.1 25.0 

1.4 — -- 22.8 -- — 3.9 2.0 4.2 

1.5 -- -- — -- 5.3 5.0 -- 1.2 
1.6 -- 35.0 — -- -- 2.8 - -- 
1.7 -- -- -- 22.0 5.9 - - -- 
I.I -- -- -- -- 5.3 -- -- - 
2.1 -- -- -- -- -- .6 -- -- 
2.2 -- -- -- -- 5.6 — — -- 
2.3 
2.7 

2.9 

-- -- -- 17.7 

2.9 
-- -- -- 

24.3 -. .- -- -- 
3.4 -- -- -- 1.3 .3 -- -- -- 

13.6 — "■ *" .3 "" -" 
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Appendix   H 

(cont.) 

Ouestlons Description Source 

38-39 Pacifist attitudes 

40-44 

45-50 

Attitudes about U.S. 
military policy 

Attitudes about U.S. 
policy 1n Vietnam (fi- 
ltern scale, balanced to 
counteract aoreement bias) 

Developed by Putney, "Some Factors 
Associated with Student Acceptance 
or Rejection of War," American 
Sociological Review, 1962, 27. 655- 
667, and used In the Youth TW Transi- 
tion Project (see Johnston and Bach- 
man, op_. cit.). 

I tens 40-43 constructed for present 
study. Item 44 adapted from Kelman and 
Lawrence, "Assignment of Responsibility 
in the Case of Lt. Calley: Preliminary 
Report on a National Survey," Journal 
of Social Issues. 1972, 28, 177-212. 

The Youth 1n Transition Project (see 
Johnston and Bachman, op. dt.). 

51-52 Attitudes about amnesty Constructed for present study. 

57 Perceived agreement with 
friends 

Constructed for present study 
Items 54-56 adapted f-om Kelman 
and Lawrence, op_. dt. 

—PART P - Navy- ... 
1-fl Background measures Adapted from current work within ISR 

9-25 Military experience Constructed for present study 

26-32 Reasons for joining Navy Constructed for present study 

ia Service number (optional) Constructed for present study 

—PART D - Civilian— 

i-i Background measures Adapted from current work within ISR 

9-11 Job Identification Constructed for present study 

12-24 Military experience Constructed for present study 
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Appendix I 

Ranks, Initial Training Costs, N's and Percentaaes 

for Each Ratinq Designation 

Cost Rank Rating Designation I Percentage 
Cost for 

Initial Ratine 

38 

37 

35 

34 

33 

66 

276 

187 

STG Sonar Technician, G 

STS Sonar Technician, S 

AX Aviation ASW Technician 

AT Aviation Electronics Tech. 

AQ Aviation F1re Control Tech. 

CTM Maintenance (Comm. Tech.) 

DS Data Systems Tech. 

ET Electronics Tech. 

EW Electronics Warfare Tech. 

OT Ocean Systems Tech. 

TD Tradevman 

FTB, F1re Control Tech. B 

FTG, F1re Control Tech. G 

FTM, F1re Control Tech. M 

GMG Gunner's Mate G 

GMM   Gunner's Mate M 

GMT   Gunner's Mate T 

MN   Mlneman 

MT Missile Tech. 

TM   Torpedoman's Mate 

AE   Aviation Electlrdan's Mate 

IM   Instrumentman 

AC    A1r Controlman 

AW   Aviation ASW Operator 

CTR Collection Branch (Comm. Tech.) 

CTT Tech. Branch (Comm. Tech.) 

RD   Radarman 

RM   Radioman 

S.9 

15.6 

10.6 

13.248 

8,330 

7,809 

32 1.8 7,031 

2 .1 6,783 

152 H.e 6,452 
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Appendix  I (cont.) 

Cost Rank Rating Designation N Percentage 
Cost for 

Initial Rating 

32 PR Aircrew Survival Equip. 7 .4 6,318 
31 CTO Communications 4 .2 6,090 

30 AG   Aeroqrapher's Mate 8 .5 6,013 
29 AS Aviation Supt. Eq. Tech. 

CM Construction Mechanic 

12 .7 5.907 

28 DM Illustrator Draftsman i .2 5.499 

21 EM Electrician's Mate 

IC Interior Comm. Electrician 

76 4.3 5,471 

26 E0 Equipment Operator 1 .1 5,391 

25 UT Utilities Man 1 .1 5,334 

24 AO Aviation Ordnanceman 4 .2 5,302 

23 MM Machinist's Mate 141 8.0 5.294 

22 ABE Aviation Boats*. Mate E 5 .3 5,292 

21 LI Lithographer 1 .1 5,282 

20 SH Ships Serviceman IB 1.0 5,282 

19 HM Hospital Corpsman 23 1.3 5.261 

18 BM Boatswain's Mate 

QM Quartermaster 

SM Signalman 

110 6.2 5,245 

17 EN Engineman 38 2.2 4.972 

16 BT Boilerman 95 5.4 4.945 

15 BR Boilermaker 1 .1 4.945 
14 ABH Aviation Boatsw. Mate H 20 1.1 4.803 

13 AMS Aviation Struct. Mech. S 32 i.e 4.759 

12 ADJ Aviation Mach. Mate J 122 6.0 4,693 
ADR Aviation Mach. Mate R 

AME Aviation Struct. Mech.  E 

AMH Aviation Struct. Mech. H 

11 MR Machinery Repairman 11 .6 4,619 

10 ABF Aviation Boatsw. Mate F 1 .1 4,313 
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Appendix I (cont.) 

Cost for 
Cost Rank      Rating Designation        N   Percentage   Initial Rating 

9                  DK Dispurslng Clerk 4 .2 4,126 

8                 DP Data Processing Tech. 1 .5 4,100 

7                 AK Aviation Storekeeper 71 4.0 4,058 

SK Storekeeper 

6                 AZ Aviation Maint. Admin. 3 .2 3,820 

5                  PC Postal Clerk 1 .1 3,786 

4                   CS Commissaryman 126 7.1 3,600 

SD Steward 

3                   YN Yeoman 13 .7 3,527 
2                  PN Personnelman 30 2.2 3.527 

1                   HT Hull Maint. Tech. H 2.6 3,441 
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